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LITHIUM/IRON SULFIDE BATTERIES FOR
ELECTRIC-VEHICLE PROPULSION AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

Progress Report for the Period

October 1979-September 1980

ABSTRACT

This report covers the research, development, and management
activities of the programs involving high-performance lithium-

aluminum/iron sulfide batteries at Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL) and at contractors' laboratories during the period October

1979 through September 1980. These batteries, which are being de-

veloped for electric-vehicle propulsion and stationary energy-

storage applications, consist of vertically oriented prismatic

cells with one or more inner positive electrodes of FeS or FeS2 ,
facing negative electrodes of lithium-aluminum, and molten LiCl-KCl

electrolyte.

Most of the cell and battery design, development, and fabrica-

tion for the program to develop a full-scale electric-vehicle battery

(designated Mark II) was subcontracted to two industrial firms--

Eagle-Picher Industries, l.c and Gould Inc. The major objective
for Phase I of this program is the development of highly reliable

cells which can be mass-produced at a reasonable cost. Status cells
produced by both contractors have been tested at ANL. The cells

produced by Eagle-Picher have exhibited high performance in the

three areas tested: specifi: energy, specific power, and cycle life.
DrLiverv to ANL of a ten-cell battery module incorporating these

cells is scheduled for April 1981. In the cells produced by Gould
Inc., the specific energy and specific power have been relatively
high, but cycle life is still limited by two failure mechanisms
which cause short circuiting.

The ANL program consists of cell development studies, materials

and component development, testing of cells and batteries fabricated

by both ANL and its subcontractors, battery component and auxiliary

systems development, and potential applications and cost studies.

SUMMARY

Mark II Development Program

For Phase I of the Mark II ')evelopment Program during FY 1980, Eagle-
Picher Industries, Inc. (E-P) and Gould Inc. were both contracted to design,
develop, and fabricate highly reliable Li-Al/FeS cells which could be mass-
produced at a relatively low r.ost. The following performance goals were
established for the Mark II Lells: (1) specific energy of 125 W-h/kg, (2)
peak specific power of 185 W/kg, and (3) a cycle lifetime of at least 500
deep-discharge cycles. After these cell performance requirements are met,
the contractors are to use the final cell design in the development of a
ten-cell battery module to be ready for qualification testing.

1.
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Eagle-Picher. The approach taken by Eagle-Picher toward achieving the
performance goals was to design, fabricate, and test successive iterations
of cells. Their final design, which evolved through six iterations, incorpo-
rates a separator composed of boron nitride (BN) felt instead of BN fabric
and eliminates the active-material-extrusion problem present in earlier cell
designs.

The first iteration cells were constructed primarily to test BN felt
as a separator. Although BN felt was superior to BN fabric as a particle
retainer, it provided little mechanical restraint and allowed excessive
distortion or both electrodes, active-material escape, and short-circuit
development.

For the second iteration of cells, the current collectors and particle
retainers were redesigned and strengthened. In addition. MgO powder and
LiAlCl4 were tested as separator wetting agents; when used in sufficient
quantities, both agents provided improved wetting, which led to improved
positive-electrode active-material utilization. Nine cells of this iteration
used nickel alloy instead of low-crbon steel as a current-collector material;
extensive failures in the weld of the particle retainer to the current-
collector frame were discovered in these cells. Other aspects of this design
iteration, however, proved satisfactory.

The third design iteration (designated Group I by E-P) was similar to
the second but with low-carbon steel used as the current-collector material
and a negative-electrode-to-positive-electrode capacity ratio of 1.3. These
cells were sent to Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for testing where they
performed well, with a significant reduction in capacity decline from previ-
ously tested cells (to <O.1% per cycle), and improved utilization and cycle
life.

The next design iteration (E-P designation: Group III) addressed the
specific-energy goals of the program by incorporating lighter-weight current
collectors in order to reduce the ratio of the weights of the current collec-
tor and cell container hardware to the weights of the active materials. The
theoretical capacities of the positive and negative electrodes were increased
by constructing the cell in a partially discharged state; in addition, the
LiC content of the electrolyte was increased. These cells were also shipped
to ANL for testing where they exhibited capacity-decline rates similar to those
in Group I cells, and significantly higher specific energies. Reliability,
however, was not as high in this group of cells.

The fifth iteration of cells (E-P designation: Group IV) addressed cell
reliability. The cell construction was similar to Group III construction
with the following exceptions: simplified current-collector design, rigidized
BN-felt separator, and top-loading cell assembly. Tne development of the ri-
gidized separator enabled cells to be top loaded, thus reducing the amount of
cell-assembly welding. The separator was impregnated with MgO, which (in ad-
dition to causing the separator to be rigid) significantly increases the
wettability of the felt by the electrolyte, leading to higher active-material
utilization. Although only preliminary" data are available for this cell it-
eration, performance appears satisfactory.
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Group V cells (sixth iteration) will be the next group of cells shipped
to ANL for life testing. The only modification from Group 1V design is the
incorporation of a honeycomb structure into the positive electrode to minimize
electrode distortion and increase cycle-life reliability.

Eagle-Picher's support efforts for Phase I of the Mark II program
involved four areas: (1) development of an improved separator, (2) improve-
ment of cell pc-a-test examination capabilities, (3) upgrading of test-center
equipment to facilitate on-site testing and data acquisition, and (4) con-
struction of a cell force-test apparatus to provide better information about
the physical characteristics of cells during heat up and charge/discharge
cycling.

Module design and development studies were conducted on modules fabri-
cated with Mark IA-design cells. Insulation, cell-tray design, intercell
connectors, and braze materials/heaters were all examined and redesigned or
tested. Thermal-management studies were also conducted on these modules.

Gould Inc. During the past year, the main efforts for Gould have been
focused in four areas: (1) the development of a 200 A-h five-plate cell,
(2) the construction of a dry-room cell-fabrication facility, (3) the initia-
tion of a battery-development program, and (4) the design and construction of

a computer-controlled cell and battery test facility.

Ninety five-plate cells, incorporating many design variables, have been
fabricated and tested during 1980. To date, specific en, rgy and power have
been relatively high, but cycle life is still limited as + result of two
failure mechanisms: (1) conductive material bridging the electrode package
and (2) penetration of the separator by negative-electrode protrusions.

The construction of a 65-m 2 dry room has permitted the transfer of all
materials processing, electrode fabrication, and cell-assembly processes from
the inert-atmosphere glovebox without any apparent harmful effects on cell

performance.

Two battery module: , a three-cell and a ten-cell module, have been

designed, fabricated, and tested. Vacuum multifoil thermal housings were

used as containment vessels. The first battery (three cells) operated for
134 cycles at the 4-h discharge and 8-h charge rates before operation was
terminated because of cell failure. The second battery (ten cells) is still
operational after 40 cycles. As part of the battery-development program,
Gould has also initiated thermal-management studies.

During the year, a test facility was designed. The facility was based
on an HP1000 computer system in order to provide the capability for the auto-
matic cycling of 60 cells and three batteries at currents of up to 250 A.
A peak-power capability of 1000 A is also available. This facility, which
is 80% operational, provides for automatic data acquisition and display.
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ANL Program

Cell Development

The Cell Development Program at ANL consists of studies designed
to assess and improve the performance of the Li-Al/FeS cell. These studies
include the following: cell modeling studies, cell capacity-stabilization
studies, cell and electrode characterization studies, cell swelling studies,
failure analyses, and post-test examination evaluations. Each of these

studies is described briefly below.

Cell Modeling Studies. Modeling studies were conducted at ANL and

at the University of California (Berkeley). At ANL, empirical equations were
used to predict the specific energy for up to 800 cycles of 84 different
Li-Al/FeS cell designs. The following design variables were investigated:
positive-electrode thickness (0.28 to 0.52 cm), volume fraction of salt in

the positive electrode (0.38 to 0-67), positive-electrode loading density
(0.7 to 1.6 A-h/cm 3 ), negative-electrode thickness (0.28 to 1.14 cm), and
negative-to-positive capacity ratio (1.0 to 1.3). The results of this study

indicated that the optimal specific energy will be achieved by a cell with

thin electrodes, a negative-to-positive capacity ratio greater than oae, and

an initial capacity loading density of 1.4 to 1.6 A-h/cm3 in the positive

electrode.

Fundamental current-potential data were collected at ANL on various

cell elements; at Berkeley, these data were then used in computer programs to

calculate maximum specific energy and power in cells with various plate areas

and with various weights and configurations of current collectors. Because a

conflict exists in the criteria for simultaneously maximizing specific energy

and specific power (an increase in plate/current-collector weight will not

necessarily maximize both), a compromise was developed in which the ratio of
maximum specific power to maximum specific energy was obtained. A compromise
plate or grid weight was then selected which maintained this same ratio of

power to energy. A plot was then developed with this compromise weight plus

additional factors for post 'nd bus mass for use in selecting cell designs to

be fabricated and tested.

Cell Capacity-Stabilization Studies. The capacity-stabilization
studies were designed to investigate the causes for the higher capacity-

decline rates found in Mark IA multiplate cells as compared with bicells of

a similar design. In an "expanded" test cell (designed to examine active-

material utilization in electrodes at maximum expansion), positive electrode

utilization was found to be about 15% lower than that in a smaller bicell;

this cell, howeverr, demonstrated stable capacity, with <2% capacity decline
after 146 cycles of operation.

Cell tests to determine the effect of honeycomb structures on
electrode performance showed that elimination of a honeycomb current collector
from the negative electrode resulted in a 12% improvement in uilization with

little effect observed on the cell resistance and power.

Tests on the effect of the ratio of negative-to-positive (N/P)
electrode capacities on resulting cell performance indicated that as the N/P
ratio in the cell was changed from 1.4 to 1.0, the utilization of the FeS
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electrode dropped 30%. Little or no change, however, was observed in the
cell capacity-retention characteristics as the N/P capacity ratio was lowered.

Studies on bicells fabricated with Eagle-Picher Mark IA-type elec-
trodes and with Ni/Ni3S2 ~ reference electrodes indicated that doubling the
theoretical capacity of the negative electrode (thus markedly increasing the
negative-to-positive capacity ratio) both decreased the capacity-decline rte
of the cell and increased the positive-electrode utilization. Analyses of
performance data from these cells suggest that capacity stability is improved
as negative-electrode utilization is increased and as the depth of discharge
is decreased.

Cell and Electrode Characterization Studies. The studies conducted
in this area were designed to evaluate physical properties and performance
characteristics of Li-Al/FeS cells and electrodes.

Potential relaxation techniques using multiple reference electrodes

were carried out on LiAI/FeS engineering bicells in order investigate (1) the
potential l1)sses wi ch develop in the electrodes and (2) the current distri-
bution in the cell before and afte~ external current interruption.

Voltage losses in the positive electrode were found to be about

twice as high as those in the negative electrode during cell discharge. The
power of the cell is, therefore, limited by the positive electrode. Investi-

gation of (1) the electrode potential relaxation in the microsecond region and

(2) the potential gradients which develop in the electrolyte along the ver-
tical edges of the working electrodes during cell operation suggests that
equalizing currents are developed in the cell. These equalizing currents,

which persist into the relaxation period, are believed to result from the
nonuniform primary current distribution which develops across the face of the

electrodes during cell operation.

The effective conductivities of both the FeS and the LiAl elec-

trodes were determined at different states of charge and discharge by using
an ac impedance technique. The results of the work indicated that the imped-
ance of both electrodes varies with state of charge and discharge. During

discharge, the impedance of the electrodes varied from 0.1 to 0.8 u-cm for
the FeS electrode and from 0.20 to 0.85 l-cm for the LiAl electrode.

Cell Swelling Studies. Studies on the swelling behavior of cells

and electrodes indicated that the maximum dimensional changes occur during the

first discharge cycle in both the positive and the negative electrode. In the
positive electrode, expansion was found to be a function of both discharge
current density and applied load. When the discharge current density was re-
duced frown 50 to 15 mA/cm2 , the minimum load required to restrain the positive
electrode from expansion decreased from 110 to 69 kPa. Once the electrode had
been cycled at 15 mA/cm2 , subsequent cycling did not result in additional ex-
pansion. Durir , the first discharge cycle, the negative electrode contracts,
then returns to approximately the original dimensions during charge. After
five cycles, the negative electrode becomes slightly expanded, but dimension-
ally stable.
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Experiments which examined simulated electrodes in out-of-cell

environments suggested that, in the simulated negative electrode, sinterin.

is strongly dependent on the internal stresses generated in a cell, volume

fraction of electrolyte salt in the electrode, and porosity. Porous electrode

compacts deformed under an external load with a smaller volume percent of salt

than did nonporous compacts.

Failure Analysis. Experiments based on the findings of the Mark IA
failure analysis were carried out to investigate possible failure mechanisms

for the Li-Al/FeS battery; these experiments concerned potential short-
circuiting mechanisms and their effects, electrolyte leakage problems, prop-

erties of high-temperature insulation, arcing, and feedthrough failures.

Muscovite (white) mica insulation was used in the Mark IA battery

as intercell and cell battery tray insulation. Previous experiments have shown

that butt joints in the insulation are sites of corrosion current flow if the

insulation becomes saturated with electrolyte. Tests of a butt joinL, similar

to joints found in the Mark IA battery, but of more expensive phlogop4 te mica,

showed similar results: currents as large as 5 A developed in a short time

(min) under a potential difference of only 0.1 V.

Short circuits were initiated in the feedthroughs of some Mark IA

cells. Temperature probes on the cells showed that the highest temperatures

reached, during the self discharge of fully charged cells initially at 465 C,

were about 800*C. In all cases, the highest temperature found in/ the cell

occurred in the feedthrough.

Breakdown voltages were measured in arcing experiments; carried out

in argon atmosphere and argon atmosphere saturated with battery vapor contam-

inants. These experiments were conducted at room temperature find at 465*C and

under both vacuum and pressures up to 69 kPa. Minimum electrode gap spacing

was 0.038 cm. (Minimum conductor spacing in the Mark IA was 0.075 cm.) The

lowest breakdown voltage found was about 275 V. Results indicate very little

likelihood of arcing occurring under normal Mark IA conditions because the

maximum potential in the Mark IA module was only 79 V.

Post-Test Examinations. Post-test examinations mere conducted on

46 multiplate cells and 47 bicells (fabricated by industrial contractors and
by ANL) to determine cell-failure mechanisms and electrode morphology.

In multiplate cells, the two major causes of short circuits were (1)
extrusion of active material from the positive electrode and (2) localized
Li-Al protrusions from the negative electrode which severely compressed the
facing positive electrode. In bicells, the major failure mechanisms were

active-material extrusion and metallic and/or sulfide deposits formed across
the separator.

The typical microstructure of the LiAl negative electrode (porous

skeletal structure in an electrolyte matrix) is ideal for high utilization

of active material at high reaCLion rates. Post-test examinations of failed
cells reveal varying degrees of agglomeration (departure from the typical

structure). These examinations suggest that the apparent mechanism for ag-
glomeration may be simply sintering of the a-Al particles.
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Materials and Components Development

Studies conducted in this area of ANL's program are designed to
solve chemical and electrochemical problems arising in the development of
cells and batteries, develop improved electrode and electrolyte compositions,
provide basic knowledge of cell chemistry and electrochemistry, and improve
the performance of various cell components.

Electrode Development. Data from morphological and electrochemical
observations are being used to develop an hypothesis on the course and causes
of agglomeration in the LiAl electrode. Data collected from three sources--a
new type of comparative agglomeration experiment, aluminum block experiments,

and an examination of an agglomerated electrode from an engineering cell--

suggested that neither electrolyte composition nor nominal current density

alone is the factor affecting agglomeration, but local current density around

particles in an electrode appears significant. The hypothesis suggests that
agglomeration involves microprotrusion growths of B-LiAl. A comprehenstvL
model of electrode functioning would also need to consider the roles of a-LiAl
and of electrolyte.

Investigations of phase transitions below 450 C in the first dis-

charge of an FeS electrode which contains particles smaller than 45 um in-
dicated that the majority of FeS particles formed J phase (LIK6Fe2 4S26C1).
Metallographic observations confirm this FeS + J phase discharge pathway.

Fast-sweep cyclic voltammetry was used to invest.ate the effects
of L1 2 S concentration, temperature, scan rate, and voltage range of cycling
on the FeS electrode reactions. In these studies, the electrode utilization
was found to increase with temperature and with Li2 S concentration. The scan-
rate data showed that the second anodic and first cathodic reactions were
diffusion-limited and ohmic-controlled, whsle the voltage-range investigations
showed that the first anodic and second cathodic reactions involve the forma-
tion and reduction of the same species (X phase or Li2FeS2). Similarly, a
single species, in its formation and reduction, was responsible for the second
anodic and first cathodic reactions, respectively.

The emfs for the FeS + Li2FeS2 and for the Li 2FeS2 + Li2S + Fe
reactions were measured as a function of temperature in LiF-LiCl-LiBr elec-
trolyte, and the emf for the FeS + Li2 S + Fe reaction was calculated from
these two emf values. The emf expressions (in mV) for these three reactions,
relative to the (a + B)-LiAl electrode, are

EFeS + Li2 FeS2 = 1338.88 + 0.0133 T(K),

'Li2FeS2 + Li2S + Fe = 1432.67 - 0.148 T(K), and

EFeS + Li2S + Fe - 1385.78 - 0.067 T(K).

Using the calculated emf expression and literature values for the free
energies of formation of FeS and of LiAl, the free energies of formation for
Li2S at 700 and at 800 K were calculated to be -428 kJ/mol (102.5 kcal/mol)
and -418 kJ/mol (-99.9 kcal/mol), respectively. The diatomic gas was chosen
as the standard state for sulfur in these computations.
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Cyclic voltammetry studies were conducted with the FeS2 electrode
in a lithium-rich electrolyte (62.7 mol % LiCl-9.1 mol % LiF-28.2 mol % KCl).
The results indicate that the Li 3Fe2S4 + FeS2 transition peaks are shifted
about 50 mV in the direction corresponding to greater reversibility (70 vs.
120 mV) in this electrolyte than in the LiCl-IKC1 eutectic electrolyte.

Additive studies indicate that the FeS2 (10 wt % Cu2S) electrode
functions well in KCI-rich electrolyte (53 mol % LiCl-47 mol % KCl) at 425 C.
The electrode wag cycled 38 times with little or no loss in capacity. The
cell itself had a coulombic efficiency >96%. The utilization on both voltage
plateaus was high at low current density (13 mA/cm2), but declined from >90%
to 65% at higher current density (75 mA/cm2).

The emf for the Ni3S2 + Ni + i 2S reaction was evaluated as
a function of temperature. The emf (in m') for this reaction, relative to
(a + R)-LiA1, was found to be E= 1306.2 + 0.086 T(K).

Separator Property Studies. Two types of potentially low-cost
separators--BN felt and MgO powder--were studied. Separators of BN felt were
evaluated in cells produc d by Could and by ANL. Post-test examinations of
the Gould cells (which contained no internal electrode support) revealed a
wavy electrode/separator interface caused by uneven expansion of the negative
electrode. The resulting tensile stress produced separator failure. This
wavy interface was not found in the ANL cells, which were fabricated with
electrodes containing a honeycomb structure.

Evaluation of an MgO powder separator in an engineering-scale FeS
bicell indicated tnat displacement of the separator material occurs at the
separator/electrode interface, perhaps during the vacuum-filling operation.
Consequently, a new fabrication method for Mg0-powJer separators was developed
in which the MgO powder is stabilized by mixing it with a binder and a porosity
agent. Tests of separators conducted in laboratory-size cells fabricated with
the new technique appear promising.

Current-Collector Development. Static corrosion tests were con-
ducted in an equal-volume mixture of FeS and LiCl-KC1 for various metals,
alloys, and coated substrates. Unacceptably high corrosion rates were found
for aluminum, titanium, zirconium, and electrolytic tough-pitch copper, and
lower (but still unacceptable) rates were found for low-carbon steel. All
seven alloys tested showed low corrosion rates, but in one (Fe-2.25 Cr-lMo) a
deep reaction band developed. The performance of all seven of the coated sub-
strates appeared acceptable. The addition of fine iron powder in molar quan-
tities corresponding to 50% of the sulfur content in the test mixture produced
a 35-fold reduction in the corrosion reaction rate on low-carbon steel.

Three materials-ANL-5-0 (Fe-4.5 wt % Mo), ANL-10-20 (Fe-10 wt % Mo-

20 wt % Ni), and nickel--were evaluated as positive current collectors in
50-A-h test cells. The corrosion rate of ANL-5-0 depended on the state of
charge of the cell at assembly; an unacceptably high corrosion rate occurred
in cells assembled uncharged. The other two materials showed acceptably low
corrosion rates regardless of state of charge.
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For FeS2 electrodes, corrosion tests of candidate current-collector
materials indicated that TiC and TiN were stable both as ceramic components
and as coatings on metallic substrates under the test condition of 500 C in
an equal-volume mixture of FeS2 and LiCl-KCl.

Cell and Battery Testing

Testing of the 12 ANL-fabricated Mark II status bicells has been
completed. The average cycle life of these cells was 296 cycles with an
average capacity-loss rate of 0.03% per cycle. The largest number of cycles
was achieved by Cell SM8F10, which was operated for 600 cycles and had a total
capacity loss of 4%.

Tests were completed on the Eagle-Picher multiplate cells fabricated
for the Mark IA program. Final tests involved a shallot'er mode of cycling;
however, neither performance nor lifetime was improved. Qualification
testing indicated that the sharp decline in specific energy usually found in
Mark IA cells was related to capacity loss.

Seventy-five Mark II, Pha e I cells from both Eagle-Picher and
Gould have been tested during the past year. Several groups 'f similar
cells were tested in order to determine common failure modes and performance '
characteristics.

The cell design that Eagle-Ficher instituted after the Mark IA
program was selected to provide better control of the edgewise extrusion of
active material from the electrodes. This 'xtruxsion, which resulted in cell
short-circuiting, was a common failure mode limiting the cycle life of the
Mark IA cells to less than 100 cycles. Eagle-Picher's solution to this prob-
lem was to substitute photoetched sheet for wire screen across the electr: Ie
face and to weld this material to a perimeter bar at the Edge of the electrode.
The first cells which had this design change were Group I cells; fifteen of
these cells were cycled at ANL. Eleven of these cells were started on life-
cycle testing about the same time. Cycling of four of these cells is con-
tinuing with an average cycle life to date of 426 deep cycles, The longest
cycle life for these cells is over 474 cycles (>5000 h continuus deep
cycling). The cells whose operation was terminated had an average cycle life
of 289 cycles. The average for all cells (terminated and operating) is 344
cycles and the capacity-loss rate is 0.037% of peak capacity per cycle. Post-
test examination of the terminated cells has shown that the incidence of the
edge-extrusion failure mode has been decreased. This design improvement and
the use of LiCl-rich electrolyte has contributed to the increased cycle life
and reduced capacity-decline rate.

The Group I cells from Eagle-Picher had a heavy perimeter bar around
the edge of the electrodes. In the Group III cells, this bar was replaced
with a lightweight channel and a coarse metal rib structure which was used
as a replaceaant for the honeycomb used in previous electrodes. This design
change decreased the cell weight from 4.8 to 4.1 kg and increased the average
specific energy from 70 to 80 W-h/kg. Group III cells began cycling late
in the year and now have an average cycle life of 84 deep cycles. Prior to
delivery to ANL, these cells were cycled at Eagle-Picher, where they achieved
an initial specific energy of about 90 W'h/kg. The decrease in specific



energy in these cells from 90 to 80 W'h/kg occurred because of a decrease
in the utilization of the active materials after the freeze-thaw cycle. It
is believed that this effect of a freeze-thaw cycle is associated with poor
separator wetting in these cells. Recent experimental cells delivered to ANL
by Eagle-Pic1her (Group IV), which incorporate improved separator wetting, have
not shown the freeze-thaw loss in utilization.

Testing of Gould development cells has shown the major problem to be
a cycle life limited to about 150 cycles. This occurs because of the compres-
sion of the positive electrode, which has no structural support. Gould status
cells delivered late this year incorporated a compressive member in the posi-
tive electrodes and should have a significantly increased cycle life. Less
than ten cycles have been achieved by the four of these cells now on cycle;
these cells are duplicating the high performance reported by Gould prior to
the freeze-thaw cycle, i.e., >92% positive-electrode utilization (4-h dis-
charge rate) and 95 W-h/kg. These Gould cells have also incorporated a BN-
felt separator treated to improve wetting.

Battery test equipment which was assembled for the Mark IA battery
is currently being modified so that four small battery modules can be tested
simultaneously.

Battery Component and Auxiliary Systems Devel.pment

Following the successful testing of a prototype unit, three full-
size charger-equalizer systems are being fabricated at ANL. Two of these
systems, which consist of three units (a main charger, an equalizer charger,
and a charge control unit) will be .upplied to industrial contractors for
field testing, and one will be used at ANL.

Thermal management studies during: this fiscal year involved the
development of a cell heat-generation model, the analyses of parameters
affecting heat-loss rate and temperature distribution in full-scale vacuum-
insulated battery cases, and management of industrial contracts for develop-
ment of high-performance load-bearing vacuum insulation.

Potential Applications and Cost Studies

Studies completed to date indicate that sufficiently large markets
exist at both the pilot-plant and the first-generation production-plant level
at prices o support commercialization of the Li-Al/FeS battery.

Other Contractors' Programs

Rockwell International. During this fiscal year, the Energy Systems
Group of Rockwell International conducted tests of BN-felt and Mg0-powder
separators in small Li-Al/FeS cells to determine whether fine MgO powder is
effective in promoting wetting of BN felt by the molten LiCl-KC1 electrolyte
and to determine the effect of MgO particle size and purity on cell perfor-
mance characteristics.
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The incorporation of about 30 g/m2 of submicror MgO particles into the
BN felt during its manufacture caused the felt to be wetted by electrolyte.
The performance of cells using these separators was equal to that of cells
where LiAlCl4 was used as the wetting promoter. The MgO may offer practical
advantages over LiAICl4 in lower reactivity, greater thermal stability, and
greater ease of uniform distribution.

The particle size of MgO powder separators should be below 100 mesh to
retain active maLcrials. Superior FeS utilization and lower cell resistance
is obtained with separators having a minimum bulk density. Screening the MgO
powder to a narrow mesh size range yields the lowest bulk density, about 50%.
Problems with MgO particle migration from the separator zone during vacuum
filling with electrolyte were encountered with MgO having a particle size
smaller than the 200-mesh screen covering of the electrodes. Lower cos.,
commercial, fused MgO with a purity of 96% was successfully tested.

General Motors Research Laboratory. The major problem addressed in the
studies conducted during FY 1980 was capacity retention in the positive
electrode of the Li-Al/FeS2 cell. In addition, material balance studies,
charge data analysis, and supplementary discharge studies were conducted on
the reS2 electrode.

The material-balance studies in a standard test cell indicated tnat
capacity loss occurred primarily on the upper voltage plateau; chemical
analyses of the the post-test electrode and cell components showed a con-
comitant loss of sulfur from the electrode. Sulfur was found in the elec-
trolyte, suggesting that a soluble sulfur species may be a mechanism for
capacity loss. In addition, sulfur was found in the gas space above the
cell, indicating oxidation or vaporization of the soluble species.

Charge data analyses indicated the following: (1) The higher the tem-
perature is, the faster electrodes charge and the further they discharge.
(2) It takes longer to completely charge an electrode after a high rate
discharge than after a lower rate discharge. (3) Thicker electrodes take
longer to charge completely. (4) The higher the electrode porosity is, the
better the charge characteristics of the electrode are. (5) The time required
to fully charge an electrode is reduced when added current collector is used.
(6) Charge times increase as the LiCl content of the electrolyte increases.

Discharge studies showed that (1) addition of current collector had no
effect on the discharge behavior of the FeS2 electrode in LiCl-rich electro-
lyte, and (2) LiCI-rich electrolyte improved the active material utilization
of the electrode from both plateaus.

After baseline rates for capacity decline were established, the effects
of various construction and operating variable on capacity-loss rates were
examined. The results to date indicate that in the FeS2 electrode, capacity
retention increases with an increase in the KCl content oa the electrolyte
and a decrease in the cell operating temperature. Further studies are
planned to optimize these variables.
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Institute of Gas Technology. Initial studies were conducted in a pro-
gram to develop protective iron boride coatings on iron current collectors.
These studies indicate that (1) the pack-boronization procedure used to form
the boride coating may cause incorporation of other materials and (2) a
possible reaction may occur between the iron borides and FeS2 .

University of Florida. During this reporting period, the behavior and
chemistry of sulfides and polysulfide in molten LiCl-KC1 electrolyte was
investigated with electrochemical and classical analytical techniques.
Further experiments are planned to substantiate or modify the suggested
mechanism for the sulfide/sulfur half-cell couple and to elucidate its
kinetic details.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium alloy/iron sulfide batteries are being developed by Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) and its contractors for electric-vehicle propulsion
and stationary energy-storage applications such as load leveling on electric
utility systems or storage of energy produced by solar, wind, or other vari-
able sources. The widespread use of electric vehicles would conserve petro-
leum fuels, since the electrical energy for charging the batteries could be
provided by coal, nuclear, hydroelectric, or other energy sources; a side-
benefit would also be realized in decreased air pollution in congested urban
areas. The use of stationary energy-storage batteries for load leveling

could save petroleum by reducing the need for gas turbines to meet peak power
demands and by facilitating the use of alternative energy sources. The put-
pose of this program is to assist private industry in developing the capa-
bility to produce batteries for these applications at an acceptable cost.

The battery cells currently under development consist of Li-Al nega-
tive electrodes, FeS or FeS2 positive electrodes, and molten LiCl-KC1 elec-
trolyte.* The melting point of the electrolyte at the eutectic composition
(58.2 mol % LiCl) is 352*r, and the cells are operated at temperatures of
400 to 500*C.

The cell designs currently being developed all have a prismatic config-
uration with two or more positive electrodes and facing negative electrodes.
The cells can be fabricated in a charged, uncharged, or partially charged
state by using various combinations of reactants and products in the elec-
trodes. Both the positive and the negative electrodes are normally fabri-
cated by cold- or hot-pressing methods. A key cell component is the elec-
trode separator, a porous material that provides electrical isolation of the
electrodes but permits the migration of lithium ions between the electrodes.
In most cell designs, it is also necessary to use screens or other structures
to retain particulate material within the electrodes. To enhance the elec-
tronic conductivity of the electrodes, metallic current collectors are used
to provide a low-resistance current path between the active material and the
electrode terminal.

The overall electrochemical reaction for the Li-Al/FeS cell can be
written as follows:

2e-

2LiAl + FeS ' Li2S + Fe + 2A1 (I)

The theoretical specific energy for this reaction is about 460 W'h/kg, and
the voltage vs. capacity curve has a voltage plateau at about 1.3 V. The
reaction is actually more complex than shown; fur example, an intermediate
compound, LiK6Fe2 4S2 6C1 (J phase), is formed through an interaction with
the KC1 in the electrolyte. The overall reaction for the Li-Al/FeS2 cell
can be written as

4e-

4LiAl + FeS2 2Li2S + Fe + 4A1 (2)

Other LiCl-based molten-salt systems are also under investigation.
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The theoretical specific energy for reaction (2) is about 650 W-h/kg. The

voltage vs. capacity curve has two voltage plateaus at approximately 1.6 and

1.3 V, respectively. Some Li-Al/FeS2 cells are designed to operate only on

the 1.6-V plateau and are referred to as "upper plateau" cells. Reaction

(2) also involves several intermediate compounds (generally ternary compounds

of lithium, iron, and sulfur). Although cells having FeS2 positive electrodes
offer a higher specific energy and voltage than those with FeS electrodes,
the higher sulfur activity leads to high corrosion rates and long-term insta-
bility of the electrode. Possible solutions to these problems are under
investigation.

The major requirements for an electric-vehicle battery are high specific
energy (W'h/kg), high volumetric energy density (W-h/'L), and high specific
power (W/kg). Economic considerations require a minimum battery lifetime of
about 3 years (about 500 deep discharge cycles or equivalent) and a cost goal
of about $50-60/kW-h.* Stationary energy-storage batteries have somewhat
less stringent specific-energy and specific-power requirements, but this
application demands a longer lifetime (about 10 years and 2500 cycles) and a
cost goal of $45-55/kW-h. As a result of these requirements, considerably
different approaches are being taken in the designs of cells and batteries
for these two applications.

The program on the e]ectric-vehicle battery involves the development,
design, and fabrication of a series of full-scale lithium/iron sulfide bat-
tE tes, designated Mark IAt, II and III. The main purpose of the Mark IA
battery was to evaluate the overall technical feasibility of the lithium/iron
sulfide system for the electric-vehicle application and to identify potential
problem areas. The Mark II battery has somewhat higher performance goals
than Mark IA, but the major objective is to develop designs and materials that
will permit low-cost manufacture in mass production. It is anticipated that
the Mark II battery may have commercial potential for certain applications,
including automobile propulsion. The Mark III battery is planned as a high-
performance prototype suitable for evaluation and demonstration in a high-
performance passenger automobile. The performance and lifetime goals for the
Mark IA, II and III batteries are presented in Table I-1.

The Mark IA battery, which consisted of two 20 kW-h modules containing
60 cells each, was fabricated by Eagle-Picher Industries and delivered to ANL
for testing in May 1979. During startup heating prior to testing, a short
circuit developed in one of the modules, which resulted in complete failure
of the module. The results of a failure analysis are covered in a separate
report (ANL-80-44).

The Mark II program, which consists of two phases, was initiated in 1979.
The first pase, which is nearing completion, stresses the development of
high-reliability cells and involves the fabrication and testing of ten-cell

*Costs given in 1980 dollars throughout this report unless otherwise indi-
cated.

tThe original plan was to develop a series of Mark I batteries (IA, IB, and

IC); however, a decision was made to proceed directly from Mark IA to Mark II
in the development program.
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Table I-1. Program Goals for the Lithium/Iron Sulfide
Electric-Vehicle Battery

Goal Mark IA Mark II Mark 111

Specific Energy,a W"h/kg

Cell (Average)

Battery

Energy Density, W-h/liter

Cell (Average)

Battery

Peak Power,b W/kg

Cell (Average)

Battery

Battery Heat Loss,c W

Lifetimed

Deep Discharges

Equivalent Kilometers

Equivalent Miles

aCalculated at the 4-h discharge rate.

bPeak power sustainable for 15 at 0 to
at 80% discharge, the peak power is 70%

50% state of discharge;
of the values shown.

CThe values shown represent the heat loss of the battery through
the insulated case; under some operating conditions, additional
heat removal may be required.

dEnd of cell lifetime is defined as a 20% loss of the initial
peak capacity or a decrease of coulombic efficiency to 95%.

125

100

80

60

240

100

160

130

300

150

400

200

185

150

150

320

260

60

45

400

200

32,000

20,000

75-150

500 800

95,000

60,000

260,000

160,000
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modules. In addition, groups of "status" cells of an identical design are
periodically fabricated and tested to monitor progress in the state of the
art. A major technical change in the Mark II cells is the use of boron
nitride (BN) felt separators, which have the potential of much lower cost
than the BN fabric used in the Mark IA cells. Two contractors, Eagle-Picher
Industries, Inc. and Gould Inc., are currently developing the cells and
modules in the first phase of the Mark II program. The second phase, which
is expected to begin early in 1981, will consist of the development of
interconnected modules and full-scale electric-vehicle batteries.

Although the major effort during this reporting period was devoted to
electric-vehicle batteries, a small study effort was continued on the sta-
tionary energy-storage application. This reflects the strategy that has been
adopted of delaying cell and battery hardware development for the stationary
energy-storage application to take advantage of the technology developed in
the electric-vehicle battery program.

In addition to the two major contractors on the Mark II program, Eagle-
Picher and Gould, several other contractors are involved in various aspects
of the program. The Carborundum Division of the Kennecott Copper Corp. is
producing BN-felt separator material for the cell development programs and
developing a low-cost production process for the material. The Energy Sys-
tems Group of Rockwell International has conducted studies on ceramic powder
separators and on magnesium oxide (MgO) as a wetting agent for electrolyte in
BN-felt separators. General Motors Research Laboratories has investigated the

mechanisms involved in the loss of active material from FeS2 electrodes. The
possibility of boronizing iron current collectors to provide the collectors
with a self-healing, corrosion-resistant coating is under study at the In-
stitute of Gas Technology; and the University of Florida is investigating
the use of electroanalytical methods to study the chemistry of the FeS2
electrode.

Much of the in-house program at ANL consists of performance and life-
time tests of contractors' cells and post-test examinations to identify the

causes of cell failure. Studies are also in progress on the causes of ca-

pacity loss and swelling of Li-Al/FeS cells and possible means of minimizing
or eliminating these effects. Other areas of work include electrode devel-
opment, separator properties studies, materials research, ,uirent-collector
development, battery-component and auxiliary-systems development, and poten-

tial applications and cost studies.
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II. MARK II DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The major contractors involved in the design and production of cells and
modules for the Mark II program are Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc. and Gould
Inc. Their efforts during this fiscal year were directed toward the develop-
ment of a design for a highly reliable cell to meet the performance goals for
Phase I of this program. The final cell design will then be used for the de-
velopment of ten-cell modules which are to be fabricated for qualification

testing. Module fabrication and testing iterations will be required to achieve

the module reliability and performance goals of the qualification tests. The
efforts of both Mark II contractors are described below.

A. Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
(R. Hudson)

The main objective for Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc. in the Mark II
program is to develop a battery-cell design which will permit low-cost manu-
facture in mass production. Phase I of the Mark II program, initiated in
August 1979, has as its main goals for cell development (1) the incorporation
of boron nitride (BN) felt (instead of BN fabric) into she separator, (2)
the elimination of active-material extrusion, (3) the reduction or elimina-
tion of capacity decline to >0.1% per cycle, and (4) the achievement of a
relatively long cycle life. After these goals are achieved, Eagle-Picher
plans to deliver a ten-cell battery module fabricated using this design to
ANL for testing. The approach taken by Eagle-Picher toward achieving these

goals was to design, fabricate, and test successive iterations of design.;; to

date, more than 85 cells have been designed, fabricate] and tested.

During the year, Eagle-Picher developed successful weting techniques
that have made nosdible the incor '.ration of the desired BN felt into the
separator. In addition, innovative cell designs have been evolved which have
(1) minimized the active material-extrusion problem and (2) extended cell

cycle lifetimes. To dale, some of the Group 1 cells have exceeded 500 deep-
discharge cycles, with testing continuing.

Many of the recommendations from the Mark IA program have been incor-
porated into the module-hardware portion of the Phase I program. All compo-
nents of the module hardware have been tested; a ten-cell battery module is
scheduled for delivery to ANL for testing in April 1981. Specific areas of
the Eagle-Picher Phase I effort are described in the following sections.

1. Cell Development
(E. Cupp, J. Buchanan, B. Patrick, R. Saltat)

As defined above, the objective of the Mark II, Phase I program is
to, in a commercially viable manner, advance the Li/FeS state of the art

*Capacity decline rates are given throughout this report. It should be

noted that these rates are often not constant throughout the cell lifetime,
but decrease as the cycle life increases.
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relative to cycle life, capacity retention, and specific energy. The Group V
cell design, which satisfies this objective, evolved through a series of cell-
development iterations. A brief description of these successive iterations,
the rationale involved in each design, and the information gained from each

are presented in chronological order. Appendix A provides detailed descrip-
tions of the construction of each respective iteration of cells.

a. First Iteration Cells

The first (and all following) iteration.- of Mark II, Phase I
developmental cells incorporated the BN-felt separator. These early develop-
ment cells were, for the most part, constructed of Mark IA-design cell compo-
nerits, with the exception of the cell container and the separator material.

(Mark IA cells utilized the BN woven-cloth separator.) Two groups of initial
development cells were constructed, tested and analyzed. The construction of

each of these cell groups is described in Appendix A. All sixteen first it-

eration cells were constructed primarily to gain experience with the BN-felt

separator material.

Development Cells M-001, MKII-001, -002, -002A. All of these
cells, with the exception of Cell M-001, utilized the initial proposed
Mark II chemistry--46 at. % Li-Al alloy negative electrode/50 wt % LiCI/KCI
electrolyte/FeS positive electrode. These cells exhibited poor performance

(attributed to poor separator wetting) and operation was terminated after a

few initial cycles. Cell M-001, however, incorporated the earlier Mark IA
chemistry--46% LiAl alloy negative electrode/LiCl-KCI eutectic (46 wt % LiCl)
electrolyte/FeS+Cu2 S positive electrode. Adequate separator wetting in this

cell (attributed to the use of an MgO wetting agent) produced encouraging

performance (86% positive-electrode utilization, 0.1% capacity decline per

cycle, and a 77-cycle life before termination). Post-test examination attri-

buted cell failure to excessive electrode distortion and subsequent rupture

of the particle retainers.

Baseline Cells MKII-003 through -014. All twelve of these
cells incorporated the initial recommended Mark II chemistry described above.
This group of cells was further divided into two sub-groups with different
negative- and positive-electrode capacity densities in order to determine

capacity-density effects on initial electrode utilization and subsequent

capacity decline. The capacity densities of the Sub-Group A (Mark 11-003
through -008) were 0.84 A-h/cm3 in the negative electrode and 1.24 A-h/cm3

in the positive-electrode. The capacity densities of the Sub-Group B (Mark
11-009 through -014) were 0.78 A-h/cm3 in the negative-electrode and
1.35 A-h/cm3 in the positive electrode. A comparison of the two separator

wetting agents, MgO and LiAlCl4 , was attempted using cells of these sub-groups.
The results from the wetting agent comparison in cells of Sub-Group A and
Celis -013 and -014 of Sub-Group B were inconclusive, with initial electrode
utilizations ranging from a high of 84% to a low of 66%, regardless of the
type of wetting agent used. However, cells incorporating LiAICl4 did con-
sistently show a lower cold cell resistance following activation. ii an
attempt to achieve more conclusive results, we activated Cells -009 through
-012 of the Sub-Group B, using no wetting agent, by applying successive

cycles of high vacuum and positive pressure. These cells did not activate

properly and provided no test information. A post-test comparison of the
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mean utilization decline of cells of the two groups, averaged over the same
number of cycles, provided no conclusive results either. Thus, the major
cause of diminishing utilization remained to be identified. However, post-
test examination of cells of the two groups did yield qualitative information
regarding the relationship between capacity density and the degree of negative-
electrode swelling. Cells of the Sub-Group A (Mark 11-003 through -008) showed
much greater negative-electrode expansion and positive-electrode compression
than did cells of the Sub-Group B (Mark 11-009 through -014). Evidently, the
higher porosity of the low-capacity-density negative electrode provided a
"cushion space" for the expanding LiAl alloy and relieved, to some degree,
the forces associated with this growth. Conversely, the high-capacity-density
positive electrode, being less porous initially, was more resistant to further
compression by the negative electrode.

All first iteration cells experienced excessive growth and
distortion of both the positive and negative electrodes with subsequent
rupture of the wire-mesh particle retainers, active-material escape, and
short circuits. Although the BN felt proved to be an excellent particle
barrier (superior in this respect to the BN woven-cloth separator of the
earlier Mark IA cells), it proved to be very soft and compressible, offering
very little mechanical restraint or "crush resistance.' Consequently, the
BN-felt separator allowed both the positive and negative electrodes to dis-
tort excessively during cell operation. After approximately 100 cycles, the
degree of distortion was sufficient to rupture the 325-mesh stainless-steel
woven-wire particle retainer (or "bag"), allowing active material to escape
and short circuits to develop.

Consequently, to minimize this distortion, the internal cell
components were redesigned. This effort resulted in the second iteration of
cells, discussed next.

b. Second Iteration Cells

To correct the design weaknesses allowing excessive electrode
distortion and subsequent particle retainer failure, we redesigned the cur-
rent collector and particle retainer for the second iteration of Phase I
cells. These cells are described in Appendix A and below.

Hardware Development Cells MKII-015 through -023. In the
post-test examination of the first iteration cells, the electrode distortion
was discovered to be greatest in length and width. The magnitude of the
swelling forces generated by the electrode active materials during cell
operation remained to be quantified. Accordingly, the current collector for
the second iteration of cells was designed to withstand forces several times
greater than those anticipated. The design featured a "heavy" perimeter
frame reinforced with vertical and horizontal metal strips. This perimeter
frame also provided a highly conductive bus to which internal honeycomb
sections (similar to those used as current collectors in the first iteration
cells) transferred current from the central regions of the electrode.

W4th minimal edgewise electrode distortion thus assured, we
next modified the particle retainer. As discussed earlier, the BN-felt
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separator offered relLi vt ly little compression or "crush" resistance and,

for this reason, the thickness of "face" swelling could only be minimized
and not entirely eliminated. The cell was assembled from the side of the

container in the same r.manner as the first iteration cells. This technique
allowed the felt separators to be precompressed, which reduced the degree
of electrode swelling that could occur during cell operation. An improved
particle retainer was incorporated as an integral part of the electrode

current collector in order to evenly distribute the degree of electrode

swelling and concomitant separator compression. This particle retainer was

a smooth, relatively stiff sheet of 5-mil stainless steel, etched with a

pattern of 12-mil-dia holes and featuring an open area of about 39%. After

the -active materials were pressed into the cL rent collector, the border of
the particle barrier just described was resistance welded to the perimeter
frame. The resulting electrode assembly was resistant to edgewise distortion

and presented a smooth, uniform surface to the felt separator. Cells of this
iteration used either finely divided MgO powder or LiAIC14 as a separator
wetting agent. When used in sufficient quantities, both agents yielded
improved wetting, as evidenced by initial active-material utilizations of

about 85%. This relatively high utilization and a projected capacity-decline
rate of <0.1% per cycle encouraged extended production of this iteration.

Nickel Hardware Cells MKII-024 through -030, -034 and -035.
At the recommendati, n of ANL, nine cells of similar design, Cells MKII-024
through -030, -034 and -035, were constructed. These cells differed from
other second Iteration cells in only the positive current-collector material.
In order to assess differences in corrosion rates, nickel aloy was substi-

tuted for the previously used low-carbon steel components. Five of the 18
second iteration cells failed, shorting upon activation. These cell failures

were found to result from the use of excessive quantities of the LiAlC14
wetting agent. The remaining 13 cells were life-jested arid, in general,
yielded good performance, i.e., initial active-material utilizations on the
order of 85% and an average capacity decline of <0.1% per cycle. Cycle life
ranged from a low of six to a high of 200 cycles. After termination of op-
eration, these 13 cells were subjected to post-test examination either at
Eagle-Picher or at ANL. Examinations at both facilities attribut -d the major
cause of cell failure ~o localized cracks in the weld of the par icle re-
tainer to the current-collector perimeter frame. These cracks allowed active
materials to "leak" around the edge of the separator and contact an electrode
of opposite polarity. These localized weld failures were usually associated
with the negative electrode as a result of the higher swelling forces of the
anodic active material and the correspondingly high stress on the weld joint.

The most extensive of these weld failures were observed in
cells constructed with nickel positive-electrode components. This was not
surprising given the increased difficulty of obtaining "good" nickel-to-
nickel resistance welds. Despite the weld problem, however, the construc-
tion proved to be of sound design. The electrodes displayed minimal dis-
tortion, and the inherent swelling of the electrodes was very uniform; the
maximum percentage of swelling was 40-50% in the negative electrode, and 20-
30% in the positive electrode. Particle retention of the single-layer
BN-felt separator incorporated into these cells was very good, with the

maximum depth of penetration of iron particles never exceeding 50% of the
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separator operating thickness. Since the failure mode of this iteration was
relatively minor in nature, the basic design, modified for additional relia-
ility, was carried over into the next iteration, described below.

c. Group I Cells MKII-031 through -033, -036 through -053

Since the basic design of the second iteration cells was
proven sound, it was adopted with relatively minor modification as the design
for the first group of reliability demonstration cells. The Group [ cells
were provided to ANL for assessment of the state of the art at this stage
of the Mark II battery development program. Appendix A provides details of
the Group I cell design; modifications from the previous designs are briefly
described below. The localized weld failures experienced in second iteration
cells were eliminated by replacing the nickel-alloy current-collector mate-
rials in the positive electrode with the originally used low-carbon stainless-
steel components, thus assuring adequate strength for the perimeter welds in
tis electrode. A "U channel"-shaped perimeter band, constructed of mild
steel, was incorporated into the negative-electrode assembly. This perimeter
band was designed to enclose the particle retainer-to-perimeter frame attach-
ment weld and to effectively contain escaping active material should weld
failure occur. Finally, separators composed of a double layer of BN were used
to provide an additional measure of reliability.

Continuing research at ANL, through both reference-electrode
studies and experimental-cell tests, tentatively identified the major cause
of capacity declin as associated with the negative electrode. Specifically,
the problem involved densification or agglomeration of the Li-Al alloy in the
central regions of the electrode, which resulted in greatly reduced porosity
and significant lithium depletion. All cells were found to display this
phenomenon to home degree. Investigation revealed that the rate of capacity
loss could be reduced significantly by designing cells with an initial excess
of negative-electrode capacity. Upon the recommendation of ANL, the Group 1
iteration of cells, therefore, was constructed with an negative electrode/
positive electrode capacity ratio of 1.3. Life LeCting of these cells against
those of similar construction employing a negative electrode/positive elec-
trode capacity ratio of 1.0 (second iteration cells) revealed a significant
reduction of the average capacity decline (see Section III.C.3.a., this re-
port). The average capacity decline is well below 0.1% per cycle as is evident
in Table 111-14 in Section III.C.3., this report, which provides the perfor-
mance characteristics of these cells during cycling at ANL.(Appendix B con-
tains a performance summary of all Eagle-Picher-fabricated cells tested at
ANL.) Some cells of the Group I iteration have continued to operate through
the end of the reporting period and have accumulated in excess of 474 deep
cycles with greater than 80% of their initial peak capacity. No cell from
Group I failed before surpassing 200 deep-discharge cycles while maintaining
greater than 80% of its original capacity. Cell MKII-042 (which does not
appear in the table) yielded a low initial capacity; operation of this cell
was deliberately terminated at cycle 122 for this reason. Since the problem
was attributed solely to poor separator wetting, it was jointly agreed by ANL
and Eagle-Picher that the cell be replaced and not considered a member of the
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Group I cell population. (The effort directed toward improving separator
wetting will be discussed in a later section of this report.) Taken as a
whole, the Group I cells, with respect to deep cycle life and capacity re-
tention, represented a major advance in addressing the goals of the Mark II
program. Consequently, subsequent cell iterations were directed toward
achieving the specific energy goals of the Mark II cells.

a. Group III Cells MKII-054 through -071

In order to imporve the specific energy, Eagle Picher, in the
Group III cell design, reduced the ratio of the weights of the current col-
lector and cell-container hardware to the weights of the active materials.
Design characteristics of Group III cells are presented in Appendix A and are
briefly described below.

Lightweight current collectors were designed which still main-
tained the peripheral strength to resist edgewise electrode distortion. A
lighter-weight cell container was designed as well. The Group III current
collectors were a combination of a reverse-channel section frame and a grid-
work of horizontal and vertical ribbons which ran continuously from the in-
terior of the current collector along the inside of the channel to the point

of termination. The ribbon leads were welded together to form the termina-
tion. The average weight of the positive-electrode and the outer negative-
electrode current collectors was approximately 41 g; the inner negative-
electrode current collectors weighed approximately 82 g, average. These
current collectors represented a weight savings of approximately 600 g as
compared with Group I current-collector weights. The improved design of
the perimeter frame and the removal of the honeycomb structure from pre-
vious current collector designs reduced the weight drastically, yet the de-
sign still provided sufficient structural strength to control the electrode-
iwelling force acting on the perimeter. In addition, post-test examinations
of Group I developmental cells indicated that the incorporation of a particle
retainer on the side of the outer negative electrode facing the cell container
was unnecessary, so it was deleted.

In order to increase cell specific energy, the theoretical
positive-electrode and negative-electrode capacities were increased from 360
and 485 A-h to 395 and 512 A-h, respectively. To achieve these capacities
while maintaining the same electrode thicknesses as in the Group I cells,
Group III cells were constructed in a partially discharged state (i.e., the
p;itive-electrode active material was pressed into the current collector as
a mixture of FeS, Li2S, and Fe).

The LiCl content of the electrolyte was simultaneously in-
creased from 50 to 54 wt % (9 mol % LiCl-rich, relative to the eutectic com-
position) for this iteration of cells. This electrolyte composition adjust-
ment was predicated upon data suggesting that a higher positive-electrode
active-material utilization would result. Cells of this iteration yielded
initial positive-electrode active-material utilizations of 83 to 95% during
formation cycling, with an average specific energy of approximately 91 to
104 W-h/kg. However, after the .ells were cooled to room-temperature,
then shipped to ANL and restarted, these same cells yielded only 75 to 82%
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positive-electrode utilization and exhibited a slightly lower average volt-
age; the specific energies suffered accordingly. It was believed at the time
that the capacity loss after this cooling was associated with the inherent
difficulty in wetting the BN-felt separators and was perhaps aggravated by
the higher LiC1 content of the electrolyte. Later cell-development work
stemming from the effort to develop a process for the impregnation of the
BN-felt separator material with an MgO wetting agent confirmed this hypoth-
esis. The incorporation of impregnated BN-felt separators is discussed ii
Section II.A.l.e.

The Group III iteration of cells yielded not only signift--
cantly higher specific energies, but also capacity-decline rates similar to
those of Group I cells, in spite of the capacity loss incurred when the cells
were cooled for transport to ANL where the life-cycle testing was conducted.
(See Table 111-15, Section III.C.3, this report.) In terms of cycle life,
the Group III iteration of cells was not as reliable as the Grout I cells.
Four cells failed without reaching 200 cycles. Cell MKII-068 failed early in
life from a positive feedthrough failure. The feedthrough design, which was
ident{.cal to the feedthrough design of all previous Mark 11 cell iterations,
had been proven reliable from testing of hundreds of cells from the Mark IA
program. This failure was consequently attributed to a manufacturing error.
The failure of Cells MKII-055, -060, and -067 between the 100th and 200th cycle
was found, upon examination, to result partially from the escape of active
material in the particle-retainer area on the side of the outer negative elec-
trode facing the cell container. To prevent this particular failure mode, the
outer particle retainers, which had been removed to lighten the cell, were re-
incorporated into subsequent cell iterations beginning with Group IV. At the
end of this reporting period, eight Group III cells remain in operation. Three
of these have currently surpassed 200 cycles.

e. Group IV Cells MKII-072 through -084

Measures were taken from Group IV onward to increase the
reliability of the cell-manufacturing process. Improvement in the capability
to replicate fabricated cell components and the transition from side-loading
(utilized in previous iterations) to top-loading assembly of cells required
the development of new assembly fixtures and techniques. Group IV cell
construction is similar to that of Group III, with the following exceptions:
simplified current-collector design, rigidized impregnated BN-felt separator,
and top-loading cell assembly. The construction of Group ;V cells is detailed
in Appendix A. Since the Group IV cells represent the pres.nt state of the
art in Mark II cell design, they are discussed further in the following para-
graphs.

Current Collector Design. The Group IV current collectors com-
bine a reverse-channel perimeter frame and a solid bar inlay at the top with
both horizontal and vertical ribbons. The inlay is made of a solid bar welded
inside of the formed channel and bent 90* on one end to achieve the required
termination point. The negative-electrode current collectors have three hor-
izontal and two vertical ribbons; the positive-electrode current collectors
have three horizontal and five vertical ribbons. The ribbons are bent 900 on
both ends and are welded to the inside of the reverse-channel perimeter frame.
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The location of the termination is offset from the center-line. The average
weights are 48 g for the positive-electrode collector, 82 g for the inner

negative-electrode collector, and 41 g for the outer negative-electrode col-

ector. Total current-collector weight is thus seen to be comparable to that
of the Group III cells. The improved design of the Group IV current collec-
tors features low resistance, practically no increase in weight, good struc-

tural integrity, and an ease of fabrication which compares favorably with
previous Group Ill designs.

Side-Loading Design Rationale. Considerable cell-assembly
experience was gained from the Mark IA program. One of the major assembly
problems of the Mark IA cells involved insertion of the electrode/separator
stack into the top-loading cell container. It was necessary that the BN-

fabric separators be in a compressed state when the cell was assembled, thus
conside'-able friction was incurred during insertion of the stack from the top
of the .ell can. The substitution of BN felt in place of the BN fabric, ini-
tiated in the Mark II program, posed a greater problem for the top loading of
cell stacks because it was necessary to precompress the felt separators during
cell assembly. Thus, to ease cell assembly, it was decided that, at least in
the early Phase I stages of the Mark II program, cells would incorporate a
side-loading (open-face) cell can. This design allowed the electrodes and
separators to be placed into the cell can individually as the stack was as-
sembled. The completed stack was then compressed to the inside depth dimen-
sion of the cell container and the side cover welded in place.

Top-Loading Design. Beginning with Cell MKII-072, all Mark 11
cells have utilized a top-loading cell can. "his design change provides an
extra measure of reliability by reducing the amount of cell-assembly welding
and also by allowing a leak check of the cell can prior to use. Incorporation
of a top-loading cell can would have been very difficult, for the reasons
noted above, had it not been for the development of a separator composed of
rigidized BN felt impregnated with MgO. (See Section II.A.2, this report.)
Pridr to impregnation with MgO, the felt is compressed to it installed
thickness and then rendered rigid during the impregnation process. This
allows the electrode/separator stack to be assembled and the bus bar-to-
electrode terminal welds to be made outside the cell can. The assembled
stack can then be easily inserted into the cell can.

The impregnated BN separator has another property at least as
important as its rigidity. The capacity-loss problem due to a freeze-thaw
cycle observed in Group III cells was probably due to dewetting of the BN-felt
separators during cell freeze-off* and incomplete rewetting of the separators
upon resumption of testing. Out-of-cell experiments demonstrated that the
impregnated felt wetted spontaneously with electrolyte. Initial utilizations
of Mark II, Group IV cells constructed with the impregnated BN-felt separators
were greater (typically over 90%) than the utilizations of cells employing
other methods of wetting-agent application. In Group IV cells, therefore, the
superior wetting characteristics of the impregnated felt, combined with the
use of LiCl-rich LiCl-KCl electrolyte, eliminated the problem of capacity loss
previously associated with cell freeze-off.

*This terms refers to a cooling of the cell frown operating temperature to

room temperature and a consequent solidification of electrolyte.
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Only preliminary test data are currently available for these
cells. HoweveL , given the initially high positive-electrode active-material

utilization of approximately 90o and the average cell weight of 4.3 kg,
initial specific energies on the order of 95 W-h/kg appear to be the norm
for this iteration of cells.

Assembly Technique and Fixture Development. The typical elec-
trode assembly is depicted in Fig. I1-1. Both positive- and negative-elec-
trode assemblies are the same size and differ only in thickness. The
particle-retainer welding fixture, developed at the beginning of the Group IV

cell build, is pictured in Fig. I1-2. It is a machined-copper grounding base
which provides for a more uniform particle retainer-to-electrode frame weld .
For this weld, a resistance seam-welding technique is employed. The massive,
highly conductive grounding base helps insure uniform quality of the weld over
its entire length by facilitating the maintenance of constant applied current
at any point of welder-head contact with the particle retainer. The electrode
banding fixture, Fig. 11-3, insures proper positioning of the electrode peri-
meter band, prior to attachment welding, on the electrode to which the parti-
cle retainer was previously welded. As described in Appendix A, the electrode
band is a thin "U channel" structure which fits over tle perimeter of the

electrode, enclosing the attachment weld of the particle retainer and elec-
trode perimeter frame. As presented in Fig. 11-3, the fixture incorporates

"push blocks" which are adjusted to force and hold the perimeter band in
conformance with the electrode perimeter while initial securing resistance
welds are made. Once the perimeter band is secured, the completed electrode
assembly is removed from the fixture, and secondary securing welds are made,
alter which the assembly is available for electrode/ separator stacking.

Fig. 11-1. Typical Electrode Assembly for

Group IV, Mark 11, Phase 1 Cells
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Fig. 11-2. Particle Retainer Welding Fixture ror Mark II,
Phase I, Group IV Cells.

Figure 11-4 presents an exploded view of the Group IV cell,
which includes three positive . and four negative electrodes and six impreg-

nated BN separators. The positive- and negative-electrode terminals are

aligned on either side of the vertical center line. In the assembly of the

electrode/separator stack, the positive and negative electrodes are inverted

and placed with their terminations in respective grooves machined in opposi-

tion to the center of the bottom block of the electrode/separator alignme:.t
fixture, Fig. 1i-5. Following the insertion of an electrode, a separator is
inserted in a machined groove (running parallel with the electrode), the depth

of which positions the separator to extend 0.48 cm below and 0.15 cm above the

electrode. When the last separator and electrode are inserted, pressure is

applied to the assembled electrode/separator stack, which is slightly com-

pressed, and then clamped as depicted in Fig. 11-5. This clamp preserves

alignment of the separators and electrodes upon removal of .he stack from the

electrode/separator alignment fixture. The electrode/separator stack is then

inverted and transferred to the terminal alignment fixture, Fig. Ii-6. The

clamped stack is positioned in this fixture and the positive- and negative-

terminal assemblies instaied. The vertical position of the terminal as-

semblies relative to the electrode terminals is defined by the extension of

the separators above the top edge of the electrodes as determined by the pre-

viously described alignment block and separator height . The terminal posi-

tioning tool (also shown in Fig. 11-6) defines the horizontal position of the

terminal assemblies relative to the vertical side of the electrode/separator



Fig. 11-3. Electrode Banding Fixturi r Mark 11,
Phase I, Group IV Cells
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Fig. 11-5.

stack, as well as providing

(critical for proper header

the electrode terminals.

Mark II, Phase I, Group IV Cell
Electrode/Separator Alignment

Fixture

for repeatable center-to-center terminal spacing

fit). The terminal assemblies are then welded to

After electrode terminal assemblies are welded in place, the

electrode/separator stack assembly (still clamped) is removed from the ter-

minal alignment fixture, inverted, and a push block posiLioned on the top of
the assembly (see Fig. 11-7). This push block is machined so that force is
distributed evenly over the top of the electrodes and separators. The as-
sembly is then placed in the cell container, the restraining clamp removed,
and the assembly inserted to a predetermined depth through the use of the

push block.

f. Group V Status Cell Design

first group

They are to

Cells of the Group V iteration are scheduled to become the
of "status" cells shipped to the Laboratory for life testing.
be identical in construction, with the exception ut the positive
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Fig. ii-7. stacK Assembly with Push Block
for Mark II, Phase I, Group IV
Cell

electrode, to the Group IV cells whose construction was detailed in the pre-

ceding section of this report. The positive-electrode current collector for

Group V cells will incorporate a honeycomb structure of the design used in

the Group I cells for increased long-term (cycle-life) reliability. The

addition of the honeycomb structure will effectively minimize compression

of the positive electrode resulting from negative-electrode expansion. The
Group V design represents the culmination of effort that has significantly

improved cell hardware, separators, and cell chemistry, resulting in in-
creased cell cycle lift and ,erformance. Group V cells are expected to meet
or exceed all goals o- ,he Mark II, Phas,, I battery program.

2. Support Program for Mark II Battery Cells and Modules
(J. Buchanan, B. Patrick, K. Gentry, R. Saltat)

Support efforts for the Mark 11, Phase I development program were
directed toward the accomplishment of four tasks. First, continuing experi-

mentation with BN felt was initiated to rectify the shortcoming i; separator

technology revealed by the Mark IA failure analysis report (ANL40-44).
Second, a significant expenditure of resources was made to improve cell post-
testing capabilities. Third, test-center equipment was upgraded to further

facilitate testing operation and data collection. Fourth, a cell-force test

apparatus was constructed to provide better information about the physical

characteristics of cells during heat-up and charge/discharge cycling.

ii
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a. Separator Development

Studies made prior to the Mark II, Phase I development pro-
gram determined MgO to be the best suited of the materials under consider-
ation for utilization in the fabrication of powder separators for LiAl/FeS
cells. But the resultant MgO powder separators were subject to fracturing
during cell assembly. (See Section IV.A., this report, for further studies
in this area.) Accordingly, BN felt was selected to perform the separator
function in Mark II cells. Electrolyte saturation of BN felt, however,
proved difficult to accomplish. A vacuum cell-filling process was employed,
with cells being dissected before and/or after cycling to study the degree
of wetting achieved by their separators. Several charge/discharge cycles

were discovered to be necessary to accomplish satisfactory separator wetting.

Wetting Agent Investigation. Magnesium oxide was used as on
insulation filler in the corners and edges of separators from the beginning
of Phase I until the assembly of Cell MKII-015. Post-test examinations of
these cells revealed that separator corners and edges were well wetted with
electrolyte. The abilities of MgO and LiAICl4 to facilitate separator
wetting were experimentally compared by dry dusting these compounds on the
surface of the BN felt separators during assembly of individual cells of
comparable designs. Although MgO showed much promise in this application,
LiAlCI4 appeared to cause shorting if used in large enough quantities to

provide good wetting of the separators.

Despite improvements in separator wetting associated with MgO

dusting of the BN felt, several formation cycles were still required to ob-
tain acceptable wetting of the separator. This was attributable to uneven

separator compression, which tended to inhibit complete electrolyte satura-

tion of the separators during activation and testing. Further, cells with
MgO-dusted separators exhibited capacity losses when testing was resumed

after cell freeze-off. For example, all Mark 1I, Group Ill cells sent to
ANL, upon resumption of test, registered a capacity loss of 20 to 50 A-h,
which, in most cases, was not completely reversible.

Rigid Separator Production. Need for development of a wet
process to precipitate MgO inside the felt, assuring uniform distribution of
MgO throughout the separator, was evident. A procedure for impregnation of
MgO into BN felt was developed. The rigidity of the resulting impregnated-
felt separator greatly facilitated the top-loading assembly of cells, which
was introduced into the Mark Ii, Group IV cell build. The difficulty of
attaining complete electrolyte "wettiamg" of separators did not appear in
Group IV cells constructed with impregnated BN-felt separators. Post freeze-
off capacity loss also did not appear in these Group TV cells. Effort is
presently continuing to perfect this separator fabrication technique and to
determine the exact chemical composition of the substance being precipitated
inside the separator felts.
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b. Post-Test Analysis

Post-test capability for the Mark 11 program during FY 80 was

greatly strengthened due to the acquisition of needed equipment. A Kalamazoo
band saw was purchased from McMaster-Carr. Equipment acquired from Buehler,
Ltd,, Houston, Texas included the following items: a Leitz Epivert" inverted

microscope with three sets of ocular lenses (10X, 12.5X and 6.3X) and five

sets of objective lenses (3.2X, 5X, 10X, 20X, and 50X), a Leitz system camera

with a Polaroid 4 x 5 film holder, an RCA closed-circuit video camera (model

'C 1000), an RCA TC1212 video monitor, an Economet' 11 grinder-polisher with
Whirlimet" and Petro-thin" attachments, and a Vibronet" polisher and accesso-
ries (Fig. 11-8). Acquisition of the microscope and its lenses supplied a

magnification-capability range from 20 dia to 625 dia. The Economet 11 gr.nder

and the Vibromet polisher provided specimen preparation options ranging from
a smooth grind to a very fine polish.

Several microscopic examinations were unC -rtaken after acqui-
sition of the equipment. In-house ability to prc-uce quality photomicrographs
added a significant dimension to post-test analysis, which proved to be espe-

cially helpful in addressing internal cell problems arising in the Mark 11,
Phase I, cell development program. This analytical capability has helped
resolve problems with the following items: BN felts (itupregnated and unim-

pregnated), nickel positive terminals, expanding electrodes, splitting elec-

trode bands, partic le-retiiner welds, cell-container welds, active mAter : s,
and piece ports.
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c. Test Facility Modification

Two module test stations were designed and assembled in con-
junction with an oven to accommodate Mark II test modules. Cables were
installed between the dry room and the test area to allow the data-

acquisition system (DAS) computer to monitor formation cycling. An A-h

meter to monitor modules was fabricated with a registering capacity of up
to 999 A.

d. Cell-Force Determination Apparatus

A cell-force test fixture (Fig. II-9) was designed and built
during the year to investigate the physical characteristics of cells during
heatup and charge/discharge cycling in order to provide better understanding
of electrode-swelling forces. The design for this equipment is a modifica-

tion of an earlier Eagle-Picher hardware design developed to support the

Mark IA battery program. The data to be g .thered by this apparatus is
expected to provide needed information on cell restraint in test modules.

/

-NY
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The equipment allows for two directional force measurements:
along the cell face and along the cell edge. In addition to force measure-
ments, initial expansion of the cell due to heat-up from room temperature to
operating temperature (475*C) will be monitored to determine the coefficient
of thermal expansion. Electronic strain-gauge load cells with direct-readout
digital meters have been incorporated into the test apparatus in order to
provide simple engineering-unit output and a low displacement (0.008 cm) over
the expected operating-force range. The design incorporates dual-heater cir-
cuit control for uniform heat distribution inside the insulated oven with
four thermocouple locations for temperature control and a well-insulated
(10-cm Min-K") oven to minimize emergence of temperature gradients. All com-
ponents inside the oven are precision-machined stainless steel to ensure ac-
curacy when testing is performed at the operating temperature.

Testing capability will include force monitoring of up to
about 13,500 N (3,000 pounds) of force for each axis while the cell is elec-
trically cycled at the standard 8-h charge and 4-h discharge rates. Temper-
ature control is to be within 5*C of any set point below 500*C and will be
on a time-proportioning basis. All data are to be consolidated onto a single
chart using a six-channel strip-chart recorder; the recorder will provide a
single time-line record for all variable data, as well as a hard copy for
historical purposes. The electrical performance will be monitored by the
DAS in the existing test facility.

3. Module Development

(K. Gentry and M. McGinty)

a. Module Design

At the conclusion of the Mark IA program, several Mark IA
cells were incorporated into small module packages. These modules presented
opportunities for development and design studies relative to thermal-cycling
effects, cell-to-cell interfaces, cell-tray configurations and nonvacuum
containment vessels. Additionally, module test stations were designed and
fabricated in order to allow more complete investigations of cell/module
performance ranges and thermal reactions. Much of this effort led to the
improvements recommended in the joint ANL/EPI Failure Analysis Study
(ANL-80-44). Module reliability was the principal concern in all aspects of
the module development effort during the reporting period.

In keeping with recommendations of the Mark IA Failure
Analysis Review, a cell tray design was developed featuring both longitudinal
and lateral restraint of module cells. The material thickness of the cell
tray was increased to 0.122 cm (or 18 gauge) and the hat sections (sections
holding heaters tightly in place) were sized for restraint of expected cell
forces during operation.

Cells were wrapped in a layer of insulating Raybestos", as
shown in Fig. II-10, in order to electrically isolate the metal cell con-
tainers. Cell isolation was further assured by a layer of rigid Vitrabondo
mica (0.076-cm thick). Cell/cell-tray isolation was assured in a similar
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Fig. 11-10. Primary Insulation of Cells
in Mark II Module

manner. Although this spacing was designed to prevent mechanical contact be-

tween cells or hardware, the Raybestos will absorb any leaking electrolyte,
thus reducing electrochemical reactions.

Previous assembly and testing problems made clear the need
for redesign of intercell connectors. Intercell connectors must have an

ability to compensate for the cell-length tolerances encountered during

module assembly. Rigid intercell connectors were not satisfactory even when
custo'n fituF .,as considered. The flexible connector design pictured in

Fig. i1-11 was selected because of the proven advantage of its flexibility
in both vertical and lateral placement.

b. Hardware Proof Testing

In the past year, evaluation of materials for performance
characteristics and suitability for use was conducted on various i hardware
items in engineering-size modules with Mark 11-design cells. Certantum 54
was selected as the braze material that met all requirements for tiluxless
brazing of intercell connectors to the copper cell terminals. Four types
of heat ers with varied configurations (i.e., Calrod ", strip, area, and thin-
film units) were investigated. A study of a combination of watt densities
and mechanical rest rint oftered by the thin-film heater was in progress at
the end of FY 1980. Investigations conducted during this reporting period
proved the feasibility of using Min-K (a fibrous, load-bearing insulation)
in a medium-vacuum vessel to provide lower heat loss and volumetric advan-
tages. Containment-vessel penetration was studied under both high- and low-

temperature operating conditions using a variety of components.
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Fig. 11-11. A Comparison of Rigid
(left) and Flexible

(right) Inte:cell Con-
nectors for Mark II
Cells

c. Thermal Management Program

Two modules employing a nonvacuum load-bearing insulation and
Mark IA cells were tested in order to characterize the thermal response of

the cells and the module container at nominal operation modes. Apparent con-

ductivities, heat-flux patterns, and wall and feedthrough losses were all

assessed (see Table Il-1). Thermal excursions and gradients across the cell

tray were plotted against various discharge profiles. Interestingly, a 4.5-h

discharge of 62 A produced thermal equilibrium for the system and reinforced

the projected cell heating characteristics suggested by ANL. Further, a
constant-discharge current of 110 A (2.5-h charge) did not exceed the accept-

able upper limit of 500C even though cooling capabilities were not employed

in either of the two engineering modules. An investigation of cooling mecha-

nisms is planned in preparation for the full-size Mark II system.

d. Module Testing

In response to recommendations coming out of the Mark 11 Pro-
gram Review Meeting convened in August 1979, we used the MERADCOM battery
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Table II-1. Thermal Observations on Two Modules
with Nonvacuum Load-Bearing Insula-
tion and Mark IA Cells

Condition Temperature Change

4-h Discharge +7*C/h

7-h Charge - C/h

Overcharge -6.4*C/h

Gradients t7*C on Overcharge
A17 C on 110 A Discharge

Bulk Heat Loss -150 W

case and nine Mark IA cells to test the new battery hardware designs developed

during the past year. The initial purpose of the investigation was to develop
new cell interconnectors, but additional design improvements were incorporated
in light of the Mark LA Failure Analysis. The objective of the testing was
to examine various operating regimes by cycling cells until capacity decline

or cell failures inhibited further beneficial cycling. This objective was
achieved, with 72 cycles (1,680 h) completed at operating temperature. Valu-

able experience and data were gained concerning battery cycling with short-

circuited cells in series strings and with cells exhibiting potential for
electrolyte leakage. The study was terminated in January 1980 when four of
the nine cells could not be recharged.

A second module incorporating 10 cm of Min-K was assembled
early in 1980 to determine the suitability of this insulation for use in
Mark II modules and to assess cell-tray thermal gradients at varied dis-
charge rates. Cell number two shorted during the fourteenth cycle, pre-
cluding further thermal study. Instrumentation, however, made it possible to
observe failure characteristics and resultant thermal response. Modification
of this module is scheduled; cooling tubes will be incorporated to facilitate
observation of thermal envelopes and limits. Plans call for construction and
testing of a ten-cell module, as Mark II Group IV cells become available, in
further preparation for the assembly, testing, and delivery of the scheduled
Phase I module.

4. MERADCOM Battery Program
(M. McGinty)

An 18-month effort to develop, build, and deliver a 26-kW-h (48-V)
lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide battery for the U.S. Army-MERADCOM was initi-
ated in May 1979. At a design review meeting held at Eagle-Picher on
October 24, 1979, the Army-forklift battery program was put on temporary
hold, effective November 1, 1979. The extent of work performed before sus-
pension of contracted effort included only cell evaluation and conceptual
designing for batteries and hardware.
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5. Quality Assurance

(J. Todd, M. Freeman)

During the reporting period, quality assurance played an increas-

ingly significant role in the Eagle-Picher LiAl/FeS battery program. As the
state of the art in cell and module 'echnology progressed, the continuing

insistence of quality assurance personnel upon strict adherence to definitive

design criteria became even more important. The increasing significance of

this monitoring function was evident this year, for example, in the effort by
the Quality Assurance Group expended in characterization and careful documen-

tation of the characteristics of each piece of BN felt; this work greatly
facilitated the separator development project described in Section II.A.2.a.
of this report. Compression testing of BN felt, utilizing the fixture de-
picted in Fig. I1-12, was begun as a part of the procedure for characterizing

BN felt. In addition, Quality Assurance established the Document Resources

Center to serve the specific documentation needs of the Mark II battery de-

velopment program.

IM "
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Fig. 11-12 . Compress ion Test Fixture
Used for Compress ion
'Test ing of BN Fel t
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B. Gould Inc.
(B. A. Askew)

During the past year, the main efforts for Gould Inc. have been focused
in the following four areas: (1) the development of a 200 A-h five-plate
cell, (2) the construction of a dry-room cell-fabrication facility, (3) the

initiation of a battery-development program, and (4) the design and construc-

tion of a computer-controlled cell and battery test facility.

Ninety five-plate cells, which have many design variables, have been

fabricated and tested during the year. To date, specific energy and power

have been satisfactory, but c cle life is still limited as a result of two
failure mechanisms: conductive material bridging the electrode package, and
penetration of the separator by negative electrode protrusions.

The construction of a 65 m2 dry room (>200 ppm H2 0) has permitted the
transfer of all materials processing, electrode fabrication and cell-assembly

processes from the inert-atmosphere glovebox without any apparent harmful ef-

fects on cell performance.

Two battery modules, a three-cell and a ten-cell module, have been

designed, fabricated and tested. Vacuum multi-foil thermal housings were
used as containment vessels. The first battery (three cells) operated for

134 cycles at the 4-h discharge and 8-h charge rates before operation was

terminated because of cell failure. The second battery (ten cells) is still
operational after 40 cycles. As part of the battery development program,
Gould Inc. has also initiated thermal management studies. During the year,

a test facility was designed. The facility was based on an HP1000 computer
system in order to provide the capability for the automatic cycling of
60 cells and three batteries at currents up to 250 A. A peak power capabil-
ity of 1000 A is also available. This facility, which is 80% operational,
provides for automatic data acquisition and display.

1. Cell Development

a. Material Processing and Electrode Development

In previous years, the electrodes in LiAI/FeS cells were fab-
ricated by the use of hot-pressing techniques. The drawbacks of this process
were high cost, inadequate material mixing, required use of an inert-gas
environment, and slow production rate (three electrodes/day). During the
past year, a cold-compaction process was developed for the production of
electrodes in a "dry room" facility (<200 ppm moisture). The development
of a hydraulic mold system allows up to 40 electrodes/day to be produced.

Figure 11-13 shows the porosities* of cold-pressed and hot-
pressed positive electrodes in various states of charge. A cold-pressed
half-charged plaque with high strength and low porosity was obtained only

*Porosity is used in this section of the report to indicate the sum of the

electrolyte volume plus actual void volume.
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Fig. 11-13. Effect of State-of-Charge Composition on
Porosity of Positive Electrodes Fabricated

Using Different Procedures

after heat treatment of the active materials (L1 2S, Fe, FeS, LiCl-KCl, C,
and Mo). Without this heat treatment or "prefusion" process, cold-pressed
electrodes showed high porosity, were fragile to handle, and exhibited seg-
regation of material components. The prefusion process is carried out as

follows: The electrode components are blended in a V-blender for a prede-
termined time period, vacuum dried at ambient temperature, and slowly heated
to 450 C. The "prefused" mix is next ground to -40-mesh particle size and
used to cold press electrodes at 1.6 x 105 kPa. Electrodes fabricated by this
procedure are strong, dense plaques with a porosity of about 20%. Physical
characteristics of these positivL electrodes are given in Table 11-2. The
recent addition of a honeycomb structure to the positive electrode has had
little effect on the physical properties of the electrod.e.(See Sectiot,
III.A.2.a, this report, for further discussion of honeycomb testing.) Nega-
tive electrodes were produced by the cold compaction of powdered Li-Al alloy

Table 11-2. Physical Characteristics of Positive
Electrodes Fabricated Using a Cold-
Pressing Technique

Dimension, cm 17.0 x 12.5

Thickness, cm 0.25

Density, g/cm3  2.66

Porosity,a % 44.1

Loading density,b A-h/cm3  1.02

including electrolyte.

bAs fabricated.
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(12 wt %) or from a mixture of LiAl (18-20 wt %) and aluminum powder, the

latter giving more handleable and less-porous electrode plaques. Electrolyte

powder is added to the negative-electrode materials prior to fabrication to

ensure adequate ionic conductivity within the electrode structure. Table 11-3
shows the physical characteristics of negative electrodes fabricated with the

mixed-powdered materials.

Table 11-3. Physical Characteristics of Negative
Electrodes Fabricated with Mixed-
Powder Materials Using a Cold-
Pressing Technique

Dimension, cm 17.0 x 12.5

Thickness, cm 0.27

Density, g/cm3  1.76

Porosity,a % 22.25

Loading density,b A-h/cm3  0.76

including electrolyte.

bAs fabricated.

b. Separator Development

Boron-nitride (BN) felt has been used exclusively for sepa-
rators in development (D-series) cells during the past year. Two areas of
concern in the use of the material have been (1) the n'o.uniformity of fiber
distribution and (2) the difficulty of wetting BN felt: by molten salt during
the cell-filling operation. Uniformity of BN-felt density has been variable
in the past. A technique has been developed to determine the extent of den-
sity variation by inserting a probe into the felt at a constant pressure and

mapping the penetration readings. Figure 11-14 shows the results obtained
from a sample of material typical of that used early in the year. More re-
cently, the uniformity of density has improved significantly.

The wetting agent most commonly used to improve filling oper-
ations has been LiAlCl4 . However, there are several disadvantages in the use

of this material:

(1) The low dissociation temperature of LiAlCl4 limits the
temperature at which cells can be outgassed prior to
electrolyte filling.

(2) Nonuniform distribution of LiAlCl4 within the separator
can result in short circuiting due to the formation of
metallic aluminum bridges between the electrodes. (See

ANL-80-49, p. 25.)
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Fig. 11-14. Mapping or PenetraLion Readings Taken under Constant Pressure
in BN-Felt Samples. (Mapping was performed on a 12 x 12 in.
sheet of felt and readings are in inches.)
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(3) The material is unpleasant to handle during cell

assembly operations.

An alternative process, which uses magnesium acetate, has been developed at

Gould to eliminate these problems. The process by which the agent is applied
consists of soaking the BN felt in an organic solution of reagent-grade mag-
nesium acetate. This is followed by evaporation of the solvent and subsequent

thermal decomposition of the acetate. A thin layer of MgO is formed on the

BN fibers. The BN felt treated in this manner has shown excellent wetting

characteristics. Test cells containing this new wetting agent give >93% uti-

lization of positive-electrode active material at the 5-h discharge rate, in-

dicating complete wetting of Lne separator and electrode system.

c. Cell Design

The multiplate cell design developed at Gould during Phase I

of the Mark II program uses two positive and three negative electrodes in a

parallel plate configuration. The theoretical cell capacity, limited by the

positive electrode, is about 200 A-h. Figure 11-15 shows an exploded view

of the cell components. The physical characteristics of the cell are given

in Table 11-4.

Table 11-4. Physical Characteristics of Gould Multiplate

D-Series Development Cells

Dimensions of cell, cm 21 x 13.3 x 3.2

Weight of cell, kg 2.5

Theoretical capacity, A-h 200

Size of electrodes, cm 17.8 x 12.7

Number of positive electrodes 2

Number of negative electrodes 3

Separator BN felt

Seal Packed BN powder

aBased on sulfur content of the cell.

Because the electrodes have poor mechanical strength when oper-
ated in the flooded electrolyte environment, some structural reinforcement is
necessary to reduce any shape change which might otherwise occur and cause short
circuits. A stainless-steel frame with stainless-steel wire cloth located at
the electrode faces provides a suitable electrode support while all wing for
transfer of lithium ions with minimal effect on cell impedance. A nickel or

iron sheet located between two half-thickness electrodes is used to provide
current collection for both positive and the central negative electrodes.
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Fig. 11-15. Exploded View of Gould Multiplate Cell

Two layers of BN felt are used as separators between the electrodes, with a

single layer at the edges and base of the electrode package. Current distri-
butor plates are welded to both positive and negative copper-cored stainless-

steel terminals. The end negative electrodes contact and cathodically pro-

tect the cell container, which is fabricated from 0.06-cm-thick stainless-

steel sheet.

The positive terminal is insulated electrically from the cell

lid by two beryllia sleeves. These sleeves are located in an outer steel tube

which is welded to the cell lid; BN powder is cked between the sleeves to

provide a seal with a leak rate lower than 10- atm cm3/s helium. The cell
lid is of a split design to minimize the extent of heating of the seal during

the final welding operation.

After filling with electrolyte in a vacuum furnace at 450C,
cells are formation cycled in situ at constant current and voltage limits of
1.0 and 1.55 V with a stepwise increase in current density over six cycles to
20-mA/cm2 charge and 50-mA/cm2 discharge. This procedure is used to ensure
uniform expansion of the negative electrodes.
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The following performance parameters are measured during for-
mation cycling: (1) average discharge voltage, (2) capacity vs. current den-
sity, (3) internal impedance (measured by current interrupt),~(4) coulombic
efficiency, and (5) cell resistance at ambient temperature. Cells are quali-
fied or rejected on a basis of these measurements. Typical formation-cycling
performance data obtained on a group of eight cells cycled at a 20 A charge

and 40 A discharge are shown in Table 11-5. In this group of cells, the
negative/positive capacity ratio was varied between 1.1 and 1.5. During for-

mation cycling, the following were observed:

(1) 90% of theoretical cell capacity achieved,

(2) specific energy values in the range 90-100 W-h/kg,

(3) energy density values exceeding 260 W-h/dm3 ,

(4) energy efficiency exceeding 86%, and

(5) cell impedance values of <1.8 mi achieved (equivalent to
>100 W/kg peak power).

(See Table 111-16, Section III.C.3, this report, for performance data after

these cells were cycled at ANL.)

The effect of current density on cell capacity is shown in

Fig. 11-16 for cells containing wire cloth and photoetched retainer systems.
The slightly lower capacity obtained using the former was probably due to the
masking effect of the steel frame at the electrode edges. The dependence of
cell capacity on temperature at a 40-A discharge is shown in Fig. 11-17 for
cells containing LiCl-rich LiCl-KC1 electrolyte. This marked dependence is
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Table 11-5. Performance of Gould Multiplate D-Series Development Cells at End of

Formation Cycling

Cell Number

Parameters D-24a D-25a D-26b D-27b D-28a D-29a D-30c D-31c

% of Theor. Capacity (5-h Charge Rate) 94.1 94.2 92.4 93.5 92.2 92.3 93.1 94.7

Specific Energy, W-h/kg 93.1 92.6 95.3 95.2 98.4 100.2 91.8 94.9

Energy Density, W'h/dm 3  270 268 267 268 264 265 267 273

Coulombic Efficiency, % 98.7 98.7 98.9 99.4 98.2 99.0 98.7 99.5

Energy Efficiency, % 86.6 86.7 87.6 86.5 85.8 86.9 86.7 88.0

Cell Impedance (50% Discharged State, mt2
T=0 1.57 d 1.68 1.60 1.68 1.60 1.50 1.42
T=15 1.87 d 1.92 1.85 1.93 1.84 1.76 1.73

aNegative/positive capacity ratio is 1.3.

bNegative/positive capacity ratio is 1.1.

cNegative/positive capacity ratio is 1.5.

dData not available.
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undesirable in a battery where some temperature difference between center

and end cells must be expected. Further work is needed to reduce this
temperature effect.

Cell failure is normally indicated during life testing by a
sudden decrease in coulombic efficiency (i.e., increase in leakage current)
resulting from the formation of an internal short circuit. The study of fail-

ure mechanisms forms a very important part of the cell development program.

The following failure modes have been identified by optical microscopy: (1)

positive-electrode extrusion from the screen-frame assembly, (2) damage to the

separator during cell assembly, (3) electrolyte extrusion through seal causing
external shorting, (4) penetration of separator layer by negative-electrode

protrusions, and (5) deposition of electronically conducting materials around

current-collector plates. A number of design modifications were made in an

attempt to eliminate these problems prior to the fabrication of the first

group of status cells for delivery to ANL. These modifications were as fol-
lows: (1) improved screen-frame and weld design, (2) improved cell-assembly
technique, (3) filtration of electrolyte in fill reservoir, (4) incorporation
of honeycomb in positive electrode, (5) use of all-iron current-collector
system, and (6) substitution of LiF-LiCl-KCl electrolyte for LiCl-KC1 elec-
trolyte.

The early performance data from the group of 12 status cells
at the end of formation cycling are shown in Table 11-6. These cells are cur-
rently on life test at ANL. (Appendix C is a performance summary of the Gould-
fabricated cells tested at ANL.)

2. Facility Development

a. Dry Room

In previous years, all materials processing, electrode fabri-
cation and cell--assembly operations have been carried out in argon-atmosphere
gloveboxes. As a step toward the eventual commercialization of the system,



Table 11-6. Performance of First Group of Gould Status Cells at End of Formation Cycling

Cell Number

Parameters D-76 D-77 D-78 D-79 D-80 D-81 D-82 D-83 D-84 D-85 D-86 D-87

Z of Theor. Capacity
(5-h Charge Rate) 94.2 92.2 92.7 93.7 94.3 92.9 92.6 94.2 94.7 94.2 93.3 94.5

Specific Energy, W-h/kg 96.1 93.3 93.7 95.9 94.6 93.9 91.7 96.0 %.8 95.7 92.9 95.7

Energy Density, W-h/d 3  271 263 265 271 268 268 264 272 273 270 264 271

Coulombic Efficiency, 2 100 100 100 100 100 99.8 99.8 100 100 99.9 99.8 100

Energy Efficiency, 2 87.2 85.0 85.6 87.2 85.5 85.7 84.4 87.1 87.0 86.4 84.3 86.6

Cell Impedance 2 Charged, uB 30 63 a 35 24 a a 24 45 46 a 31
TWO 1.6 1.8 a 1.5 2.0 a a I.7 1.72 1.71 a 1.58
T-15 1.9 2.1 a 1.9 2.3 a a 2.0 1.93 1.95 a 1.95

aData not available.
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it was necessary to demonstrate that those operations could be carried out
in the same manner as with thermal (primary) batteries (i.e., in a dry-room
environment).

The transition to dry-room operations for all processes except
final welding (which will be transferred later) was completed in the spring
of 1980. This 65 m2 area is maintained at a moisture level of less than 200
ppm. The room allows for the following: (1) powder processing in two vacuum
ovens, (2) electrode fabrication using a 750-ton press with a semi-automatic
mold, (3) cell fabrication and welding in an area with vacuum storage for
electrodes and powders.

b. Computer Controlled Cell and Battery Test Facility

In November 1979, the decision was made to construct a computer-
controlled test facility with the following capabilities: (1) capacity for
60 cells and three batteries, (2) independent data acquisition and control for
each cell and battery, (3) constant current charging/discharging with pro-

grammable rates, (4) power pulsing and current interrupt, and (5) data anal-
ysis, including convenient display of information.

The concept of specialized, dedicated bays was developed to

reduce cost and simplify design. When complete, the initial test facility
will have eight test bays; it can be easily expanded with the addition of

modules. Bays 1-4 will be used for life testing. Bay 5 will be used for
power pulsing and current-interrupt measurements for both cells and batteries.
Bays 6-8 will be used for life testing of batteries. Table 11-7 is a summary
of the capabilities of the test facility.

During the past year, approximately 80% of the facility has
been completed. Cyclers were built and software was developed in-house. The
computer system and measurement instrumentation were purchased from an out-
side vendor. Bays 1-4 have been completed and are fully operational. Bay
5 was built previously and merely has to be converted to the new computer
system. The hardware for Bay 6 is complete, with Bay 7 to follow soon. The
control software only needs to be verified to establish operation. Bay 8
will be completed during the first quarter of 1981.

(1) Cell Life-Cycling

Bays 1-4 are identical except that Bay 1 has two discharge
strings. All four bays have one charge string. Each bay can accommodate
12 cells, which can be freely switched from one string to another by computer
control. Each string has one power supply, and passive loading is used in
the discharge strings. When a cell is switched out of a string, its position
is removed so that current through the string is continuous. Thus, under
total computer control, cells are cycled to end of discharge and then top of
charge while data are sampled, recorded, and analyzed. Temperature is con-
trolled locally at the cycler but monitored and recorded by the computer.
All cell control (voltage and current) and data recording are independently
programmable.
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Control software for all four bays is identical and inde-

pendent. A hardware or software failure in one bay does not necessarily affect
any others. Furthermore, should facility expansion become necessary, the task
is easily satisfied by building another hardware module and creating another
software copy. The operator of the test facility has control of the system

through an executive module. Communication is by a cathode ray tube (CRT) in
a dialogue manner. All dialogue is recorded to a system log; .*erator errors
are filtered out by the executive module program. When a command has been
accepted, the executive controller sends a message to the appropriate bay con-
troller. (Figure 11-18 shows the relationship between hardware and software.)

(2) Battery Life-Cycling

Bays 6-8 will be identical. They are, in fact, very sim-
ilar to Bays 1-4, differing primarily in that there is no individual cell con-

trol. The battery, which can be comprised of 1-24 cells, is either on charge,
discharge or open circuit. The resting time between charge and discharge is

programmable. Software control and data acquisition in the battery test bays

are very similar to those in the cell test bays; there are only minor differ-
ences in the way the data are organized. Data analysis is also similar.

(3) Cell and Battery Profiling and Impedance Tests

Bay 5 has the capacity for ten cells and high current,

which renders it ideally suited to power pulsing and current interrupting.

The power supplies for the strings are computer controllable through digital-

to-analog converters; however, the control program has not yet been developed.

The current-interrupt capability will provide a means for impedance measure-

ments. The power-pulsing capability will provide a means to profile either

cells or batteries. With this system, driving profiles, in particular,
should be simple to obtain.

(4) Computer System

At the heart of the test facility is a Hewlett Packard

1000 Computer System with 140 megabytes of disk storage, magnetic tape backup,

384 kilobytes of main memory, several terminals, a plotter, and a line-

printer. The measurement and control instrumentation consists of several

HP3495 scanner chases, an HP2240 measurement and control processor (capable

of digital and analog output signals), and an HP3455 digital voltmeter.

Voltage, current, and temperature signals of all cells and batteries are

routed through the scanners to the voltmeter. All switching of cells and

batteries is accomplished through the HP2240, which supplies digital signals
to relays. All instruments are controlled by the computer on the lPIB bus.

Data analysis is performed by a set of programs which is
totally independent of the control software. Graphic representation of data
can be displayed on a terminal or plotter. Numeric retrieval of data is
also easily obtained. Power failure is a major concern in any computer-
controlled facility. All cases of power failure are treated by forcing all
cells and batteries into an open-circuit condition. This action is guaran-
teed by the de-energizing of the switching relays. Furthermore, a watchdog
timer has been attached to the HP2240. If the timer fails to be updated,
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energizing power is removed from the switching relays. Thus, if the Central
Processing Unit (CPU) or the HP2240 fails for any reason, the test facility
is protected.

c. Alternate Battery Cycler/Heater Control System

A ten-cell battery cycler (noncomputer controlled) was designed
and built. It has allowed testing of a ten-cell battery prior to completion
of the computer battery bays.

12 cell
positions
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The cycler has ten digital control voltmeters and logic capable

of switching the battery from charge/discharge to open circuit when the cutoff

voltage of one of the cells is reached. The cutoff voltages of 1.55 (charge)

and 1.00 V (discharge) are preset on these meters. Override switches to

bypass the logic of the meters are incorporated in the cycler to electron-

ically remove dead cells and allow cell reversal to occur in the battery. A

display panel indicates which cell has reached the high or low cutoff limits.

The cycler has an open circuit timer and a cycle counter. The battery can be

charged up to 100 A and discharged at 25, 50 or 75 A.

A dual-setpoint Love"' controller acts as the master control for

the heating system. One setpoint is used to maintain the battery temperature;

the second activates a cooling-system solenoid and a safety relay that dis-

connects the power to the heaters. A Fenwal" temperature sensor acts as a

second safety switch. It deactivates all heater circuitry and requires a

manual reset.

3. Battery Development

The LiAl/FeS battery development section of the Gould Mark II pro-

gram is approximately one-year old. During this period, three- and ten-cell

batteries have been designed, built and tested.

The LiAl/FeS battery system requires special design considerations

in several key areas. These areas are (1) battery hardware (including inter-

cell insulation, battery restraint hardware, intercell connector, and battery

insulation vessel), (2) thermal management (including the heater system and

cooling system) and (3) battery cycler/heater control systems.

a. Battery Hardware

(1) Intercell Insulation

The criteria associated with the insulation in the early

battery designs were that the material be a good electrical insulator, be

flexible, be capable of absorbing electrolyte (should leaks develop in the

cell container) and be binderless to prevent hydrogen generation (and the

shortened lifetime of the vacuum insulation container system). A number of

materials were evaluated based on binder content and flexibility. The in-

tercell insulation materials chosen were Fiberfrax"' 880J11 (0.33-cm thick) and
muscovite mica (0.08-cm thick). The Fiberfrax (a white, binderless, flex-

ible felt-like material, capable of absorbing electrolyte) was wrapped around
each cell. Rigid mica was used as an additional insulation/isolation material
between the cells.

(2) Battery Restraint/Container

The ten-cell battery restraint/container is shown in
Fig. 11-19. The design is conservative and incorporates the recommendations
of the Mark IA failuLe analysis. The container serves several functions: (1)
It restrains and contains the cells of the battery. (2) It prevents possible
cell electrolyte leakage from contacting the vessel liner. (3) It acts as a

support structure for the cooling and heating system. The battery assembly
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Fig. 11-19. Ten-Cell Battery Module with Detail Showing Lotercell Connectors

procedure consists of inserting the cells (with intercell insulation) into therestraint/container. End plates compress the cells and insulation material-in the stack to predetermined dimensions through the use of locking set screws.A central plate, located in the center of the container, divides the batteryinte two five-cell stacks and adds mechanical strength to the container.

The heaters used to bring the battery up to operatingtemperature (470 C) and maintain the temperature are attached to the con-tainer. Single end heaters are fastened to the end plates immediately adja-cent to the cells in vertical orientation. Side strip heaters are placed in"U" channels horizontally located on the sides of the containers. Twoheaters per side are used.

The cooling system, an experimental tool at this time,will assist in future cooling system designs for batteries with high heatgeneration and temperature rise. This will occur in large batteries duringheavy discharge currents. The cooling system consists of two, 1.3-cm I),"S-shaped coils which are held against the container by straps bolted tothe >'^a'er channels. The inlet cooling tube passes under the support struc-ture of the container and connects to the coils in the rear of the battery.The outlet coil is located in the front of the battery.

N
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(3) Intercell Connector

The intercell connector must have high electrical con-
ductivity and be sufficiently flexible to allow for mechanical and thermal
expansions in the battery. The connector consists of multiple layers of
copper foils (0.01 cm) that were welded at their ends, leaving a flexible
center section. A nickel insert is br-, ed into the intercell connector at
either end. Cell terminals pass through the nickel inserts, and lock nuts
complete the connection to the cell terminals. This type of connection has
exhibited low resistance (0.02 to 0.04 mn) and permits rapid assembly and
disassembly. Figure 11-19 presents a diagram of the ten-cell battery module
with detail of the intercell connectors.

(4) Battery insulation Vessel

There are basically two approaches to the design of a
battery insulation vessel: vacuum foil and conventional (non-vacuum) insula-

tion. The latter is easier to build and more economical, but also has high
volume, high weight, and poor thermal efficiency when compared to the vacuum-
type system.

Three vacuum foil battery container vessels were built by

Linde Division of Union Carbide and delivered to Gould for experimentation
purposes These were current state-of-the-art cylindrical designs. A photo-
graph is shown in Figure 11-20 The vessel consis s of an inner and an outer

r 1

Fig. 11-20. Vacuum Foil Battery Containment Vessel Fabricated by
the Linde Division of Union Carbide

.. a &
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liner welded to a transition ring. The space between the two liners is evac-
uated and contains a hydrogen getter and insulation materials. The getter re-
moves hydrogen which may be generated by the cells, or may escape from insula-
tion materials. Pressure in the vacuum annulus is monitored continuously.
The vessel dimensions are '43 cm (18 in.) ID x 97 cm (38 in.) long (inside).
Total weight is 53.9 kg. A front plug (30-cm deep) of conventional insulation
(Fiberfrax Durablanket) is required to thermally seal the battery vessel.
Heat loss without the front plug is 45 W. An 0-ring on the front flange pro-
vides an airtight seal to the front plate for containment of the inert gas

atmosphere.

b. Thermal Management

Thermal management in the Li/MS battery system involves the

careful balancing of heating and cooling of the battery systems. The basic
approach in the thermal management program is outlined in Fig. 11-21.

CELL
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PROPERTIES

CELL

OPERATION

BATTERY BATTERY
COOLING CHEATING

HE AT
GE NERAT ION

THERMAL H E AT THERMAL 24 HOUR HEAT
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COOLING HATING
S SYST EM SY STEM
REQUIREMEN T REQUIRE MENT

COOL ING HEA TING
SYSTEM SYSTEM

DESIGN DESIGN

NO OLNG THERMAL/ HEATING NO
YTEM DESIGN SYSTEM

SAT ISFACTORr VALUATION

Fig. 11-21. Thermal Management Scheme of the Gould Mark II Module

The physical and thermal properties at operating temperatures
(470*C) i.e. thermal mass, electrolyte heat of fusion, thermal conductivity,
etc., were first evaluated. Cell heat-generation values were predicted, based
on operational data. (See Fig. 11-22.) The average heat generated in a cell
at a 50-A discharge is 17 W. This amounts to 170 W in a ten-cell battery.
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Fig. 11-22. Predicted Heat Generation vs. Discharge Time for the
Gould Mark II Module

(1) Heater System

The heating system was designed to heat the battery to
operating temperature (470*C) in 24 hours and then maintain that temperature
while the battery is operating. Sources of heat loss are electrical feed-
through wires, argon gas purge/support rods, battery vessel, cooling tubes
and front insulation plug. The calculated average heating rate from 25'C

to 450*C in 24 hours for a ten-cell battery is 246 W. The measured heat

loss at temperature was about 80 W. Figure 11-23 shows an electrical sche-

matic of the ten-cell battery heating system. The system contains two

collar-heater zones and four battery-container heater zones. Two container

heaters are series connected for each battery-container side zone. Single
heater zones are located on each end of the battery. The collar heaters on
the bulk current leads serve to reduce the effect of the heat loss on the
front cell.

Heat-up temperature data show that at 270 W the tempera-
ture spread was about 50*C. All four battery-container heaters were operative
as single zones. Open-circuit temperature variations were 10*C. Figure 11-24
shows the effect that selected heater zones at similar power inputs had on
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Fig. 11-23. Electrical Schematic of Ten-Cell Battery Heater System for
Mark II Development Program

temperature distributions in a three-cell battery.
50 to 15*C while the battery was on open circuit.
uniform while all four container heater zones were
discharge, the heater system is operative only 53%

Temperatures varied from
Battery temperature was
operative. During a 50-A
of the time.

(2) Cooling System

Figure 11-19 (a diagram of the ten-cell module) shows
the cooling-coil system currently being used. Compressed air is the cooling
medium. Air enters through the bottom tube and is divided between the two
side coils at the rear of the battery. After passing through the coils, the
air exits at the front of the battery case. The walls of the battery con-
tainer act as fins to increase heat transfer and provide more uniform cooling.
The predicted cooling characteristics of this system are shown in Fig. 11-25.

The anticipated cooling rate of the system is 2 kW. This
rating assumes good cooling-coil contact. An inlet air flow rate of 0.01 m3 /s
requires a blower power of about 70 W. Air outlet temperature will be about
200 C. As the battery and coil temperatures decrease, the cooling capacity
will decrease and be limited by the thermal resistance on the outer surfaces
of the cooling coils. The cooling system has yet to be evaluated.

(3) Electrical Feedthrough Heat Loss Calculations

Electrical feedthroughs are a major source of heat loss
in the battery. A model to evaluate the heat loss in the feedthrough wire
has been developed. The model splits the wire into three sections: hot zone
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(450*C, inside), transition zone, and external zone (to battery). The tran-
sition zone is of fixed length (25.4 cm), the external length is infinite,
and the internal length is variable. Heat is transferred by convection and
radiation from the gas and hardware to the wire surfaces and from the cell
terminals to the connecting wires. Figure 11-26 shows the effect (calculated)

80
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Fig. 11-26. Effect of Wire Size on Heat Loss
along an Electrical Wire from
Gould Mark II Ten-Cell Battery
Module
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of the heat-transfer mechanism-. Short leads of large diameter will transfer
more heat out of the vessel than long leads of small diameters. Heat losses

decrease as wire lengths increase.

Figure 11-27 shows the impact of wire diameter and length

on heat loss strictly from the cell terminal. Heat transferred along a short

wire length originates primarily from the cell terminal. Preliminary calcu-

lations show than increasing the wire length will not significantly reduce

the heat loss out of the battery but will reduce the heat loss from the cell

terminal. Experimental data show a temperature drop of 25*C at the cell ter-

minal of the short lead (1/0 cable). The temperature reduction at the last

cell with the use of a long lead is insignificant.
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Fig. 11-27. Effect of Wire Size on Heat Loss
from a Cell Terminal in a Gould
Mark II Ten-Cell Battery Module

(4) Battery Temperature Measurements

The goal of the heating system is to obtain uniform heat
distribution throughout the battery during open circuit and cycling. Data
from 12 thermocouples located within the ten-cell stack show that, during

open circuit, battery temperatures from front to back vary about 10 C. As
was previously mentioned, the coldest thermocouple, about 25*C lower than
the rest of the battery, was located on the short lead connected to Cell #1.
Figure 11-28 shows that during a 50-A discharge, the temperature increased
18 C. A thermocouple adjacent to the stainless-steel partition in the center
of the battery container indicates that the partition has a significant effect
on heat transfer. The temperature is 3 to 5*C lower at this location.

c. Battery Testing

The batteries were cycled between 1.0- and 1.55-V cell-
voltage limits. Operating currents were 50 A on discharge and 25 A on charge.
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Equalizations to the batteries were performed when the capacity of the battery
dropped 15 A-h. Equalization was performed by charging the battery at 25 A
until one cell reached the 1.55 V-cutoff voltage. Each cell was then charged
at 10-A until the cutoff voltage was reached. The current was then reduced
to 5 A and finally to 2 A until all cells were brought up to full capacity.
The three-cell battery operated 134 cycles (1440 h) before testing was termi-
nated due to declining coulombic efficiency (see Fig. 11-29). Post-test anal-
ysis showed pin-hole leaks in weld areas in the bottom of the container on two
cells. A small quantity of electrolyte was observed in the feedthrough area.
The cells failed due to internal shorts (negative-electrode protrusions).
Three equalizations were required during operation.

Figure 11-30 shows the performance of the ten-cell battery,
which has operated about 40 cycles (936 h) to date with two equalizations
needed. The battery is still on test at Gould.
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III. ANL PROGRAM

The major aspects of the ANL Advanced Battery Program are materials and
components development, cell and battery testing of both ANL and contractor-
fabricated cells and batteries, battery component and auxiliary systems de-
velopment, and potential applications and cost studies.

A. Cell Development

The Cell Development Program at ANL includes studies designed to assess
and improve the performance of the Li-Al/FeS cell. These efforts include the
following: cell-modeling studies, cell capacity-stabilization studies, cell
and electrode characterization studies, cell-swelling studies, cell-failure
analyses, and cell post-test examinations.

1. Cell Modeling Studies
(E. C. Gay)

Modeling studies are being conducted at ANL and at the University
of California at Berkeley with the objective of developing empirical equa-
tions that relate cell performance and lifetime to the physical and chemical
characteristics of the cell and the mode of cell operation. These equations,
then, car be useful in the optimization of the electric-vehicle cell design.

During this reporting period, studies have been conducted on engineering-

scale cells (macro-modeling) and on smaller-scale cells (micro-modeling).

a. Engineering-Scale Cell Model (Macro)
(E. C. Gay, W. E. Miller, F. J. Martino)

Results of earlier tests on Eagle-Picher Mark IA Li-Al/FeS
cells showed that these multiplate cells achieved a specific energy of
100 W-h/kg at the 4-h discharge rate in early cycling (less than 20 cycles)
and a specific power of 80 W/kg at 50% discharge (ANL-79-94). A major pro-
blem with these cells was an unacceptable rate of specific-energy decline
with cycling. These' cells showed an average specific-energy decline of 0.25%
per cycle over an average of 110 cycles. This decline rate is much higher
than that measured for bicells, which showed an average decline in specific
energy of 0.06% per cycle over an average of 289 cycles. One of the major
objectives of the cell development program is to determine ways to maintain
or increase the specific energy and power in the Li-AI/FeS multiplate cells
and, at the same time, to significantly reduce the rate of decline in specific
energy with cycling.

The specific energy decline per cycle vs. the number of cycles
is shown in Figs. III-1 and 111-2 for some bicells with LiCl-KC1 LiCl-rich
electrolyte and for multiplate cells with eutectic salt. These curves show a
peak specific energy early in the cycle life, followed by significant specific
energy decline with cycling until nearly constant specific energy with cycling
is reached. The solid curves in Figs. III-1 and 111-2 were calculated from
the equations developed in the multiple regression analysis of previous cell
performance data (ANL-79-94, pp. 107-114). The experimental results are in
good agreement with the calculated curves.
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The lower average decline in specific energy for the bicells
results in a much longer projected cycle life (800 cycles compared to 400
cycles for the multiplate cells before 20% decline in the specific energy
occurs). The results in Fig. III-2 also show a strong dependence of the
energy decline on temperature. At 440 C, a 20% declii e in specific energy
occurred after 300 cycles, whereas, at 480 C, this same decline occurred

after 500 cycles.

Capacity-loss studies have been conducted which focused on the
effect of negative-electrode utilization on capacity decline (ANL 80-49,
pp. 14-16). Correlations were found between the negative-electrode utiliza-

tion and capacity decline. Other variables which may affect capacity decline
with cycling are electrode thickness, volume fraction of salt in the elec-
trodes or active-material loading density, negative-to-positive electrode
theoretical capacity, electrolyte composition, charge and discharge cutoff
voltages, charge and discharge current densities and cell operating tempera-

ture.

Since it is impractical to fabricate and test the large number
of multiplate cells required to determine the effects of all of these vari-

ables on cell performance, a design study was conducted using correlations of
earlier cell performance data to predict the cell performance (including cap-
acity decline with cycling) and to identify cell designs likely to meet the

electric-vehicle-battery performance goals.

The performance of cells having 84 different designs was pre-
dicted from the multiple-regression correlations described earlier (ANL 79-94,

pp. 107-114). The range of variables used in this cell-design study is shown
in Table 111-1. Fixed parameters for the study are shown in Table 111-2.
The study was designed to identify the most likely cell designs to meet the
Mark Il battery program goals. The following conclusions were drawn: (1)

A 50% decrease in the negative-electrode thickness results in a 50% decrease
in the specific-energy decline by 200 cycles of operation and a 25% decrease

in the specific-energy decline by 800 cycles. (2) Changes in the positive-
electrode loading density had little effect of the specific-energy decline.

(3) Negative electrodes with 30% excess lithium capacity (i.e., negative-to-
positive theoretical capacity ratio of 1.3) decreased the specific-energy

decline by 15% over 800 cyc 2s. However, this conclusion is preliminary
since too few data for multiplate cells with excess lithium capacity were
available for the multiple regression analysis. (4) A 40"C temperature in-
crease, to 480*C, results in a 50% decrease in the rate of specific energy
decline per cycle at less than 200 cycles of operation. The most promising
designs were recommended for further evaluation in performance tests.

b. Electrochemical Model (Micro)

(J. Newman,* S. Higuchit, and L. Redey#)

The studies reported in this section were designed to provide
fundamental current-potential data on various cell elements; these data were

Consultant from the University of California at Berkeley.

industrial participant from the Government Industrial Research Institute,

Osaka, Japan.

*Research Associate from the Technical University of Budapest.
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Table 111-1. Range of Variables Used in Cell

Positive Electrode

Thickness, cm

Volume Fraction Salt
(charge state)

Active Material Loading
Density, A-h/cm3

Negative-to-Positive
Theoretical Capacity Ratio

0.28-0.52

0.38-0.67

0.70-1.60

Design Study

Negative Electrode

0.28-1.14

1.00-1.30

Temperature, *C -

No. of Cycles -

440-480

20-800

Table 111-2. Fixed Parameters Used in the Cell Design Study

Vol. Fraction Salt in Negative Electrode 0.30
(charged state)

Electrolyte Composition

No. of Positive Electrode Plates

No. of Negative Electrode Plates

Li-Al Composition

54 wt % LiCl-KCl

3

4

50 at. % Li

Negative Electrode Area, cm2

Positive Electrode Area, cm2

Electrode Separator Thickness (compressed), cm

Cell Housing Thickness, cm

1937.4

1801.8

0.23

0.061

then used with computer programs developed by Globe Union' (a subsidiary of
Johnson Controls, Inc., of Milwaukee) to calculate the specific power and
specific energy that can be achieved in a cell with various plate areas and
various weights and configurations of current collectors.

Figure 111-3 shows the
the required data. The plate area is
avoid any ohmic potential drop in the

design of the test bicell used to obtain
6.15 by 8.69 cm. Separate voltage taps
current leads. The current collectors
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consist of heavy, 0.18-cm-thick sheets of nickel, chosen to minimize the

ohmic potential drop and ensure a uniform current distribution across the
face of the plate. Two reference electrodes (RI and R 2 ) ;ermit measurement
of the cell polarization which is divided into parts associated with the

positive and negative electrodes, respectively. Reference electrode Rl is

located at the top of the cell and toward the center of the BN separator.

Reference electrode R2 is at the edge of the electrode and can be positioned

vertically by movement in a slot in a BN block. No attempt was made to di-

rectly measure the potential drop across the separator.

F

C
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The separators in the test cell consist of two layers of BN

felt, each 2-mm thick. The separator layers are compressed so that the final
separator thickness is 2 mm on each side of the positive electrode. In cell
LCS-2 (one of the test cells used), the nominal thickness of the positive

electrode is 3.2 mm with a theoretical capacity of 23.92 A-h (8.61 x 104 C).
The two negative electrodes together have a nominal thickness of 6.0 mm and a

theoretical capacity of 31.12 A-h (1.12 x 105 C). The theoretical cell cap-
acity can, therefore, be taken to be 806.3 C/cm2 , the superficial electrode
area being taken to be 106.8 cm2 . The electrolyte is 54 wt % LiCl, 46 wt % KCl
(LiCI rich, relative to the eutectic composition), and the cell is operated at

460 C. After several formation cycles, the thicknesses in the electrode stack
can be expected to be 5.0 mm for the positive electrode, 1.7 mm for the sep-
arator, and 9.5 mm for the two negative electrodes, together. The porosities*

at full charge would then be expected to be about 0.69, 0.85, and 0.53 for the

FeS electrode, separator, and LiAl electrode, respectively. (In other cells

in the LCS series, the values for thicknesses and porosities and ratio of

negative-to-positive electrode capacity can be varied.)

The current is measured during discharging or charging of the

cell at one of several current densities with a current interruption technique.

The cell potential during current flow (0p - 0n) and after 15 s of interrup-
tion is interpreted according to the equation

i = Y(U - ' + 0 ), (1)
p n

where

i is the current density from negative to positive plate

(A/cm2),

Y is the conductance of a cell element,

U is the apparent open-circuit potential (in volts),

p is the potential locally on the positive plate (in volts), and

On is the potential locally on the negative plate (in volts).

This relationship assumes a linear polarization curve, such as has been ob-
served in other experiments, as long as the direction of current flow is not
reversed. Values of U and Y can thus be calculated as a function of state
of charge and of current density (discharge or charge). The presence of
reference electrodes allows values of U and Y to be determined separately
for the positive and negative electrodes. The values for the cell are re-
lated to the values for the individual electrodes according to the relations

U = U - U_, (2)

and

1 1 1
+ -(3)Y Y(cY

(resistances are additive).

*Porosity is used here to indicate volume fraction of electrolyte.
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Data for cell LCS-2 during discharge are shown in Fig. 111-4.
These results show the resistance, 1/Y, increasing through the discharge,
while the apparent open-circuit potential, U, decreases. The results were
fit by the following expressions:
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U+= 1.364 - 1.08 x 10-4 Q + 0.12498 in (1 - Q 4 /Q4 ), (4)max

U_ = 0.017 + 3.6 x 10-5 Q, (5)

-4 9
+ 0.480 + 5.4 x 10 Q - 1.12486 In 1- , and (6)

Qmax)

1 -4Y=0.133+2.9 x10 Q, (7)

where Qmax = 806.3 C/cm2 . Thus, the apparent open-circuit potential (in
volts) for the cell takes the form

U = 1.347 - 1.44 x 10-4 Q + 0.12498 in 1 - Q4 , (8)
4

Qmax

and the area resistance 1/Y (in n-cm 2 ) is

1= 0.613 + 8.3 x ~ Q - 1.1248% In 1 - (9)
4

max

Here any dependence on the discharge current density has been suppressed, and
emphasis is given to data at 39.3 mA/cm2 , corresponding to the 4-h rate.

Scale-up Calculations. The above data from the small call can
be used to calculate the behavior of large cells with similar electrode beds
(loading, thickness, and capacity ratio), thus permitting development of a
cell design which maximizes specific energy or specific power. These data can
also be compared with da . collected in micro-modeling studies such as the one
described in Richard Pollard's dissertation at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.2

These comparisons can suggest both improvements in the models and improvements
in cell component parameters (electrode and separator thicknesses and poros-
ities, electrolyte composition, and possibly cell temperature).

Figure 111-5 shows a schematic of a square current collector
with a rectilinear grid and a center tab used in the calculations to represent
the positive electrode. The negative electrode was taken to have a highly
conducting current collector (although this assumption can easily be relaxed).
Overall plate dimensions ranging from 4 to 18 cm were investigated, but the
relative geometry was always that shown in Fig. 111-5. In the initial cal-
culations, all the grid elements were taken to have a uniform cross-sectional
area. An improved grid was used later, with vertical elements descending
from the tab being considered 11 times heavier and the top horizontal elements
considered four times heavier than the remaining elements. A computer pro-
gram developed for Globe Union was used to perform the calculations required
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Tab

_II-

Fig. 111-5. Schematic of Rectilinear
Grid Treated in the Com-
putations. (The hori-

zontal and vertical
elements are of uniform
cross section. However,
for the "improved" grid
discussed in the text,
the top horizontal ele-
ments are 4 times larger
in cross section,, and
the vertical elements
running down from the
tab are 11 times larger

than the other elements
in the grid.)

to determine the current distribution across the face of the plate and even-
tually produce a discharge curve for the plate as a whole, based on the dis-
charge behavior of cell elements (as shown in Fig. 111-4). More sophisticated
current-collector designs can be treated with the computer programs of
Johnson Controls, but this should be done in conjunction with the actual
design and construction of improved current collectors. Current distribu-
tions were displayed in last year's annual report (ANL-79-94, p. 115).

Figure III-6 shows the
18 x 18 cm with a weight of 119.2 g.
are taken to be those of iron, with a

predicted behavior for a particular grid,
The properties of the current collector
density of 7.86 g/cm 3 and a conductivity
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of 1.9 x 1O4/g-cm. (The use of nickel, however, with a conductivity of
105/g-cm would permit the construction of larger cells with enhanced spe-
cific energy and specific power.) The curve labeled YIY0 in Fig. 111-6 re-

presents the characteristic of a fundamental cell element as given by Eq. 9
or Fig. 1I1-4. The curve labeled (I/AV)/2AY0 is a corresponding quantity for
the larger cell with its significant current-collector resistance. We see
that at the beginning of discharge the conductance of the cell is only 40%
of the value that might be expected on the basis of the characteristics of
the fundamental cell element. Note that later in the discharge (I/AV)/2AY0
is a larger fraction of Y/Y 0 , and the penalty for the grid is proportionately
smaller. This can be regarded as a consequence of an increased electrochem-
ical resistance (see Fig. 111-4) and a constant current-collector resistance.

The apparent open-circuit potential U of Fig. III-6 is indistinguishably dif-
ferent from that for a small cell element. The curve for U is thus the same

as a plot of Eq. 8. (Note that electrochemical activity does not cease when

current to the larger cell is interrupted. Elements farther from the tab will

be relatively less discharged and will partially recharge elements closer to

the tab during a period of overall open circuit .)
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An auxiliary computer program was used to calculate the spe-
cific energy and specific power (maximum specific power halfway through the
discharge) from grid results such as those shown in Fig. 111-6. This program
could vary the average depth of discharge so as to achieve a specified cut-
off potential (1 V per cell) at the end of a set period of discharge (four
hours in the present work). Also subject to variation is the number of pos-
itive electrodes per cell (here three), the cell-wall thickness and density,
the clearances in cell dimensions, and excess electrolyte.

Some results for the improved grid obtained by using this
program are shown in Fig. 111-7. For a particular plate size, the values of
specific energy vs. specific power plot as a loop. For very low grid weights,
both energy and power are low because the grid resistance is so high. In-
crease of the grid weight increase: both energy and power. However, at a

certain grid weight, the specific energy goes through a maximum because the

grid weight begins to increase faster than the enerr v increases. At a some-
what higher grid weight, the specific power goes through a similar maximum.
At higher grid weights, both the specific energy and the specific power de-
crease because the weight increase is no longer able to produce a correspond-

ing increase in specific energy or power. This decrease completes the loop,
as sketched in Fig. 111-7. One consequently notices a conflict in the criteria

for maximizing both specific energy and specific power.
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Figure III--8 illustrates how the grid weight depends on plate
area for the two criteria of maximum specific energy and maximum specific
power. Because other parameters are yet to be considered and plots like Fig.
111-7 could get hopelessly complicated, a criterion for a compromise grid
weight was developed. From Fig. 11-7 and for a given plate size, such as 18
x 18 cm, one can determine the maximum specific power and also the maximum
specific energy, then take the ratio of these two numbers. Then an inter-
mediate grid weight can be selected where this same ratio of power to energy
is found. This intermediate weight will represent a compromise ir: which
both specific power and specific energy are reduced by the same percentage
from their maximum possible values. From Fig. 111-7, one can see that this
is a reasonable compromise because, starting from the point of maximum spec-
ific energy, one can increase significantly the specific power with little
sacrifice in specific energy. Conversely, from the point of maximum specific
power, significant improvement in specific energy can be made with little
sacrifice in specific power.

grids yielding
grid up toward

Figure 111-8 also includes the compromise grid weights. The
maximum specific energy appear to be too flimsy. Weighting the

the maximum specific power may have an additional advantage in

0.005 0.01

Fig. III-8. Mass of Positive Current Collector
Needed to Yield Maximum Specific
Power (Halfway Through the Dis-
charge) or Maximum Specific
Energy or the Best Compromise
between the Two (M - mass of grid
in g; Lp - thickness in cm;
p - density; A - area in cm2 )
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promoting a more nearly uniform current distribution across the face of the
plate. This might give a more desirable shape for the discharge curve (cell
potential vs. time) and it would improve the reliability of the method whereby
data for constant-current discharges (Fig. 111-4) are used for large-scale
designs. Thermal management problems should also be milder with the heavier
grid. Finally we should note that the grid weight for maximum specific
energy will depend upon the discharge time and that this weight will move
upward toward the value for maximum specific power as the discharge time is
decreased from the 4-h value used here. Of course, values needed for an
actual driving profile will involve current densities substantially above
the 4-h rate.

The end use of the cell may determine objectives for the spe-
cific energy and the specific power or perhaps the ratio of the two. For the
electric vehicle, these objectives relate to the desired range and accelera-
tion that can be achieved. Rather than accept these external criteria, which
may be subject to some uncertainty and difference of opinion, we have, in
selecting our definition of compromise, taken into account the natural ratio
of power to energy in the system itself. At a later time, other design para-
meters can be selected for specific program goals.

Figure 111-9 presents a composite prediction on specific energy
and specific power as they relate to the size of the plates. Each point
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represents the best compromise between specific energy and specific power, as
discussed above. New parameters of bus and post* length have also been intro-

duced here in order to indicate the magnitude of the performance penalty
associated with the fact that the cells must still be connected. The bus

connects several plates in parallel within a cell, while the post extends
from that junction over to the next cell.

The distribution of conducting material between the bus and the
post is already optimized in all these results. The significant quantity
then is the value of x in

P

x = L bus Ji + L post post (10)
post

where the density, p, and conductivity, a, of the bus material have been
taken to be the same as those of the current collector. In the calculations,
these same values have been used for Ppost and 'post, so that only the sum

Lbus + Lpost is important. If, for example, the iron post were to be re-
placed with a copper one, one could calculate an effective value of Lbus +
Lpost which would correspond to x or the sum in Eq. 10.

For a plate of a given size and a current collector of a given
weight, the calculated specific energies vs. specific powers will still de-

scribe a loop as the mass of bus and post is varied from very small values

to very large values, much like Fig. 111-7, where the grid weight was varied
and Lbus + Lpost was negligible. In this case, values of the mass of bus

and post were calculated to yield maximum specific power and maximum specific

energy for each grid. The ratio of power to energy then used for a given
plate area was thus the ratio of the maximum specific power observed with

any combination of grid weight and mass of bus and post to the maximum spec-
ific energy observed within this same collection of results. Then, where

possible, the mass of bus and post was recalculated to yield this ratio of

power to energy with a given grid weight, and the compromise design was
taken to be the grid weight and mass of bus and post which gave the best
values of specific energy and specific power while maintaining this ratio

between the two. Figure 111-9, therefore, slows only points which have
already been optimized over grid weight and mass of bus and post; in addition,
the figure itself allows the reader to select the plate area which might give
adequate performance at a suitable cost. As the data become available, addi-
tional plots like Fig. 111-9 could be prepared for plates of different thick-
nesses, porosities, capacity ratios, electrolyte compositions, and tempera-
tures. Even with the present data base (Fig. 111-4) one could investigate the
effect of different numbers of positive plates per cell, the effect on per-
formance of a different current collector material like nickel, and the effect
of different discharge times, cut-off potentials, or cell-wall thicknesses.

Figure 111-8 shows grid weights not only for zero bus and post
length but also values for Lbus + Lpost " 7.55 and 16.6 cm, although the
individual points are not distinguished. The optimum grid weight has little
dependence on the length of bus and post, and chis dependence is actually

*Post refers to the teminal plus intercell connector.
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undetectable for maximum specific power. This means that there can be some
decoupling in the design problem. The current-collector grid can be improved
without concern over interaction with the post and bus length.

Figure III-10 shows specific energy vs. specific power for the
improved grid (see Fig. 111-5). The weight ratios of 11 and 4 were selected
so as to achieve the best results with only minimal modification of the
original grid. The best weight ratios were essentially independent of plate
area and length of bus and post, and an improvement in specific energy was
always accompanied by an increase in specific power. A comparison of
Figs. 111-9 and III-10 suggests that specific power has been improved by 20%
and specific energy by 5%. The grid in Fig. 111-5 is not, of course, fully
optimized, but this mathematical exercise should be related to grid designs
which are practical and can actually be built.
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2. Cell Capacity-Stabilization Studies

As mentioned in Section III.A.1, the average percent decline in

specific energy per cycle for a number of Eagle-Picher Mark IA Li-Al/FeS

cells was approximately 0.25% per cycle. These values are significantly
greater than those measured for bicells, which averaged 0.06% per cycle.

The objective of these studies is to identify the causes of the higher

energy-decline rate in the multiplate cells and to minimize this decline.

a. Parametii.c Studies for FeS Cell Cycle Life

(F. J. Martino H. Shimotake, W. E. Moore,

K. C. Miller, and M. Fitzgibbonst)

Parametric studies are being conducted with 12.7 x 17.8 cm
(5 x 7 in..) bicells to determine the effects of design variables such as

electrode thickness, current-collector configuration, capacity-loading den-

sity, and negative-to-positive electrode capacity ratio on capacity loss in

particular and cell performance in general.

(1) Expanded Electrode Test Cell

Results from post-test examinations of ANL status cells
of the SM8F-series indicated that significant electrode expansion occurred

during cell cycling (See Appendix F, this report). Each cell in this series
had a capacity loading for the positive electrode of 1.4 A-h/cm3 and exhibited

a similar amount of electrode swelling. In previous tests (ANL-79-94, p. 69),
the initial theoretical capacity density for M-series bicells was varied from
1.0 to 1.6 A-h/cm3 , while the capacity density of the negative electrode was

htld constant. These tests showed that, as the capacity density was decreased
in the positive electrode, the utilization increased and the electrode expan-

sion decreased. The electrode expansion resulted in further reduction of the

thickness in the previously compressed BN-felt separator. At 1.0 A-h/cm3

(cell M-15), positive electrode expansion was virtually non-existent, and
electrode material utilization (78% at 4-h discharge rate; 74 mA/cm2) was at
its greatest.

To further examine active material utilization in elec-

trodes at maximum expansion, a 12.7 x 17.8 cm (5 x 7 in.) bicell (MEXP1) was
constructed with electrode thicknesses approximating those of terminated
M-series cells (ANL-78-94, pp. 122-125). To fabricate these "expanded" elec-
trodes, excess electrolyte was added to each electrode (positive and nega-
tive) mixture prior to electrode pressing. Their final loading densities
were 1.05 A-h/cm3 for the positive (0.9-cm thick) and 0.55 A-h/cm3 for the
negative (1-cm thick) electrodes. The negative electrode is a first-of-a-kind;
no data exist to predict its performance characteristics. Since no further
electrode expansion was anticipated, the BN-felt separator was compressed to
~1.5-1.75 mm at assembly.

The 200-mesh stainless steel screen normally used on the

electrode face was replaced by a more rigid, perforated sheet welded to a fixed
perimeter frame. The final current-collector assembly consists of one welded
12.7 x 17.8 cm unit (perforated sheet, frame, center sheet, terminal rod).

*Student from Illinois Institute of Technology.

tStudent from Northwestern University.
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Instead of the usual LiAICl4 wetting agent, finely pow-
dered LiCl-rich electrolyte was added to all electrode and felt surfaces.
Since no wetting agent was used, the evacuation/fill procedure for the cell
was altered. The cell was first evacuated at 300*C for two hours while an

attached reservoir of LiCl-rich salt was melted. Then, while the cell was

under vacuum, the temperature was increased to 480 *C. The cell was then re-
turned to atmospheric pressure; by the time atmospheric pressure was reached,

gas bubbling was relatively mild. Most of the trapped gases in the electro-

lyte were probably eliminated at 300*C when the solid salt in the reservoir
was being heated.

A plot of the data for positive-electrode utilization at

37, 56, 74, 110, and 148 mA/cm2 was found to be nearly linear, with a maximum

of 69% and a minimum of 50%. These values are approximately 15% lower than

those for a smaller 12.7 x 12.7 cm bicell, Cell M8NOH (see next subsection).
The lower electrode utilization might be attributed to reduced intra-electrode

expansion forces, which could result in lower electrode-bed conductivity and

less uniform current distribution. Post-test examination of this cell revealed

a separator that was electrolyte deficient, a probable cause for the low uti-

lization. In spite of the relatively lower electroe utilization, Cell MEXPi
has demonstrated stable capacity, with <2% loss after 146 cycles (74 mA/cm2).
Coulombic efficiency for this cell is >98%.

(2) Tests on Cells without Honeycomb
Structure in Electrodes

To reduce costs of both material: and production, the
elimination of iron honeycomb structures from engineering cell electrodes

would be desirable. Therefore, an investigation into the effects on cell

performance of iron honeycomb structures in positive and/or negative elec-

trodes was initiated. For these tests, the status bicell design was modified

for three cells--one with no honeycomb in either electrode (M8NOH), another
with no honeycomb in the negative electrode (1 8NOHN), and another with no

honeycomb in the positive electrode (M8NOHP). in order to provide a good
basis for data comparison, all other aspects of the cell design were kept
identical to that of the ANL status bicell described in ANL-80-49, p. 52.
At the 4-h discharge rate (74 mA/cm2), the ANL status cell showed a utiliza-
tion of 67% for the positive electrode and 47% for the negative electrode.
The performance of the four types of cells is summarized in Table 111-3.
(Additional performance data can be found in Appendix D, which is a perfor-
mance summary of ANL-fabricated cells.) The utilizations were improved by
12% in cells with the negative electrode honeycomb removed. Positive elec-
trode honeycomb removal had little effect on electrode performance. The
greatest improvement was the increased specific energy of Cells M8NOH and
M8NOHN; these cells contained no honeycomb in the negative electrodes.

Somewhat surprisingly, no detrimental effects on cell
performance were observed in the cell with honeycombs removed from both elec-
trodes (M8NOH). Capacity and energy stability appeared unaffected. Very
slight differences in cell resistance were recorded, but these may be attrib-
utable to experimental error rather than to the use of a honeycomb. In all
cells, the coulombic efficiencies were recorded at >98% except for Cell
M8NOHP which started and operated at a rather low, but stable, 93%.
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Table 111-3. Effect of Honeycomb Structures on Cell Performance

SM8F10a M8NOH M8NOHN M8NOHP

Cell Capacity, A-h (W-h)

37 mA/cm 2  92 (112) 98 (120) 97 (121) 91 (112)
74 mA/cm 2  82 (98) 90 (108) 92 (110) 82 (98)
110 mA/cm 2  77 (88) 82 (93) 83 (95) 70 (79)

Specific Energy, W-h/kg

37 mA/cm2  81 91 89 82
74 mA/cm 2  70 82 82 71
110 mA/cm 2  63 70 70 58

Cell Resistance, mi

3% DODb 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.3
50% DOD 3.8 3.6 3.9 3.7

Peak Power, W (W/kg)

3% DOD 140 (100) 150 (114) 150 (111) 142 (104)
50% DOD 102 (73) 111 (84) 103 (76) 115 (85)

Percent Capacity Loss, %
50 cycles 0 0 <1 <1
100 cycles 0 <1 1 <1

Termination (cycles) 5 (600) 2 (147) 1 (125) 2 (133)

aThis status cell was selected because
characteristics.

bDOD is the depth of discharge.

of its excellent performance

(3) Tests of Cells with Different Negative-to-Positive
Capacity Ratios

Stable performance has been achieved by most LiAl/FeS
bicells fabricated at ANL with negative-to-positive capacity ratios (N/P)
of about 1.3 with LiCl-rich electrolyte. These results agree with data gath-
ered from contractor-fabricated LiAl/FeS cells (i.e., Eagle-Picher and Gould)
with the same N/P ratio. Excess capacity in the negative electrode is in-
tended to provide a reservoir of lithium to offset losses, such as those
occurring due to contamination or electrode agglomeration during extended
cycling; however, the extra weight and thickness of these electrodes tend to
lower specific energy and power and volumetric densities.

A cell designed to investigate a N/P ratio of 1.0
(120 A-h), designated MNP1, was constructed using the ANL status bicell
design with a modified negative electrode. For the negative electrode, the
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honeycomb was omitted and the electrode thickness was reduced from 1.0 cm to
about 0.5 cm. This cell was otherwise similar in design to M8NOHN (N/P = 1.4),
which was described earlier. Although both cells were discharged at essen-

tially the same current density, 74 mA/cm 2 , Cell MNP1 showed about 30% lower
positive-electrode utilization. This lower utilization is apparently due to
less theoretical capacity in the negative electrode, which appears to be the
capacity-limiting electrode on discharge. Figure III-11 shcIs cell capacity
plotted as a function of cycle number for both Cell M8NOHN and Cell MNPl.

During fifty cycles at a lower current density (18 mA/cm 2 ), Cell LNP1 showed
<1% capacity decline, with cell capacity at 88 A-h (73% utilization). During
the life of this cell (130 cycles), including approximately 60 cycles at the
4-h discharge rate, the overall cell capacity declined by about 1%. Thus,
neither low discharge current density nor low N/P ratio affected capacity

stability during the 130 cycles. Near the end of life in Cell MNP1, the
coulombic efficiency declined from nearly 100% to about 90%, leading to ter-
mination of cell operation. Testing of additional cells is planned to better
evaluate the effects of N/P ratio on capacity stability.
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(4) Engineering-Size Multiplate-Cell Test

A state-of-the-art multiplate cell (MMP-4) consisting of
two positive electrodes with facing negative electrodes has been placed in
operation. Two layers of BN felt were used as the separator, and 0.13-mm-thick
photochemically etched stainless steel sheet was used on the electrode face

M8NOHN (N/P=I.4)

MNPI (N/P=I.0)

- Discharge Current Density = 74 mA/cm2

Temperature: 460 *C

I I I 1 I
i

Fig . III-11 .
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in place of the usual stainless steel screen. There were no honeycomb struc-

tures used in either electrode. All electrode frames were allowed to tele-

scope with electrode expansion. Electrodes with dimensions of 12.7 x 17.8 cm

were assembled using a number of cold-pressed 6.4 x 8.9 cm plaques, four

plaques per half-electrode, since no 12.7 x 17.8 cm die was available. These

plaques were the same as those prepared for the bicell electrodes of Cell

M8NOH (positive plaques: 1.4 A-h/cm3 , 0.31-cm thick, 50 vol % electrolyte;
negative plaques: 0.9 A-h/cm3 , 0.6-cm thick, 30 vol % electrolyte). Cell
MMP-4 has a positive-electrode-limited theoretical capacity of 392 A'h, with
40% excess negative-electrode capacity (480 A-h).

A summary of the cell performance during operation is

presented in Fig. 111-12. Through the first 100 cycles, capacity declined by
approximately 0.04% per cycle at the 4-h discharge rate. When the tapering

(28 + 18 A) charge current was reduced to a constant 14-A charge at cycle

133, the cell capacity-decline rate slowly improved. To date, this cell has

accumulated >180 cyles with an overall capacity loss of 7% (0.03%/cycle) at

the 4-h discharge rate. Cell resistance measured at 3% and 50% depth of

discharge was 1.47 and 1.71 mn, respectively. The cell resistance for Cell

MMP-4 was compared with that of a similar multiplate cell with 12.7 x 12.7 cm

electrodes (Cell MMP-3). At 3% discharge, the relative cell resistance was

0.77 R-cm2 for MMP-3 vs. 1.12 n'cm2 for MMP-4; at 50% discharge, the values
were 0.92 -cm 2 (MMP-3) vs. 1.30 S-cm 2 (MMP-4), respectively.

CELL M-MP-4

12.7 x 17.8 cm MULTIPLATE, 760 cm2

344 A-h POSITIVE ELECTRODE te
480 A -h NEGATIVE ELECTRODE
4.15 kg Ouzw

350 -n w- I00O*(D : oaQ IO 'e
.300 L.--90._ _

-60 -

2>- -0 w 50w
200- 60 4o

& 40r

n 150 8 -50 0
o 37 110 37 37 110 37 40 30_
- 100 74 -74F74----37------74-- 4 -- 74 3 0 w- 20Ow
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10 5 10
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Fig. 111-12. Cycle Life Summary of Cell MMP-4
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Therefore, the peak power output of Cell MMP-4 was ex-

pected to be somewhat lower than that of MMP-3, which was 444 W (108 W/kg) and

367 W (90 W/kg) at 3% and 50% discharge, respectively. Because of cycler

limitation, 275 A was the maximurm 15-s pulse-current tested; this pulse-

current was not high enough to enable a complete curve for peak power to be

plotted. Extrapolation, however, indicates a peak power output for Cell

MMP-4 of 320 W (77 W/kg) and 240 W (58 W/kg) at 3% and 50% discharge, respec-
tively.

b. Capacity Loss Studies of Mark IA Cells

(T. D. Kaun, L. Redey,* F. J. Martino, S. liguchi,t
W. Moore,{ A. Claveria,l and P. Eshman)

The objective of this work is to determine how the electro-

chemical operating characteristics of the positive and negative electrodes
affect the capacity retention of the Mark IA Li-Al/FeS cells, which typi-

cally showed a capacity decline of 20% after only 200 cycles. The first step
in this investigation was the development of a satisfactory reference elec-

trode to permit measurement of the electrode potentials in engineering cells.

This reference electrode utilizes the Ni/Ni3 S2 /S~ half-cell and was described

in detail in ANL-79-94, pp. 121-124.

In an earlier study on a cell designated EPRE-1 (ANL-79-94,

p. 126), a reference electrode was inserted into an engineering-scale Li-Al/

FeS bicell with Matrix-D-type Mark IA electrodes. The theoretical capacities

for the positive and negative electrodes of this cell were 97 A-h and 108 A-h,
respectively. The measurements made with the reference electrode indicated

that the capacity of the cell was limited by the positive electrode during

charge and by the negative electrode during discharge; however, the power of

the cell was found to be limited by the positive electrode. Both Cell EPRE-1

and the Matrix-D-type Mark IA cell exhibited similar rates of capacity de-

cline--0.15%/cycle. In a subsequent test, reference electrodes were im-

planted in a Li-Al/FeS bicell identical in design to EPRE-1 except that the

theoretical capacity of the negative electrode was doubled, from 108 to

216 A-h; consequently, this cell (EPRE-2) has a negative-to-positive capacity
ratio of 2.22. As shown in Fig. 111-13, this cell exhibited very little
capacity decline over 55 cycles; at this point, operation of the cell was

terminated due to a temperature-controller malfunction. In addition, the

positive-electrode utilization for this cell was 95%, which is the highest
utilization ever obtained in a Li-Al/FeS cell. Measurements with the refer-
ence electrode indicated that (1) the negative electrode was essentially un-

polarized during cycling and (2) essentially all the polarization developed
by the cell was present in the positive electrode (see Fig. 111-14). There-
fore, the cell capacity was limited on both charge and discharge by the pos-
itive electrode. The observations on this cell indicate that the capacity
fading observed in Cell EPRE-1 as well as in the previous Mark IA cells was
caused by the capacity decline of the negative electrode.

*Research Associate from the Technical University of Budapest.

industrial Participant from the Government Industrial Research Institute,

Osaka, Japan.

+Student from the Illinois Institute of Technology.
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An analysis of performance data suggested a correlation between

capacity stability and negative-electrode utilization. Figure III-15 shows
the capacity stability for a Mark IA cell (capacity ratio, 1.0), a Matrix-D
Mark IA cell (capacity ratio, 1.1), and Cell EPRE-2 (capacity ratio, 2.2)
as a function of initial negative-electrode utilization. As shown in this

figure, the capacity stability was improved as the negative-electrode uti-

lization was decreased, the optimum being 60% utilization. In addition,
lowering the discharge depth of the Matrix D cell from 320 A-h to 280 to
235 A-h resulted in a significant decrease in the capacity-decline rate. It

should be noted that all three of the cells shown in the figure were fabri-

cated with 46 at. % Li-Al alloy in the negative electrode. Cell EPRE-2 con-
tained LiCl-rich electrolyte, whereas the other cells in Fig. 111-15 contained

LiCl-KCl eutectic electrolyte. Past studies at ANL have indicated that more

stable capacity can be achieved in cells with LiCl-rich electrolyte operating
at temperatures above 465*C; for example, Cell MEXP1 operated under these con-

ditions.

SA U0.3-
'Z MARK IA CELL

W a-
320A-h DISCHARGE LIMIT

S 0.2 -MATRIX D CELL

w 3 280A-h DISCHARGE LIMIT
J. MATRIX D CELL

F-W

235 Ah DISCHARGE LIMIT
o - 0.1 MATRIX D CELL
a:JO

Z CELL EPRE-2

0 0
40 50 60 70 80 90

INITIAL UTILIZATION OF NEGATIVE ELECTRODES, %

Fig. 111-15. Capacity Decline in negative Electrode as Function
of Initial Electrode Utilization

3. Cell and Electrode Characterization Studies
(D. R. Vissers, W. E. Miller, and H. Shimotake)

These studies were designed to evaluate the physical properties and
the performance characteristics of Li-Al/FeS cells and electrodes.
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a. Electrochemical Studies of Cell Processes

(L. Redey,* S. Higuchi,t T. D. Kaun,
P. Eshman, and A. Claveriat)

The objective of this work is to better understand how the

electrochemical processes which occur in the LiAl/FeS cell affect cell per-

formance (cell resistance, electrode polarization, specific power, and spec-

ific energy). In this study, the electrode potential, the potential relax-

ation, and the potentials developed in the electrolyte were determined by

measurements made during current interruption of cycling engineering cells
(about 100 A-h) equipped with two Ni/Ni3S 2 /S~ reference electrodes. The

reference electrodes were placed just above the electrode assembly beside

the positive electrode lead, as well as along the outer vertical edge of the

electrode package. The potentials between the working electrodes and the re-

spect've reference electrode (c), between the working electrodes (E), and be-

tween the two reference electrodes (of ) were monitored before and after cur-

rent interruption. (All electrode potentials are expressed relative to the

(a + a)Li-Al electrode potential.)

The instrumentation used for this study includes two high-

impedance followers for the reference electrodes, a cell cycler, a fast

switch for current interruption, an electrode-pair selector device, a Nicolet
Explorer III Oscilloscope, a Bascom-Turner data-acquisition system (DAS),

data plotters, a trigger to activate simultaneously the fast switch and the

DAS and/or oscilloscope, plus other ancillary equipment. The resolution of

potential by the instrumentation is better than 1 mV, and the long-term sta-

bility (>3 h) of the measuring system is also within 1 mV. With this experi-

mental setup, the electrode potentials can be monitored continuously, and

Lhe relaxation potentials can be determined over a time range of from 1. s
to several hours.

To investigate electrode polarization, potential relaxation

measurements were made on several 100 A-h prismatic engineering bicells.

Figure 111-16 presents typical relaxation curves obtained after current

interruption of bicell G-RE-1 during charge and discharge. The cell shown
in this figure had Mark II-type Gould electrodes (see Section II.B.1, this
report) and was discharged at 35 A and charged at 10 A**. The relaxation
curves were derived for two states of charge and two of discharge for both

the positive and negative electrodes. The polarization in the positive and

negative electrodes is indicated in this figure by the potential change of

the electrodes during relaxation. As can be deduced, the polarization of

the positive electrode is much greater than that of the negative electrode

during both the charge and the discharge of the cell. The relaxation time

*Research Associate from the Technical University of Budapest.

industrial Participant from the Government Industrial Research Institute,

Osaka, Japan.
(Student from the Illinois Institute of Technology.

**A specially designed furnace well maintained a temperature gradient of

<3*C in the cell.
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Fig. 111-16. Electrode Potential Relaxation, ri, after Cur-

rent interruption for a Mark 1I Type Bicell
(Li/S = 1.27) with Gould Electrodes

used to measure the electrode polarization must be stated; this is illus-
trated clearly in Fig. 111-17, where the polarization of the positive elec-
trode as a function of state of discharge is presented for different relax-
ation times. As a result, various relaxation times were used to test the

effects of current density and state of discharge on the polarization char-
acteristics of the G-RE-1 electrodes. Figure 111-18 shows typical polariza-
tion values obtained from the 15-s relaxation of the G-RE-1 electrodes during
discharge. These results indicate that the polarization in the respective
electrodes increases in a nearly linear manner with state of discharge, with

the polarization again being much greater in the positive electrode than in

the negative electrode.

Investigations were also carried out on the sudden potential
shift which occurs within 1 ps of current interruption. This potential shift
is usually attributed to the IR drop associated with the ohmic resistance
across the prevailing current path in the system being investigated.3 ,4 This
explanation is probably valid for cells containing small nonporous electrodes
with uniform current density,5 but is inadequate for large porous electrodes
because nonuniform current and potential distributions can develop across the
electrode structures during charge and discharge (see ANL-79-94, p. 115). For
example, in the 10-ps to 1-ms region of the potential relaxation curves, a
nearly constant potential was found for the electrodes; therefore, the poten-
tial values obtained in the 100-us to 1-ms region can be extrapolated with an
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accuracy of 5% into the 1- to 2-us region. These findings are much different
from the large potential values during relaxation in this time range asso-
ciated with small nonporous electrodes.

As mentioned above, the potential shift that occurs during the
first microseconds after interruption (extrapolated potential) is usually
associated with the "ohmic resistance" of the system. However, this cannot
be completely true for the present cell system since, as shown in Fig. 111-19,
the extrapolated potential at a given state of discharge (or charge) is de-
pendent on the applied current. These extrapolated potentials are probably
related to RC transmission line effects and to equalizing currents which flow
in the cell both before and after external current interruption.

2.0
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1.8
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1.4
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1.2

1.0
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Fig. 111-19. Extrapolated Potential of G-RE-1
Positive Electrode Plotted as a
Function of Current Density

Theoretical calculations (see ANL-79-94, p. 121) have indi-
cated that a nonuniform current distribution exists across and within large
porous electrodes. This finding suggests that electrodes are nonuniformly
charged and discharged during cycling; this phenomenon has been confirmed by
post-test examinations of cycled cells. These potential gradients give rise
to equalizing currents which tend to eliminate the compositional nonuniformity
of the electrodes by electrochemical reactions. Since the potential of the
positive electrode varies significantly with its state of charge or discharge
(see ANL-79-94, ,. 127), it was concluded that relatively large potential
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gradients are developed across and within this electrode. This gradient oc-
curs to a lesser degree with the negative electrode because its potential

does not change as markedly with utilization as does the potential in the

positive electrode. The magnitude and direction of these equalizing currents

depend on their location within the cell, on the state of cell charge, and

on the previous or present external current. An certain areas of the cell,

the direction of the equalizing current is opposite to that of the external

current passing through the cell. Consequently, a potential difference (AO)
develops along the vertical edge of the electrodes in the electrolyte; A was

measured with two identical reference electrodes located at different posi-

tions and found to undergo relaxation toward zero as the equalizing currents

ceased (see F4 g. 111-20).
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Fig. 111-20. Potential Gradient in Electrolyte of
Cell G-RE-1

In conclusion, these preliminary studies appear to provide

data which are in excellent agreement with values predicted theoretically by
J. Newman and R. Pollard for the porous electrt , (ANL-79-94, p. 109). Fur-
ther studies concerning the many complex phenomena which are operative in
these porous electrode systems are planned.

b. Electrode Conductivity Studies

(M. Hiroi* and H. Shimotake)

A study is being conducted on the ohmic processes which limit

the performance of the LiAl/FeS cell system. At different states of charge

*Research Associate from Kobe University of Mercantile Marine, Kcbe, Japan.
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and discharge, the effective conductivities of LiAl and FeS electrodes at
450*C were measured with an impedance bridge. The electrode housing was
boron nitride with a 0.63-cm dia by 0.75-cm deep cavity for the active mate-
rial. The FeS electrodes were pressed with 87.3 wt % FeS and 12.7 wt % elec-
trolyte (67.3 mol % LiCl-32.7 mol % KC1) and varied in thickness from 0.45 to
0.75 cm. The LiAl electrodes were pressed with 87.7 wt % LiAl (48 at. % Li)
and 12.3 wt % electrolyte (67.3 cool % LiCl-32.7 mol % KCI), weighed 0.36 g,
and had thicknesses of 0.75 cm. Each electrode was charged or discharged at
a current density of 10 mA/cm2 against a LiAl counter electrode. The imped-

ance of the electrode was measured by interrupting the discharge or charge
current and applying an ac current generated by an audio frequency generator.

The polarization-free resistance was obtained from an extrapolation to infi-

nite frequency of the observed impedance against f-1/2 , where f is frequency.

FeS Electrode. The effective specific resistance of three

different positive electrodes during the first cycle, which consisted of a

discharge followed by charge, is shown in Fig. 111-21 as a function of t ie
percent of the theoretical capacity. During discharge, the resistance first

decreases rapidly, rises slowly to about 70% of the theoretical utilization,

and then decreases again. On charge, the resistance was lower than on dis-

charge.
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Fig. 111-21. The Effective Specific Resistance of FeS Elec-
trodes during Their First Cycle. (0) FeS,
0.663 g, 0.75 cm in thickness, 40 % porosity;
(0) FeS, 0.765 g, 0.75 cm in thickness, 31 %

porosity; (A) FeS, 0.535 g, 0.62 cm in thick-
ness, 42 % porosity
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The increase in resistance during discharge can be largely
attributed to the formation of Li2 S and the intermediate phases. However,

the decrease in resistance during the final stage of discharge is not under-
stood at this time. This behavior may be attributed to the formation of a

fine conductive network of iron, which is formed as a result of the discharge
reaction.

These results indicate that the effective conductivity of the

fully charged FeS electrode is at least as large as the ionic conductivity of
the electrolyte, which is about 2 ohm~1cm-1. The effective conductivity of
the electrode at the 20% utilization point approaches 10 ohm-lcm-1. It was

concluded that the FeS electrode has an exceptionally high effective conduc-

tivity, such a high effective conductivity can result in high power density

and should be considered to be a superior feature of the FeS electrode.

Li-Al Electrode. The effective specific resistances of the

LiAl electrode at different states of charge and discharge are shown in

Fig. 111-22. The effective specific resistance on the first cycle was found

to increase from about 0.4 to 0.9 ohm-cm as the discharge proceeded from the
fully charged to the 90% discharged state. As in the FeS electrode, the

effective specific resistance was much lower on charge than on discharge.

The resistance values remained at about 0.2 ohm-cm throughout charge. The

cause of the hysteresis is not understood at this time.
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Fig. 111-22. The Effective Specific Resistance of a LiAl
Electrode during the First Cycle
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4. Cell Swelling Studies
(J. E. Battles and H. Shimotake)

Cell expansion is characterized by a significant outward bowing of
the faces and edges of the cell can when the cell is operated without re-
strainer hardware. This behavior is presently controlled by the use of mas-
sive restrainer plates. In this section of the program, studies are being
conducted which deal with electrode expansion, swelling forces within cells,
and stress analyses of cell containers.

a. Electrode Expansion in Contractors' Cells
(N. C. Otto, J. E. Battles)

Electrode expansion has been observed in the post-test exami-
nations of all bicells and multiplate cells. The electrode expansion within
a given cell can be divided into three classes:

1. negative electrode expansion and positive electrode com-
pression,

2. positive electrode expansion and negative electrode com-

pression, and

3. expansion of both electrodes.

Class three behavior is most common; class one behavior occurs next most fre-
quently. Class two is a rare occurrence and appears to be associated with

porous negative electrodes such as those fabricated from pressed aluminum wire
and lithium foil. Obviously, the amount of electrode expansion depends upon
a number of factors; however, the most important factors appear to be the
as-fabricated electrode loading density (A-h/cm3 or volume fraction of
active material), percent utilization of the active electrode material, com-

pressibility of the separ.>.or, and the degree of cell restraint during its
operation.

Engineering-scale cells have been examined to obtain quanti-

tative data on the expansion of the electrodes. The data are summarized in
Table 111-4 for Li-Al/FeS multiplate cells fabricated by Eagle-Picher Indus-
tries for the Mark IA and II programs. The state of charge for each cell is
indicated by the phases present in the positive electrode (Li2S + Fe for fully
discharged and FeS for fully charged). The electrode expansion is reported
as percent increase in thickness over the as-fabricated thickness for all
electrodes (i.e., the positive electrodes, the inner negative electrodes, and
the outer negative electrodes, which are normally one half the thickness of
the inner negative electrodes). The cells listed in Table 111-4 include only
those that showed reasonable uniformity in electrode thicknesses. The data
show that more expansion occurred in the outer negative electrodes than in
the inner electrodes. This finding is consistent with the metallographic
observation that the outer negative electrodes show less agglomeration than
do the inner negative electrodes. This difference may be related to the
fact that the outer electrodes are in contact with the cell can; consequently,
they have better current collection. The positive electrodes showed about
the same expansion as the inner negative electrodes (22% vs. 18%). The data
show a trend in the electrode expansion according to the state of charge;
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Table 111-4. Expansion of Electrodes in Multiplate Cells

Cell No.

EPMP-7-022
Cu2 S

EPMP-7-035
LRa

EPMP-7-055
LRa

EPMP-7-068
Cu2 S, LRa

EPMP-7-07 1
Cu2 S, LRa

EPMP-7-094b
Cu2S

EPMP-7-129

Cu2 S

EPMP-7-131
Cu2S

EPMP-7-164
Cu2S

EPMP-7-069b
Cu2 S

EP-MKII-015

ElectrodeExpansion, %

Charge
Cycles State Positive Inner Neg. Outer Neg.

4 Li 2 S 35 11 31

101

320

Li 2 S, J

X, FeS, J

69 FeS, X

118 FeS, X

74 Li 2 S

78 X, FeS

78 X, FeS

5 X, FeS

4 Li 2 S

93 FeS, J

AVERAGE

30

29

27

8

65

20

20

20

76

18

20

22

21

31

-7

10

1(J

10

-17

26

22

38

39

24

40

20

17

17

17

-9

34

2918

aLiCl-rich electrolyte

bNot included in average.

this is to be expected since the volume of the active material increased by
almost a factor of two when each electrode discharged from FeS to Li2 S + Fe.
The data have been normalized, and the results are presented graphically in
Fig. 111-23. The electrodes of the Eagle-Picher multiplate cells exhibited
class three behavior, i.e., both the positive and negative electrodes ex-
panded.

A similar analysis of the electrode expansion data for a

series %f Li-Al/FeS bicells (fabricated by Gould Inc.) showed that the
electrodes exhibited class one behavior. This is shown in Fig. 111-24.
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The positive electrodes showed a slight compression at full charge, but the
negative electrodes exhibited severe expansion (60-70%). These cells were

assembled in the semi-charged state (about 0.85 volume fraction of Li-Al).
The loading density was 1.1 to 1.4 A-h/cm3 in the negative electrode at full
charge. The effect of the loading density on electrode expansion is shown
in Fig. 111-25, where the percent expansion is plotted as a function of the
as-fabricated electrode loading in A-h/cm3 . The loading density in A-h/cm3

translates to a volume fraction of LiAl at any given composition. For ex-

ampl , the volume fraction of LiAl would be 0.81 for an electrode fabricated
with a loading of 1.1 A-h/cm 3 at the LiAl (50 at. % Li) composition. For the
same loading density (1.1 A-h/cm3 ), the volume fraction would be 0.92 when the

LiAl (46 at. % Li) composition is used. The data in Fig. 111-25 show that the
higher electrode loadings result in excessive expansion (50-80%). The volume
fraction of Li-Al in the typical (and desirable) electrode structure appears
to be about 0.5 to 0.6. (This will be discussed in Section III.A.6.b.) On this
basis, it is obvious that electrodes with high loadings (Gould Q-, D-, and
C- series) will expand significantly more than electrodes with low loadings.

Examinations have shown that the negative electrodes can ex-
pand to occupy the available space which results in electrodes containing a

much lower volume fraction of Li-Al than that observed in electrodes from
cells operated with mechanical restraint. Further, cell examinations have

shown that continued operation after removal of the restrainer hardware
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results in significant cell expansion as is shown in Fig. 111-26. Two cells
were fabricated identically and subjected to the same testing for the first

247 cycles with cell restraint. Restraint hardware was then removed from
one cell and the operation of that cell was then continued for an additional

20 cycles (Fig. III-26b). A comparison of the cross-sections of the two
cells shows that the negative electrodes expanded after the restraint hard-
ware was removed. Prior observations had suggested that cells reach a steady

state condition of expansion early in cycling and remain constant at that
state. These results, however, indicate that the expansion reaches a steady
state only if a constant degree of restraint is maintained.

These studies on electrode expansion are being continued
since this information is important in the determination of the mechanism

for electrode swelling and in the design of cells and batteries.

b. Determination of Cell Swelling Forces

(K. E. Anderson, E. C. Gay, P. M. Lessner,* H. Shimotake)

Efforts were continued on the study of expansion of positive
and negative electrodes of LiAl/LiCl-KCl(e)/FeS cells as a function of applied
load. The expansion of the electrodes of 0.63 cm dia was measured at a tem-
perature of 450*C. The structure of the cell was described in a previous re-

port (ANL-80-49). The cells were assembled initially either in a charged or
uncharged state with loading densities of 1.4 A-h/cm3 for the charged and

0.9 A-h/cm3 for the uncharged positive electrodes. An applied load, which was
varied from 19 kPa (2.7 psi) to 103 kPa (15 psi), was placed -n the top sur-
face of a graphite rod which was in contact with the electrode of interest.
The graphite rod was long enough to extend above the top of th- electrode
housing, which permitted measurement of both expansion and contraction of the

electrode with a linear voltage differential transformer (LVDT).

To observe the behavior of the positive electrode, we operated
a series of charged cells at discharge current densities of 15 and 50 mA/cm2

using a range of applied loads. The maximum expansion of the positive elec-
trode occurred during the first discharge, very little contraction occurred

during the subsequent charge. The extent of the expansion was found to be
a function of both the discharge current density and the applied load as
shown in Fig. 111-27. At a discharge current density of 50 mA/cm2, the min-
imum load required to restrain the electrode from expansion was approximately
110 kPa (16 psi). When the discharge current density was reduced to 15 mA/cm2 ,
the minimum restraining load decreased to 69 kPa (10 psi). Once the electrode
had been cycled at 15 mA/cm2 , subsequent cycling did not result in additional
expansion. For this reason, perhaps a cell should be cycled at a low current
density initially to achieve stable dimensions.

A series of uncharged cells was also operated at discharge
current densities of 15 and 50 mA/cm2 under a constraining force of 19 kPa.
During the first charge, the dimensions of the positive electrode remained
essentially constant. However, in the subsequent discharge, the electrode
expanded by about 10-15% as shown in Fig. 111-28. The electrode remained
expanded through the subsequent charge/discharge cycles. This observation
indicates that expansion of the positive electrode occurs during the early
discharging process.

*Student from Cooper Union College, New York, NY.
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To observe the behavior of the negative electrode, we also
operated a series of charged cells at a discharge current density of 15 mA/cm 2

and applied load of 19 kPa. The results, as shown in Fig. 1 1-28, indicate
ti at the negative electrode contracts during the first discharge and returns
to approximately the original dimension during the subsequent charge. The

degree of dimensional change dissipates with cycling and, after five cycles,
the negative electrode becomes slightly expanded but dimensionally fairly

stable.

Efforts to identify the causes of dimensional changes in
electrodes are continuing. Additional studies are also planned to examine
the behavior of electrodes during cycling. The results to date indicate
that the maximum dimensional change occurs during the first discharge and
is influenced by the discharge current density. A higher discharge current
density appears to -esult in larger changes in the electrode dimension. This
finding indicates the importance of achieving uniform current distribution
in large engineering Cells in order to keep the dimensional changes of the
electrodes uniform.

c. Mechanism. of Electrode Swelling
(G. Bandyopadhyay, T. M. Galvin, and F. L. Morris)*

The factors that contribute to the microstructural development
of the electrodes are expected to play key roles in electrode swelling. Also

*Materials Science Division, ANL.
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considered critical is the thermomechanical response of the electrodes as a
function of composition and internal stresses. The important considerations
in understanding the electrode icrostructural development and thenno-

mechanical response are: (a) sinterability (if any) of the active electrode
particles and the intermediate products during cell operation, (b) the nature
and the magnitude of the internal stresses generated during the cell cycling,
(c) the volume fraction of LiCl-KCl salt and the wettability of the active
materials and the intermediate products by the salt, (d) the initial state
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of charge of the battery cells and the cycling history, (e) the electrochem-
ical effects on the microstructural development, and (f) the cell operating
temperature.

During this fiscal year (FY 1980), a program was initiated to
study in an out-of-cell environment the particle rearrangement and densifica-
tion behavior of simulated electrode compositions of Li-Al/FeS battery cells
in the presence of a molten electrolyte (eutectic LiCl-KC1) and an external
load. Experiments were performed with both negative and positive simulated
electrodes. The initial studies examined sintering and particle rearrange-
ment in cold-pressed compacts (containing 25-30' porosity) of test composi-
tions after firing at 450*C for 48 h in an argon-filled glovebox. The re-
sults from these tests provided information on the intrinsic sinterability
of the electrode materials at the cell operating temperatures and in stress-
free conditions. Because in actual electrodes the electrolyte is expected
to fill all the pores and the electrodes may be subjected to significant
stresses inside the cells, the subsequent experiments were designed to study
the deformation of simulated electrodes containing no porosity and varying
amounts of salt, with and without external loads. The deformation of porous
compacts (containing salt) in the presence of an external load was also in-
vestigated to provide data on the response of electrolyte-starved electrodes
under stress.

The creep apparatus and the sample holder that were used
earlier (ANL-77-75, p. 37) for mechanical testing for electrodes and sepa-
rators were modified and used for the present series of deformation experi-
ments. To eliminate porosity from the cold-pressed specimens, the samples
were soaked in a molten salt bath for 48 h at 450*C.

In the following, the results from the simulated negative-
and positive-electrode compositions are summarized. The significance of
these data to the in-cell microstructural development is briefly described.

(1) Negative Electrode

Compacts of 30% porous, cold-pressed aluminum and Li-Al
(containing 7.00 and 17.45 wt % lithium) were fabricated with varying volume
fractions of salt for these tests. These compositions were selected to
bracket the charged and discharged compositions of the negative electrodes.
The results show several important features:

(a) The aluminum compacts sintered quite extensively
when fired at 450*C for 48 h. The neck formation between particles during
sintering probably occurred by a surface diffusion mechanism because the
sintering did not result in any volume shrinkage of the compacts. With this
mechanism, the pores do not shrink; instead, their shape changes as the
sintering progresses. Since molten salt did not completely wet the aluminum
particles, liquid-phase-induced particle rearrangement in aluminum compacts
was absent. However, the extent of sintering depended strongly on the volume
of salt present in the compacts. With increasing volume fraction of salt,
an increasingly open network of aluminum particles was formed.
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(b) The axial shrinkage data from porous aluminum com-
pacts and nonporous soaked samples after tests under 131 kPa load at 450*C
for 48 h indicated that the porous samples deformed about 6% at a salt content
of 28 vol %, whereas the samples which contained no porosity needed >,4 5 vol %
salt for similar deformation.

(c) Li-Al samples containing 7.00 wt % lithium swelled
excessively when fired at 450*C for 48 h. The swelling could be related to
the preparation procedure of the powder which was obtained by grinding com-
mercially available ductile metallic splat. Complete particle separation
occurred in these Li-Al samples after they were soaked in salt, indicating
that they deformed under their own weight.

(d) Thirty percent porous Li-Al compacts containing
17.45 wt % lithium, underwent substantial densification when fired at 450*C
for 48 h. The densification was caused by a liquid-phase particle-
rearrangement process in the presence of about 20-28% salt, thus indicating
better wettability of Li-Al by molten electrolyte as compared to the wetta-
bility of aluminum particles. Lithium-aluminum particles (17.45 wt % lithium)
did not show evidence of neck formation during the firing process.

(e) Porous Li-Al (17.45 wt % lithium) compacts deformed
(about 24% shrinkage at 14 vol % salt) significantly more than the aluminum
compacts under 131 kPa load at 450 C for 48 h. Since complete particle sep-
aration occurred in Li-Al samples (17.45 wt % lithium), we conclude that
these nonporous compacts containing 30 vol % salt deformed under their own
weight.

Although at this time only a limited r.jmber of data are
available on the deformatio' behavior of compacts prepared from negative
electrode compositions, a simple diagram can approximately describe the me-
chanical response of the simulated electrode compositions as a function of
lithium, salt content, and external load. Figure 111-29 summarizes the data
described above. The region on the right of the dotted line indicates the
conditions at which the electrodes can deform easily; the region on the left
indicates conditions which produce a relatively rigid structure. More data
are needed to substantiate these descriptions.

Despite the limited dmoust of data in Fig. 11-29, we
note that free aluminum present in a cell at any time of operation can form a
relatively rigid structure in a very short time period (due to the sintering
of aluminum particles). The extent of sintering and the resulting rigidity
of the electrodes are expected to be strongly dependent on the internal
stresses generated in the cell and the volume fraction of salt present in the
electrodes. The sintering of aluminum particles may not require any electro-
chemical contribution. These results suggest that free aluminum particles
be avoided during cell assembly and a sufficient amount of electrolyte be
used in the cell so that if aluminum particles appear during the charge-
discharge cycle of the battery, they will not agglomerate, but instead form
a stable skeletal structure. In addition, the cell design and the electrode
loading should be optimized to minimize the internal stresses and avoid non-
uniform stresses that might influence .he electrode-swelling behavior. A
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systematic examination of the microstructural development, the thermomechan-
ical behavior of the electrodes, and electrode swelling in actual battery
cells should be performed to evaluate the above recommendations from out-of-
cell tests.

(2) Positive Electrode

Only a few experiments have been performed to date using
porous compacts of simulated charged (FeS) and discharged (equimolar ratio of
Li2S + Fe) positive electrode compositions. The results indicate that 75%
porous FeS samples containing eutectic salt, when fired at 450*C for 48 h,
swelled extensively; the amount of swelling decreased with the increased vol-
ume fraction of salt in the samples. The cause for such swelling is not
known at this time. Seventy percent porous (Li2S + Fe) compacts, on the other
hand, sintered quite extensively under similar treatment and resulted in sig-
nificant volume shrinkage. The volume shrinkage increased with the increasing
volume fraction of salt in the composition. Both FeS and (Li 2S + Fe) com-
pacts deformed under their own weight when soaked in a molten salt bath at
450 C for 48 h.

The preliminary experiments as described above clearly
indicate that the thermomechanical properties of the positive electrode can
strongly depend on the composition of the electrodes. Additional studies
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should be performed to generate a diagram similar to Fig. 111-29 for the
positive electrode compositions so that the microstructural development and
the positive electrode swelling can be understood in greater detail.

d. Stress Analysis of Cell Container

(S. Majumdar)*

An elastic stress and displacement analysis of a typical
prismatic-cell can has been performed (a) to provide a means to calculate

the deformation (if any) of a can under internal stresses, or conversely, to
determine the internal pressure required to produce a given deformation and

(b) to identify an optimized cell-can design and thicknesses of can material,
and the external stresses required to avoid cell swelling for a particular
internal stress. This analysis, when verified by experiments, could be
usefully applied by the cell designers. The analysis is presented in detail
elsewhere (S. Majumdar, ANL-80-30, April 1980). The significant results and
recommendations are summarized below.

(1) In a free-standing cell can made of carbon steel with
dimensions a = 19 cm (7.5 in.), b = 3.8 cm (1.5 in.), hI = 112 = 0.064 cm
(0.025 in.), the stresses and displacements caused by internal pressure of the

order of 172-345 kPa will be unacceptably high. These stresses and displace-
ments can be reduced by clamping the square faces so that they are prevented
from bending. However, the stresses in the rectangular side plates will still
be high enough that they will deform plastically. The plastic deformation can
be minimized by increasing the thickness of the side plates.

(2) Based on an approximate analysis, the internal pressure
in the present cell can is estimated to be of the order of 172-345 kPa. The

stresses and strains in the cell can and the clamping force depend very
strongly on the magnitude of the internal pressure. It is, therefore, nec-
essary to determine experimentally the mechanisms in the cell which are re-
sponsible for the creation of the internal pressure. The effect of the
clamping force on the mechanical integrity of the internal constituents of
the cell has to be determined also. A comprehensive knowledge of the mechan-
ical behavior of the electrolyte within the cell will be necessary before
the cell, together with the electrolytes and the electrodes, can be incorpo-
rated into a single mechanical model, which .s the ultimate goal of the me-
chanical designers of the cell.

(3) The behavior of the rectangular side plates depends to a
great extent on how effective the clamping force is in preventing the square
faces from bending. Too high a clamping force might cause buckling or exces-
sive bending of the rectangular plates due to internal pressure, particularly
at elevated temperatures where creep buckling is a possibility. An optimum
level of clamping force should be determined by a combined experimental-
analytical approach.

(4) Attention should be given to modification of the cell
can design in order to minimize the bending stresses. For example, plastic

*Material Science Division, ANL.
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deformation in the rectangular side plates can be reduced by replacing the
side plates with curved shells so that the internal pressure loading is
resisted by membrane stresses rather than by bending.

(5) The analysis is based on the elastic theory of bending of
thin plates. Consequently, high stresses that are generated at the reentrant
corner of the junction between two plates are beyond the scope of this anal-
ysis. These high stresses should be minimized by providing appropriate radii
at the junctions. Finally, the analysis does not address the problem of me-
chanical failure of the cell can, which may be caused by stress-corrosion
cracking, creep rupture, creep buckling, corrosion fatigue, or ratchetting.
Since these problems may be manifested during long-term operation of the cell,
each of these failure modes has to be analyzed and protected against so that
the cell can is able to meet the design-life requirements.

5. Failure Analysis
(W. E. Miller)

The experiments described in this section are based on results of
the Mark IA failure analysis, and are concerned mainly with potential short-
circuiting mechanisms and their effects, electrolyte leakage problems, pro-
perties of high-temperature insulation, arcing under various conditions, and
feedthrough failures.

a. Cell and Battey Failure EC.periments
(V. M. Kolba, G. W. Redding, J. F. Weber, J. D. Arntzen,
M. A. Slawecki)

In previous tests dealing with analyses of battery insulation
(ANL-79-94, pp. 95-96), two sheets of muscovite (white) mica insulation were
sandwiched between two steel plates which contained a reservoir for supplying
electrolyte saturated with Li-Al to the mica sheets. The two sheets of mica
were brought together at one edge to form a butt joint, just as joints were
made in the Mark IA battery. These tests at 450*C showed a current of ap-
proximately 5 A with only a 0.1-V potential difference between the plates.
Similar tests were conducted using phlogopite (amber) mica; with this insu-
lation, the water of hydration is released at temperatures 150-200*C above
those for muscovite mica. The results from the phlogopite-mica tests were
similar to those obtained with the muscovite mica; therefore, there appears
to be no benefit in using the more expensive phlogopite mica in future bat-
teries.

Also in question has been the degree of gas leakage through

the seal of the electrical feedthrough in a cell at operating temperature,
eu 'ecially when the positive terminal rod is under a lateral load due to
th. pressure exerted through the intercell connector of a battery. There-
fore, a horizontally oriented stainless-steel rod (about 1-cm dia) was
attached to the feedthrough of a Mark IA cell (Cell EPMP-7-190), and a
vertically oriented push rod was attached at a point on this rod about 9 cm
from the feedthrough. This cell was heated from room temperature to 445 C
and loads of 3.4 to 19 kg were applied through the push rod. The initial
leakage rate was about 6 x 10-4 cm3/s at 25 C. As shown in Fig. 111-30, the
lateral loads had no appreciable effect on the gas leakage from the cell.
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In further tests (>340 h in Fig. 111-30), with the cell at room temperature,
a force was exerted perpendicular to the positive terminal rod, and this
caused a permanent bend of 0.15 cm in the rod. Nonetheless, an increase in
the leak rate of the feedthrough was not observed. In the future, a similar
test will be conducted with the cell at operating temperature.

In the preceding tests, the pressure in Cell EPMP-7-190 was
monitored during heat up. Figure 111-31 shows the internal pressure of this
cell as a function of temperature. As shown in this figure, the change in
pressure exhibited between the melting point of the electrolyte (about 350*C)
and the operating temperature (about 450*C) accounted for nearly 30% of the
total change in pressure.

Tests were conducted in which short circuits were initiated in
a Mark IA-type cell between the feedthrough housing (negative potential) and
the positive terminal rod. Three methods were used to initiate short circuits:
(1) A bridge was formed with a metal bar (mechanical short). (2) Electrolyte
corrosion was used to form a metallic bridge (electrolyte-induced short).
(3) An electrical short circuit was externally applied (externally induced
short). The first type of short circuit was applied to a cell at ANL, and
the other two types were applied to cells at Eagle-Picher. After the short
circuit, the maximum temperature on the cell was found at the feedthrough:
640 C for the mechanical short, about 775*C for the electrolyte-induced short,
and 800*C for the externally induced short.
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A series of experiments were conducted to examine arcing.
Breakdown voltages were measured cross a 0.075-cm gap (intercell and cell-
tray spacing) between two iron rods (3-cm dia) either in pure argon or in
argon contaminated with vapors from battery and cell material. (e.g., LiCl-
KC1 and silver braze). Experimental temperatures and pressures ranged up to
465*C and 175 kPa (25 psia). A DC power supply (0 to 200 V) was used. To
develop a data base for comparison purposes, initial breakdown voltages were
measured at 25*C both in a vacuum and at atmospheric pressure; for these con-
ditions, data from Paschen's curves indicated that breakdown voltage would
occur at about 800 V rms (i.e., alternating current). Figure 111-32 shows the
breakdown voltage as a function of temperature at about 112 kPa (1 psig); the
voltage decreased somewhat as the temperature was increased. Figure 111-32
also shows the breakdown voltage as a function of pressure at 25 and L65*C.
Minimum breakdown voltage was found at about 1 atm absolute pressure. At
higher and lower pressures, breakdown voltage increased. There was little
effect of the vapors from LiCl-KC1 or braze on the breakdown voltage at or
above 1 atm. Below 1 atm, contamination caused a lowering of breakdown
voltage. These results indicate very little likelihood of arcing occurring
across a 0.075-cm gap in a battery at 465 C under a positive pressure of argon
at voltages less than 275 V. The maximum potential in the Mark IA module was
79 V.
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The preceding measurements were all made with an electrode-gap
spacing that duplicated ttie intercell and cell-tray-support spacings in the
Mark IA battery. Additional experiments were also carried out in which this
gap spacing was varied between 0.038 and 0.305 cm. Pressure was varied from
vacuum to 69 kPa (10 psig) and measurements were made at both 25*C and 465*C.
The lowest breakdown voltage found was about 300 V.

b. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(V. M. Kolba)

Failure modes and their probability of occurrence are being
studied for various parts of the battery system. Results from these studies
should help cell and battery developers to produce design modifications which
will maximize overall battery reliability.

During the failure analysis of the Mark IA battery, it became
apparent that supplemental data on potential failure mechanisms and their
effects were needed. As a result, the information obtained from the preceding
failure-analysis experiments as well as from the failure analysis itself (see
ANL-79-94, p. 102) will be used to obtain a reliability analysis for the
Mark II battery. For this reliability analysis, a design description will be
derived for a Mark II-type Li-Al/FeS battery and a failure modes and effects
analysis (FMEA) will be conducted fcr a trattery of this design. This FMEA
will identify F th the basic potential sources of failure in this battery and
the failure consequences, which could either be hazardous or lead to poor reli-
ability of the system. Tht FMEA will then be used as input for a fault-tree

analysis. For the purposes of the initial FMEA, the battery system has been
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divided into four parts: cell, insulated container, assembled battery in-
cluding hardware, and charger/equalizer. The ef'ects of outside sources
(e.g., vehicle, road operation, crashes) on these components will not be
covered in this phase of the study.

6. Post-Test Examinations
(J. E. Battles)

Post-test examinations are conducted on engineering-scale cells

(fabricated by industrial contractors and by ANL) to determine cell failure
mechanisms and electrode morphology (i.e., microstructure, active material
distribution and utilization, reaction uniformity, impurities, and electrode

cross contamination). These results are evaluated, and appropriate recommen-
dations are made for improving cell performance and lifetime.

a. Cell-Failure Mechanisms
(F. C. Mrazek, N. C. Otto, J. Fellner*, and J. E. Battles)

During this period, post-test examinations were conducted on
46 multiplate cells and 47 bicells. These cells were fabricated and tested
by Eagle-Picher, Gould, Rockwell International, and ANL. Summaries of these
post-test examinations are found in Appendices E and F.

The failure mechanisms for the multiplate cells are summarized
in Table 111-5; this table lists those cells examined in the first and second
halves of FY 1980, as well as the cells examined in FY 1979. The failure
mechanisms for the cells examined in the first half of FY 1980 were discussed
in the previous progress report (ANL-80-49, p. 25). The cells examined in
the second half of FY 1980 (24 cells) included seven cells fabricated by
Eagle-Picher for the Mark II program, 15 cells fabricated by Gould for the
Mark II program, and two development cells fabricated by ANL. A more de-
tailed description of the observations from the post-test analyses is given
in Appendix D.

As is shown in Table 111-5, the two major causes of short cir-
cuits in multiplate cells during this period were extrusion (10 cases) and
localized Li-Al protrusions (10 cases). Other causes of failure were feed-
through short circuits and metallic aluminum deposits across cell separators.
The short circuits In the feedthroughs were caused by metallic bridges across
the upper insulato':s. These bridges formed ab a result of electrolyte leakage
through the BN-powder seal, which caused corrosion at the top of the feed-
through. The metallic aluminum deposits across the separators were caused by
an excess application of the LiAlCl4 wetting agent in localized areas. (See
ANL-80-49, p. 25.)

The extrusion of active material from one electrode and its
subsequent contact with the opposite electrode continues to be a major cause
of cell failure. This failure mechanism has been discussed in previous re-
ports; design changes to correct it have been incorporated in the newer cells.
Most of the failures reported this period were in cells fabricated prior to
these changes or involved cells where the electrode edge restraint was not
totally adequate.

Co-op student from the University of Wisconsin.
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Table 111-5. Failure Mechanisms for Multiplate Cells

Number of Cases

Second First
Half Half

Causes FY 1980 FY 1980 FY 1979

Extrusion of active material 10 9 10

from positive electrode

Short circuit in electrical 2 2 6
feed through

Metallic deposits in 2 2 4
separator

Equipment malfunction 0 2 4

Low capacity 0 1 0

Difficulty in cell assembly 0 1 2

Rupture in separator 0 0 2

Unidentified short circuits 0 5 0

End of test 0 0 3a

Localized Li-Al protrusions 10
through separator

TOTAL 24 22 31

aOne of these cells was found to have a short circuit which was caused by a
metallic deposit in the separator.

During this period, a new mode of cell failure ws identified
for Gould D-series multiplate cells (8 cases). This failure mode involves
the formation of localized Li-Al protrusions that severely compress the op-
posing positive electrode. The stress and distortion caused by these pro-
trusions, in turn, causes the BN-felt separator to rupture. This behavior
is shown in Fig. 111-33. In one section of the photomicrograph, the Li-Al
is agglomerated and pushes the retainer screen ahead of the protrusion. This
behavior has been observed only in Gould D-series cells assembled in the
half-charged state, in which a blend of Li-Al and Al powders is used for
pressing the negative electrodes. Although the mechanism for the formation
of these protrusions is unknown at this Lime, it appears that aluminum segre-
gation within the as-fabricated electrode may be involved. A metallic sup-
port structure within the positive electrode would reduce the compression of
this electrode, thereby reducing the growth of the protrusions and the sub-
sequent rupture in the BN separator. This recommendation has been incorpo-
rated into the newer Gould D-series cells.

The morphology of the protrusions that resulted in the failure
of two Eagle-Picher Mark II cells differed from the morphology of the protru-

sions discussed above. In thc EP Mark II cells, the normal porous Li-Al struc-
ture extended through the retainer screen and BN felt. There was no compres-
sion of the positive electrode, rupture of the felt, or localized expansion
of the negative electrode.
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Fig. III-33. Example of Short Circuit Caused by Nonuniform Expansion of

the Negative Electrode which Ruptured the BN-Felt Separator

At present, insufficient data are available to formulate a

mechanism for protrusion growth with certainty. A number of possible mecha-

nisms have been considered and these are listed below:

1. electrolyte deficiency :n the separators and/oc the nega-

tive electrode

2. temperature - adient in the cell test furnace so that the
bottom is at a higher temperature during cell testing or

during elecL ite filling

3. higher cell operating temperatures

4. larger diameter holes in the retainer screens

5. nonuniform application of separator wetting agent that
causes incomplete filling of separator with electrolyte

6. nonuniform density in the as-fabricated electrode

7. charging conditions (current limited-constant voltage vs.

constant current

8. excess loading densities in the negative electrode

Many of the conditions existing in the Mark 11 Group 1 and 1I1
cells wer- also present in the Mark IA cells, including electrolyte defi-
ciencies, temperature gradients, high lo-.Jing densities, and nonunitormity.
No protrusions were detected in the Mark IA cells; however, the cycle lives of
these cell were much shorter. Notable changes in the Mark Ii cells include
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larger diameter holes in the retainer screens, current limited-constant voltage
charging, higher operating temperatures, (%450 vs. '475*C), and a separator
wetting agent (LiAlCl4 or MgO) for the Mark II cells.

Table 111-6 summaries the failure mechanisms from the post-
test examinations of bicells; Appendix E contains full results from the post-
test examinations. Table AlI-6 includes the failure mechanisms for all bi-
cells examined through FY 1979, for the first period of FY 1980 (reported in
ANL-80-49), and for the se. ond period of FY 1980. The cells examined this
period included 16 bicells from ANL, two from Rockwell International, and three
from Gould. The ANL cells included nine status cells of the SM8F-series.

Table 111-6. Failure Mechanisms of Bicells

Second First
Half Half Through

Mechanism FY 1980 FY 1980 FY 1979a

Extrusion of active materials 7 7 29
(inadequate confinement)

Metallic copper deposits in 1 0 13
separatorb

Separator cut by honeycomb current 1 0 22

collector

Equipment malfunctions 0 2 10

Short circuit in feedthrough 0 2 9

Cell assembly difficulties 1 1 12

Broken positive-electrode conductor 0 0 2

Declining coulombic efficiency 0 2 12

Unidentified short circuits 2 1 5

Loss of capacity & poor utilization 0 1 5

Me-allicd and/or sulfide deposits 6 3 9
across separator

End of test 0 2 17

Ruptured BN felt separator & non- 1 5 2

uniform expansion of electrodes

Localized Li-Al protrusion through 2 --
separate r _________

TOTAL 21 26 147

aAll cells that have undergone post-test examinations through IY 1979.

bFeS cells with Cu2S additive; one cell used a copper current
collector.
overcharge, temperature excursion, or accidental polarity reversal.

dOther than copper.
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These cells had an average cycle life of 174 cycles.* Two status cells failed
because of Li-Al penetrations of the separator similar to that observed in the
two Eagle-Picher Mark II multiplate cells (EPMKII-032, -039). The remaining
status cells failed for the following reasons: (1) extrusion (4 cases), (2)
metallic iron deposits (2 cases), and (3) unidentified (1 case). The CA-series
cells are part of the program to develop cells with calcium negative elec-
trodes. These cells failed because of a Ca-Si-Cl compound that bridged the
separator. Also, the boron nitride fibers adjacent to the negative electrode
showed extensive reactions and break-up. Efforts to identify the reaction
product have been unsuccessful.

As in previous periods, the major cause of cell failure has
been short circuits caused by extrusion of active material from one electrode
expansion and inadequate restraint of the electrodes at the edge. Electrode
expansion was discussed in Section III.A.4.

b. Morphology Studies of Li-Al Negative Electrode
(J. E. Battles, F. C. Mrazek, N. C. Otto)

Determining negative electrode morphology is an important
function of the post-test examinations. This effort requires extensive micro-
scopic examination of electrodes to determine the microstructure, material
distribution, lithium concentration gradients, reaction products, phases pre-
sent, and volume fraction of active materials vs. electrolyte. The results
of the studies on the lithium concentration gradient were reported previously
(ANL-79-39, p. 50). The results of the studies on the negative electrode
microstructure are discussed below.

Important to the electrode morphology studies is the determi-
nation of the typical microstructure for a Li-Al electrode from a cell sub-
jected to the normal test procedures (deep cycling at a 4-h discharge rate).
Of equal importance is whether or not this typical microstructure is favorable
for high utilization of active material (lithium) at the fast reaction rates
necessary for a high-performance cell. Metallographic examinations of many
cells (>200) have demonstrated that the microstructure shown in Fig. 111-34 is
common to all Li-Al e.ectrod.s and, hence, is considered typical. The Li-Al
(white phase) forms a connected porous or skeletal structure within the elec-
trolyte matrix (dark). The microstructure appears to have been formed in a
random manner without evidence of a directional growth pattern. The cells
examined included small test cells, engineering-scale bicells, and large (400
W-h) multiplate cells. The Li-Al electrodes were fabricated in the charged,
semicharged, and discharged states with thicknesses from about 4 mm to more
than 10 mm. The electrodes were fabricated from (1) Li-Al powder, (2) Al
wire plaques electrochemically charged with lithium, (3) cast solid plates of
Li-Al, or (4) lithium foil combined with aluminum wire. This skeletal Li-Al
structure has been confirmed by optical microscopic and scanning electron
microscopic examinations (see Figs. II-35a and 1I1-35b). From an areal
analysis of Fig. 111-34, the volume fraction of Li-Al was determined to be 0.5
to 0.6 with the remainder being electrolyte. This microstructure appears
ideal for high utilization of the active material at high reaction rates be-
cause of the open, high surface area and small size of the metallic structure.

*See ANL-80-49, p. 52 for more detail on these cells.
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Fig. 111-34. Typical Microstructure of Li-Al (white) Negative Electrode,
as Polished. Original magnification 100X

The open structure allows access of ample electrolyte to all parts of the
electrode, and the small size of the skeletal structure (and high surface

area) reduces the diffusion time for lithium into and out of the aluminum
base.

In some cells, the typical microstructure exists throughout

the negative electrode with only a variation in the volume fraction of Li-Al.

Electrodes in other cells will exhibit both a typical and a non-typic 1 micro-

structure . An example of typical and non-typical microstructures is illus-
trated in Fig. 1I-36, which is a profile across the thickness of an electrode

from a bicell. The face of the electrode is shown at the left. The micro-
structure at the face (about 1-mm thickness) is much smaller than the typical
microstructure which occupies the next 4-5 mm. The fine structure appears
to be related to lithium enrichment (--50 at. %) which sometimes results in
the formation of a liquid phase and spherical droplets. To the right of the
typical structure is a narrow zone with evidence of some agglomeration. This
results in a Jensification of the Li-Al rather than in the open skeletal
structure (this behavior will be further discussed below). The remainder r
the electrode Is made up mostly of as-fabricated Li-Al particles, i.e., non-
cycled material which has undergone partial depletion of lithium. The be-
havior observed in this electrode was attributed to the as-fabricated thick-
ness (about 8 mm), the volume fraction of Li-Al (about 0.7 as-fabricated), and

the lack of sulficient space to accommodate expansion as the typical micro-
structure is formed.

Signif icaint agglomeration of Li-Al is a rare occurrence in
bicells with negative electrodes less than about 6-mm thick. However, this
is not the case for multiplate cells, where metallographic examinations have
shown that most electrodes contain some degree of Li-Al agglomeration. The
agglomeration has been classified according to the appearance of the micro-
structure. Fig. 111-37 shows an example of miner agglomeration in the inner
negative elect rode I rom an Eagle-Picher Mark IA multiplate cell . In this
cell arrangement , the inner electrodes react from both faces. The typical
microstruct ure i; present on both faces; this is bordered by a zone of minor
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agglomeration on either side of the center portion. The center portion shows
both some agglomeration and some original particle structure. Because of the

residual 02 and 1120 remaining in the helium atmosphere of the metallographic

glovebox, the S-LiAl will tarnish after the electrode is polished, while the

Li-Al alloy depleted of lithium will remain unstarnished. Thus, the electrode

faces, which are observed to be tarnished, are charged, and the center portion

(untarnished) remains discharged. Obviously, the non-typical microstructure

has reduce( the ability of this electrode to be completely recharged. This
behavior is surprising since the electrodes are only 5- to 6-mm thick as pre-
pared, and they are reacted from both faces (effective thickness is one-half
of the total thickness).

The agglomeration shown in Figs. 111-38 has been classified as
moderate. The center portion of the electrode has undergone densification and
depletion of lithium. Both faces of the electrode show the typical micro-
structure, and the tarnished appearance indicates the charged state (i.e.,
E-LiAl). This typ( of agglomeration has been observed in the inner negative
electrodes of many multiplate cells.

The worst case of agglomeration (classified as severe) is 11-
lustrated in Fig. 111-39, which shows that the agglomeration has extended to
the face of the electrode. This degree of agglomeration is rarely observed
in any electrode; this, therefore, is considered an extremely unusual case.
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Fig. 111-38. NegatiVe Electrode Showing Complete Agglomeration in the
Center of Electrode. (BN-fabric separator shown on each
side of electrode is deficient in electrolyte.)
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of Agglomeration in a Negative Electrode.
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As discussed above, the normal tendency of the negative elec-

trodes during cycling is to form an open skeletal structure which is unlike

an agglomerated structure. This is further illustrated in Fig. 111-40. The

starting electrode was a fully dense, cast Li-Al plate After about 20 days of

cycling at a slow rate (<20 mA/cm 2 ), the typical porous 'crostructure had
been developed except at the back face of the electrode where some of the

"as-cast" plate remained. The observation from this electrode and the results

discussed above confirm that the Li-Al will normally form a porous, skeletal
structure.

The possible mechanisms involved in this tra:~format ion of the
electrode from an array of particles or from a solid cast plate to a porous,
skeletal structure are considered next. The particle array in a pressed

Tw -. \6-

;r . f i"-". i

Typical Mlcrostructure of an Initially Solid Li-Al Elect rodefig. 111-40.
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negate ive electrode of B-LiAl is depicteL' in Fig. I I [-41 The par t ic e size
range is normally -40, +160 mesh, and the B-LiAl phase extends from about 48

to 56 at. % Li. 6 The B-LiAl particles are surrounded by the LiCI-KCI elec-

t roly te . In the discharge process, lithium ions are stripped from the B-LiAl
particles and leave behind a layer of the a-Al phase (8 to 9 at. % Li at 450'C)
which increases in thickness as the discharge progresses. Because of the
properties of aluminum at 450'C, it is reasonable to assume that all defects
are rapidly annealed out of this a-Al material. When this occurs, the lithium

discharge reaction is retarded since the diffusion of lithium is much slower

in a-Al than in 8-LiAI (DLi 110-10 cm 2 /s in a-Al vs. DLi 10~4 cm 2 /s in
B-LiAI (48 at. % Li) at 415'C1.7,8,9 Hence, small particles will discharge
faster than large particles. Assuming that all defects are annealed out and
there is no entrapped microporosity, the volume of any given particle is re-
duced by 30-35% as it is discharged from &-LiAl to a-Al. As the positive
electrode tries to expand during the discharge, the closeness of the Li-Al
particles should be maintained by the pressure applied ti the negative elec-
trode.

a -Al

(I)

a DISCHARGE PROCE

a-AI -0

-LiAl

(2)

S

iAI-

a-AII

a Al

cb

9-L AI

(I)

b. CHARGE PROCESS

Fig. 111-41. Schematic Representation of the
Break-up of the Original 0-LiAl
Particles to Form the Porous,
Skeletal 0-LiAl Particle

(2) (3)
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During charging of the cell, the lithium ions are transported
from the positive electrode via the electrolyte and deposited on the surface
of the a-Al particles. At the surface, the lithium reacts with the a-Al to
form a thin layer of 8-LiAl. This reaction sequence is depicted in Fig.
III-41b. Further, the formation of B-LiAl results in a volume increase
which causes contact between adjacent particles. Continued deposition of
lithium, especially at the point of contact between particles, results in
the formation of a B-LiAl bond between the particles. This reaction may be
considered similar to the fusion-bonding that occurs in welding. Cracking
and spalling occur as the 8-LiAl layer increases beyond some critical thick-
ness (or exceeds a critical stress) which has not yet been defined. This
cracking occurs because B-LiAl is a brittle, intermetallic compound and
because the large volume difference between 8-LiAl and a-Al creates stresses.
This behavior causes the break-up of the larger particles (or solid plate)
used in the electrode, and the bonding reaction results in the formation of
the porous, skeletal structure. This structure is retained during the sub-
sequent discharge because aluminum is a very ductile material at this temper-

ature (450*C), and the defects are readily annealed out. Eventually, during
charge, the elements of the skeletal structure are probably reduced in size
to accommodate the 8-LiAl layer without cracking or spalling. Examination
of negative electrodes operated for fewer than 50 cycles and for more than
1000 cycles indicates that the skeletal structure is achieved very early and
remains relatively stable throughout the life of the electrode.

As noted in the preceeding discussion, tIe normal behavior in
the Li-Al electrode is the formation of a porous, skeletal structure as shown
in Fig. iiI-34 rather than formation of the agglomerated structure shown in
Figs. 111-36 to II-38. Although the mechanism(s) for the Li-Al agglomeration
has not been completely defined, a reasonable hypothesis can be constructed
from an analysis of the electrode morphology studies. The microscopic exam-
inations showed that Li-Al agglomeration rarely occurred in bicells and was
restricted to the back portion of the electrode when it did occur. As men-
tioned earlier, some degree of agglomeration was observed in most multiplate
cells. The major difference between these two types of electrodes is the
density of the as-faaricated electrode--55 to 60 vol % LiAl in the bicell
electrodes and 70 to 75 vol Z LiAl in the multiplate electrodes. This denser
loading of the electrode in the multiplate cell means That additional space
is required to accommodate the electrode expansion as the typical microstruc-
ture of 50 to 60 vol % Li-Al is formed. The expansion of the Li-Al electrode
is opposed by the previously expanded positive electrodes, and by the re-
strainer hardware used to prevent any expansion of the cell.* This condition
keeps the negative electrode under compression which is conducive to the rapid
sintering of most powder materials. However, out-of-cell experiments to ini-
tiate sintering in O-LiAl have been unsuccessful.1 0 In these experiments,
cold-pressed plaques of 8-LiAl containing LiCl-KC1 were heated at 450*C for
48 hours; no compressive load uas applied to the plaques. Microscopic exami-
nation showed no evidence for the initiation of sintering. Similar behavior
has also been observed in multiplate cells, as is shown in Fig. 111-42. The
original shape of 8-LiAl particles was retained even though this electrode

*Because the separator is compressible, some space is available for the

expansion of both electrodes. See Section III.A.4. for a discussion on
electrode expansion.
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had undergone about 250 deep charge/discharge cycles. Obviously, the mate-

rial in this area was isolated from the normal reactions cf the electrode.
More importantly, no sintering is evident between the particles, which are

primarily S-LiAl. This condition is also depicted in Fig. 111-36 and sup-

ports the results from out-of-cell tests that B-LiAI does not readily sinter.

On the other hand, aluminum (and a-Al) will sinter under these conditions.

The out-of-cell tests reported above for B-LiAI were repeated
with aluminum and with a two-phase (a-Al plus B-LiAl) material containing
7.5 wt % Li.10 Microscopic examinations showed significant sintering in
the aluminum sample, but only a minor amount of neck formation (ini tiation
of sintering) in the other sample. This behavior is consistent with the re-
sults of the microscopic examination which shows the agglomerated areas of the
multiplate electrodes to be depleted of lithium (see Fig. 111-38). These
microscopic observations have been confirmed by ion microprobe mass analysis.

An analysis of the preceding data indicates that the apparent
mechanism for the Li-Al agglomeration is simply the sintering of a-Al parti-
cles (B-LiAl particles depleted of lithium or particle , with surfaces de-
pleted of lithium). The parameters involved in sintering, such as time,
temperature, pressure, density and the diffusion rate of the controlling

species, would also be applicable in the aggrIOmn rat ion process . The LiCl-KCI
(Li-rich) electrolyte may aCt as a liquid sintering, aid.

These studies on the :orpi)hology ui the negative electrode are
continuing.

r vf

TFi g . 1 1 1 - 4 2 . P h o t o g r a p h o f U n r e a c t e d M a t e r i a l f r o m
a Multiplate Cell
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B. Material and Components Development

The objectives of this part of ANL's program are (1) to provide solu-
tions to chemical and electrochemical problems that arise in the development

of cells and batteries, (2) to develop improved compositions for electrodes
and electrolytes, (3) to acquire a basic understandi g of the chemistry and
electrochemistry of cells, and (4) to improve the performance of various cell

components (e.g., separators, current collectors, and other cell hardware).

1. Electrode Development

(D. R. Vissers)

The studies for this period were designed to investigate the chem-

ical, electrochemical, and morphological properties of the various electrode

materials.

a. Lithium-Aluminum Electrode Development

(A. K. Fischer)

Morphological and electrochemical observations are being used

to develop a solution to the problem of agglomeration in Li-Al electrodes.
Data were collected from the following sources: (1) a new type of agglomera-

tion experiment with deep-bed porous electrodes, (2) aluminum-block experi-

ments, and (3) an examination of an agglomerated electrode from an engineering

cell. Based on these findings, we developed an hypothesis relating to the

course and causes of agglomeration.

(1) Comparative Agglomeration Experiments with
Deep-Bed Porous Electrode
(A. K. Fischer and W. R. Lehman*)

A technique for comparative agglomeration experiments was
designed to compare agglomeration induced under electrochemical conditions in
a reproducible way and in the absence of complicating effects from the FeS
positive electrode. The procedure uses two small porous electrodes that are
geometrically identical (1-cm ID right circular cylinders) And contain rela-
tively deep beds, about 1.5 to 2 cm, of particulate electroactive material.
One electrode is loaded with 1.12 A-h of 17.45 wt % LiAl, and the other with
1.44-g pure aluminum powder. The particle size of active material for these
electrodes was -60 to +100 mesh.

For these agglomeration experiments, the Li-Al and alumi-
num electrodes were cycled in molten salt electrolyte for one week at 450*C
with a cutoff voltage of 0.2 V in both directions (IR included).t Each ex-
perimental cell had an electrolyte of either 22 mol % LiF-31 mol % LiCl-
47 mol % LiBr (all-lithium cations), 67 mol % LiCl-33 mol % KCl (LiCl-rich),

*Student from Eastern Illinois University.

tSee also ANL-80-49, p. 31, for a more detailed description of the experi-

mental procedures.
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or LiCl-KCl eutectic and was operated at 25, 50, or 150 mA/cm 2 for the one-
week testing period. The cell with the eutectic electrolyte and 50 mA/cm 2

current density was chosen to be the baseline case for comparison purposes.

Morphological Aspects of Comparative Agglomeration Exper-
iments. Once cycling was completed, the degree of agglomeration produced in
each electrode was judged microscopically; the results are summarized in Fig.
111-43. Agglomeration occurs primarily in the electrode originally composed
of aluminum; examples are seen in each of the tested electrolytes and at each
of the tested current densities with two exceptions. As for the originally
LiAl electrodes, in only two cases (all lithium cation electrolyte, at both
50 mA/cm 2 and 150 mA/cm2 ) did any agglomeration occur. Therefore, neither
the nominal current density nor the electrolyte composition alone appears to
be a controlling variable. Although the all-lithium-cation electrolyte offers
some advantages, such as rapid electrode break-in and deep utilization, it
certainly does not eliminate agglomeration. Similarly, the nominal current
density alone does not seem to be the controlling variable, although local,
internal current density at particle surfaces is regarded as very important.
This aspect will be further discussed below.

Concomitant with agglomeration, a striated microstructur
was frequently observed. This feature is regarded as at: early and intermediate
stage of the agglomeration process.

0 NO AGGLOMERATION

AGGLOMERATION

INCIPIENT TO MODERATE AGGLOMERATION

Fig. 111-43. Findings from Comparative Agglomeration
Experiments
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As mentioned above, the electrodes originally composed of

Li-Al were, in most cases, free of agglomeration. This is reasonable be-
cause this electrode is initially composed of S-rich alloy (95.5 mol %
8-4.5 mol % a); consequently, the particles are initially in their most closely

packed condition. In cycling, the particles alternate between this crowded

condition and a less crowded one resulting, on discharge, from formation of
denser -phase. Despite this tendency to ameliorate interparticle pressure in

the originally Li-Al electrode, with all-lithium cation electrolyte, incipient

agglomeration was found in the middle-current-density case and more pronounced
agglomeration was seen in the high current-density cases. This result is
understood in terms of protrusion growth between particles parallel to lines
of current flow; this effect will be discussed later.

Electrochemical Aspects of Comparative Agglomeration Ex-
periments. One effect believed to result from agglomeration is capacity de-
cline, which is reflected by the amount of lithium transported between elec-

trodes during cycling. The lithium transported between the two electrodes

was determined coulometrically at the end of each half cycle. The results of
the measurements are shown in Fig. 111-44 for the all-lithium cation electro-

lyte, in Fig. 111-45 for the LiCl-rich electrolyte, and in Fig. 111-46 for
the eutectic electrolyte. The baseline case (i.e., negative electrode in
LiCl-KCl eutectic electrolyte discharged at 50~uA/cm2 ) is also shown in Figs.
111-44 and 111-45 for comparison purposes. The capacity is identified as the
vertical difference between charge and discharge curves. At a current density
of 50 mA/cm 2 , the capacity in the all-lithium-cation ease is significantly
greater at its maximum than that in the baseline case. This observation is

consistent with the morphological observations, which showed a deeper reaction
zone in the electrode from the all-lithium cation electrolyte than in the

electrode from the eutectic electrolyte of the baseline case.

For LiCl-rich electrolyte (Fig. I1I-45), the curves for the
50-mA/cm2-current-density experiment show a nearly parallel course, unlike the
curves in the baseline case where the distance between curves decreases with
cycling. The capacity in the 50-mA/cm 2 case is smaller tha:i that in the base-
line case but more stable. A slight increase in capacity at the end of the
experiment is attributed to bulging of the screen, which increased the area of
the electrode face. Such bulging is believed to be related to LiCl-
precipitation effects on discharge.

For the LiCl-KC1 eutectic electrolyte, Fig. 111-46, the
high current-density case shows a fairly stable capacity, although lithium
retention on discharge is increasing. Similar capacity stability coupled
with increased lithium retention at this high current density can be seen in
Fig. 111-45, although the level of lithium retention is greater for the LiCl-
rich system than for the eutectic system. The low current-density case for
eutectic electrolyte is markedly different from the 25 mA/cm2 cases for the
other two electrolytes: capacity was developing rapidly toward the end of the
experiment with eutectic electrolyte, whereas capacity built up rapidly near
the start of the experiment with the all-lithium-cation and the LiCl-rich
electrolytes. For the middle current-density case for eutectic electrolyte
(the baseline experiment), capacity develops faster and to a greater extent
than at either high or low currents in this electrolyte, but it also shows
definite onset of decline.
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A complete correlation of the agglomeration and capacity
decline phenomena obviously cannot be based on a single variable. A model
needs to be developed that relates the variables of (1) conductivity of bulk
electrolyte, (2) local composition shifts in electrolyte, (3) local conduc-
tivity variations, (4) polarization, and (5) other quantities.

In most. cases in the comparative agglomeration experi-
ments, a greater degree of polarization attended the discharge process than
the charge process, whether it was the originally aluminum or the originally
LiAI electrode that was discharging.

Additives in Comparative Agglomeration Experiments. In
addition to the investigation of the effects on agglomeration of current den-
sity and electrolyte composition, a study of the effect of electrode additives
was undertaken. Modification of the vacancy concentration in S-LiAl was ex-
pected to influence the rate of agglomeration. So far, the effects of two
additives to the originally aluminum electrode were evaluated: magnesium
(0.66 at. %) and cadmium (0.002 at. %). Agglomeration was not significantly
retarded by cadmium. Magnesium in the electrode resulted in definite mor-
phological change, with the appearance of several distinct bands. Consider-
able migration of magnesium probably occurred, but there was not a significant
reduction of agglomeration.
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(2) Aluminum-Block Electrode Experiments
(A. K. Fischer)

For these experiments, a solid, cylindrical aluminum
electrode (vs. Li-Al counter electrode) was cycled and then microscopically
examined (see ANL-79-94, p. 139). Protrusions >f 8-LiAl grew on the surface
of this massive aluminum electrode. This is consistent with reports from
earlier workers of dendrite formation on Li-Al electrodes, although no
deleterious dendrite growths have been found in ANL engineering cells. Ap-
parently, engineering cell designs with fine mesh retainer screens prevent
dendrite problems, according to known technology.1 It is, however, reason-
able to believe, on the basis of this block experiment, that microscopic pro-
trusions of 9-LiAl grow on particles within the electrode.

Microscopically, at the bases of the protrusions, poly-
gonal grains, which were apparently bounded by lines of voids, were observed.
Iodine vapor etching revealed a diffusion front for lithium moving into bulk
aluminum. This front is a band about 20 um wide; the features that are ap-
parently voids are concentrated on the trailing edge. Such a situation is
consistent with the fact that, in binary metal systems, vacancies diffuse in
the direction opposite to that of the faster moving constituent,12 which is
lithium in this case.

(3) Engineering-Cell Agglomerated-Electrode iLxamination
(A. K. Fischer)

Iodine vapor etching showed extensive distribution of
lithium in the agglomerated region of a negative electrode from a previously
cycled multiplate cell, EPMP-7-129, which was fabricated by Eagle-Picher as
part of the Mark IA program. There were also substantial regions of rela-
tively high aluminum content. Polygonal particles in the agglomerated region
were outlined with apparently spherical voids. These polygonal features and
void structures were similar to those found in the aluminum block experiments.
Their occurrence in both situations suggests that sintering (or agglomeration)
in the Li-Al system can occur by a process involving vacancy drift correlate
with lithium diffusion.

(4) Interpretive Aspects of the Agglomeration Problem
(A. K. Fischer)

The observed complexity of the relationship between ag-
glomeration and morphological and electrochemical features suggests that a
compr. hensive model of Li-Al electrode functioning, which includes the ag-
glomeration process, will require integrating a number of mechanisms. Roles
for a-Al, g-LiAl, and electrolyte may be expected. The demonstration that
aluminum particles sinter in a non-cell environment13 is suggestive of a
role for aluminum-rich systems in agglomeration. However, this is not yet
a firm conclusion because a blank comparative agglomeration experiment (no
current passed) showed that agglomeration does not occur in the absence of
electrochemical activity. A conceivable scheme for agglomeration involving

a-Al in the presence of electrochemical activity might involve the compres-
sion of aluminum-rich particles by the expansive forces developed in the
formation of B-LiAl nearby.
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A new hypothesis is proposed that 8-LiAl itself has a
role in agglomeration. Irterparticle contacts may develop by growth of
clean protrusions of 8-LiAl, which bridge particles and establish diffusion
pathways for sintering. Such bridges also can account for the striation pat-
terns that were observed. Furthermore, the contact points would be sites of
localized high pressure from the expansion forces for 8-LiAl formation as the
electrode becomes charged, and thereby facilitate sintering.

Several properties of 8-LiAl are so pronounced that a
model of the electrode function must relate them to the sintering process.
They are the unusually high lithium vacancy concentration (about two orders
of magnitude larger than usually found in solids) 14 15 and the large lithium
chemical diffusion coefficient (about the same order as in liquids).1 6

Aluminum atoms are expected to become somewhat mobile in
8-LiAl at cell operating temperature, although they are essentially immobile
at room temperature. However, even if they are slow, their movement into the
stem of a growing protrusion can be as rapid as the rate of formation of
8-LiA1. The suggested process for this movement is illustrated in Fig. 111-47.
Lithium is deposited at the tip of the 8-LiAl protrusion after arriving there
by spherical diffusion through the electrolyte. 1 7 Once in the tip, the lith-
ium diffuses rapidly through the 8-LiAl body of the protrusion to the base,
where it reacts with the a-iminum-rich substrate. The reaction product is
B-LiAl which, being less dense than its aluminum-rich precursor, displaces the
protrusion away from the substrate. Consequently, the altuninum moves at a
rate that is substantially determined by the rate of the reaction that forms
8-LiAl.

SPHERICAL DIFFUSION
IN ELECTROLYTE TO

DEPOSIT LITHIUM AT TIP

RAPID DFFUSION $-LiAI
OF LITHIUM THROUGH PROTRUSION
$-LiAI

DISPLACEMENT OF
$-LiAI BY

REACTION PRODUCT

REACTION ZONE
AL - RICH SUBSTRATE

Fig . 111-47 - B-LiAl Protrusion Growth
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It seems reasonable to expect a generally pyramidal shape
for the protrusion to develop as the S-LiAl base grows sideways. Such a
shape was observed in the solid block experiments.

As mentioned earlier, local current density (that at the
surface of one individual particle) is considered an important quantity. The
Barton and Bockris theory'7 suggests that a critical minimum local current
density is required to initiate and propagate protrusion growth. We suspect
that striation observed in the originally LiAl electrodes for the middle and
high (nominal) current density cases with all-lithium-cation electrolyte re-
st'lt.d from a local . current density that exceeded a critical value. In these
two cases, also, the agglomeration proceeded further in the high-current ex-
periment, a fact tn: supports the view that striation is an aspect of agglom-
eration and that the local current density is an influential variable.

b. FeS Electrode Development
(Z. Tomczuk and L. F. Cooley*)

In the previous annual report (ANL-79-94, pp. 142-147), the
reaction sequence in FeS electrodes operated in LiCl-KCI electrolyte was pre-
sented. This reaction sequence was determined by combining the data from
phase studies, cyclic voltammetry experiments, and er.f measurements. Five
phases were identified in cycled FeS electrodes, and six electrochemical and
four chemical reactions were shown to be possible.

Although this previous work provides a detailed reaction se-
quence for FeS electrodes in LiCl-KC1 electrolyte, it is not complete for
two reasons: (1) the effects of Li2 S concentration and temperature on the
FeS electrode reaction, as determined by voltammograms at high scan rates
( 0.02 mV/s), have not been investigated; and (2) the emts of three of the
six possible electrochemical reactions have not been measured. In the former
case, we were unable to get good resolution on voltammograms at high rates
when starting with FeS powder electrodes; and, in the latter case, we were
unable to measure directly the emfs of these three reactions in FeS cells
with LiCl-KCI electrolyte. Thus, our efforts during the past year were di-
rected toward (1) acquiring a better understanding of the FeS electrode re-
action through the use of cell tests and voltammograms at high scan rates
and (2) determining the emfs of the reactions not measured previously.

(1) Cell Studies

in a previous study (ANL-77-17, p. 46), four discharge
stages of FeS were observed when FeS particles larger than 180 bhm were dis-
charged for the first time. In this period, threc additional cells at 430C
in LiCl-KC1 eutectic with about 5 Ah LiAl and 1 A-h FeS electrodes were
tested to determine if smaller FeS particles (<45 Mm) mak.! any difference in

*Participant, Spring 1980 Undergraduate Research Participation Program and
Summer 1980 Energy Research Institute for Graduate Students, Barnard College,
New York, NY.
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the sulfide phases produced in the initial discharge of a cell. The metallo-
graphic and X-ray examinations of the discharged sulfide electrodes from the
cells showed that there is a difference. The metallographic examination showed
that three distinct regions were present in the FeS electrodes: (1) a region
which contained essentially FeS, (2) a region which contained essentially J
phase (LiJ'Fe 24Cl26), and (3) a region which contained only Li 2 S and Fe.
Only in few particles was Li2FeS2 (X phase) formation observed. The X-ray
finding. substantiated the metallographic results: no Li2FeS2 was detected.
The results from these tests differ from the results obtained earlier with
larger FeS particles (ANL-77-17, p. 46), and prove that in well-cycled FeS
electrodes below 450*C, the discharge product is J phase and not Li 2 FeS2 ,
since in cycled cells the FeS particles are about 5-10 um. In these well-
cycled electrodes, the particles have reacted completely to form J phase,
leaving no inner core of unreacted FeS.

(2) Cyclic Voltammetr+

Cyclic voltammetry studies were conducted to determine
the effects of tempeisture, Li 2 S concentration, scan rate, and voltage range
on the electrochemistry of the FeS electrode.

The voltammetric cell consisted of three electrodes
immersed in LiCl-KC1 eutectic, which was contained in an A1203 crucible. The
counter and reference electrodes were Li-Al, and the working electrode was
an iron rod (0.34-cm dia) immersed in Li2S-containing electrolyte. The cell
contained 108.4 g of electrolyte and was operated at temperatures varying from
390 to 503 C. The sulfide ion concentration was varied with additions of
Li2S to the electrolyte. Five additions were made; the initial addition was
40.4 mg and the total of all additions was 521 mg. The voltage range was 1.0

to 1.6 V vs. Li-Al, and the scan rates were varied from 0.2 mV/s to 1000 mV/s.

The effects of temperature were as follows: (1) the
utilization increased with increasing temperature when the electrolyte was
saturated with Li2S; (2) the utilization was independent of temperature when
the electrolyte was not saturated with Li2S; and (3) the start potentials of
the anodic and the cathodic peaks varied with temperature. For example, the
start potential of the first anodic peak (Li 2S * Li 2 FeS2 ) decreased with in-
creasing temperature, and the start potential of the first cathodic reaction
increased with increasing temperature.

The results obtained when the sulfide ion concentration
was varied at a fixed temperature and scan rate indicated that (1) the util-
ization increased with increasing sulfide ion concentration until the elec-
trolyte was saturated with Li2 S and then remained constant, and (2) the number
of anodic peaks, but not the cathodic peaks, depended on whether or not the
electrolyte was saturated with Li 2 S at the temperature tested. For example,
with an addition of 109 mg Li 2S (1013 ppm), two anodic peaks were obtained at

427 C, but only one peak was obtained at 498 C. The electrolyte was Li 2S-
saturated at 427 C but not at 498 C. These results are consistent with
thermodynamic calculations which indicate that Li2FeS2 formation (the first
of the two anodic peaks in the voltammograms) cannot occur if the Li2S concen-

tration is below 1350 ppm at 498 C; consequently, only one anodic peak, FeS
formation from L1 2S, should be present on the voltammogram for 498"C.
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The results obtained when scan rate was varied indicated

that (1) the peak currents increased with increasing scan rate, (2) tbQ
anodic-cathodic peak separation increased with increasing scan rate, anid (3)
the resolution improved with decreasing scan rate. Plots of the peak current
vs. the square root of the scan rate, and plots of the peak potential vs.
peak current for the second anodic and the first cathodic peaks were linear.
The linear relationship between peak potential and peak current indicates
that the reactions are ohmic-controlled.1 8 ,19

The voltage region examined was decreased from the usual
1.00-1.60 V range to the 1.198-1.347 V range and the 1.198-1.397 V range.
Figure 111-48 shows that only one anodic and one cathodic peak were obtained
when the voltage region examined was 1.198-1.347 V, and Fig. 111-49 shows
that two anodic and two cathodic peaks were obtained when the voltage region
examined was 1.198-1.397 V. It was concluded that (1) the first anodic and
second cathodic peaks involve the formation and reduction of the same species
(Li2FeS2 ) ar.d (2) the second anodic and first cathodic peaks involve the
formation and reduction of the same species (FeS).

SCAN RATE :0.2 mV/s
CONCENTRATION

Li2S=1532 ppm
TEMPERATURE-463 C

I5mA

1.2 1.31.4

FeS Voltammogram between 1.198 and 1.347 VFig. III-48.
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Fig. 111-49. FeS Voltammogram between
1.198 and 1.397 V

Overall, this study indicated that the charge and dis-
charge reactions of the FeS electrode are relatively :straightforward at the
high scan rates examined. Moreover, these results support the low scan-rate
findings.

(3) Emf Measurements

In the previous annual report (ANL-79-94, p. 146), the
emf's of three of the possible six electrochemical reactions in LiCl-KC1
eutectic were reported. The transitions measured were J Li2S>
Li 2 FeS2 + Li2S, and J + Li2FeS2. Efforts to measure the emf of the FeS + J
reaction were unsuccessful, and the emf values of the FeS - Li2FeS2 and
FeS + Li2S reactions could not be measured because these two transitions do
not occur under equilibrium conditions in the LiCl-KC1 electrolyte. The
FeS + L12FeS2 transition can be measured, however, in LiF-LiCl-LiBr electro-
lyte, where J phase is not formed; and the FeS + Li2S transition can then be
computed, since its emf is equal to one half the sum of the emf values for
the ''FeS + Li 2 FeS2 and the Li2FeS2 + Li2S reactions.

The emf's of the FeS + Li2FeS2 and Li2FeS2 Li2S reac-
tions were measured experimentally over a wide temperature range in two small
(about 1 A-h) cells using the LiF-LiCl-LiBr eutectic electrolyte. The first
cell contained only FeS in the positive electrode, while the second cell con-
tained a mixture of FeS, Li2FeS2, and Fe. The first cell was cycled several
cycles before emf measurements were made, and the second cell was cycled only
once. The emf of the FeS + Li2 FeS 2 transition was measured at the 80% state

SCAN RATE = 0.2 mV/s
CONCENTRATION L i2S =1532 ppm
TEMPERATURE 463 C

2A

TOmA IA

1.2 1.3 1.4

2C

IC
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of charge for the first cell and in the as-loaded condition for the second
cell. The emf of the Li2FeS2 + Li2S transition was measured at the 60% state
of discharge for the first cell and at approximately the same state for the
second cell. To ensure that no FeS remained in the system, two grams of
Li2 S were added to the electrolyte of the first cell just before the
Li2 FeS2 + Li2 S + Fe measurements were made. A linear regression analysis of
the data (emf vs. temperature) for the first cell resulted in the following
emf expressions (in mV):

EFeS + Li2FeS = 1331.6 + 0.03T(K)

E 2FeS2+ Li2;; = 1417.8 - 0.127T(K)

A similar analysis of the data from the second cell yielded the following emf
expressions (in mV):

EFeS + Li2FeS2 = 1338.88 + 0.0133T(K)

E2FeS2 + Li2S = 1432.67 - 0.148T(K).

Although little difference was found in the observed

transition potentials for the two cells, there was a question about whether
the electrolyte was saturated with Li2S during the potential measurements for
the FeS + Li2FeS2 transition in the first cell study. Because more experi-
mental points were obtained during the second cell study, the data from cell
two were used to calculate the emf value for the FeS + LibS transition. This
calculation yielded the following emf expression (mV):

EFeS + Li S2 = 1385.78 - 0.067T(K)

The emf values for the Li 2FeS2 + Li2S transition were found
to differ slightly from the values obtained with LiCl-KCl. However, this dif-
ference is quite small (<2 mV) in the temperature region measured. In addi-
tion, the emf values for the FeS + Li2FeS2 transition differ from those re-
ported previously2 0 (about 4 mV at 400 C; about I mV at 500*C). However, this
difference is largely due to the fact that it was calculated, not measured. A
significant point is that the slope of the temperature vs. emf curve was pos-
itive when measured and negative when calculated.

The free energies of formation of Li2 S at 700 and 800 K
were calculated from the FeS + L1 2 S emf values and literature values of the
free energy for FeS 2 1 and LiAl2 2 . In these calculations, the diatomic gas
was chosen as the standard state for sulfur. Values of -428 kJ/mol
(102.5 kcal/mol) and -418 kJ/mol (-99.9 kcal/mol) were calculated for 700 and
800 K, respectively, for the free energy of formation of L12S.
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C. FeS2 Electrode Studies

(Z. Tomczuk)

Cyclic voltammetry experiments and small cell tests were con-
tinued in the past year to investigate the effects of electrolyte composition
and electrode additives on the electrochemistry, chemistry, and capacity re-
tention of the FeS2 electrodes in LiAl/F S2 cells.

(1) Cyclic Voltammetry Studies

The cell utilized in the cyclic voltammetry studies was
similar to one described earlier (ANL-79-94, p. 151) except that the amount
of FeS2 was larger (200 mg vs. 90 mg). The electrolyte used in these studies
was lithium-ion rich (62.7 mol % LiCl-28.2 mol % KCl-9.1 mol % LiF), which
was chosen because of the promising results obtained earlier with
LiAl/LiCl-KCl-LiF/FeS cells (ANL-79-94, p.. 70). The temperature range
investigated was 412-441*C, and the voltage region examined was 1.0-2.0 V
vs. (a+8) Li-Al.

A representative voltammogram of the FeS2 electrode ob-
tained in this lithium-ion-rich electrolyte is shown in Fig. 111-50. The
shape and number of anodic and cathodic waves are very similar to those ob-
tained in the LiCl-KCl eutectic electrolyte (see ANL-78-94, p. 169). How-
ever, in the voltammogram shown here, the waves are better resolved, and the
voltage separation between the start of the major anodic wave (at about

1.82 V) and the start of the major cathodic wave (at about 1.75 V) is only

70 mV, which is about 50 mV less than that observed earlier in the voltam-

metry cell with LiCl-KC1 eutectic electrolyte. This reduced voltage separa-
tion indicates that the reversibility of the transitions between FeS2 and
Li3Fe2 S4 (Z phase) is improved in cells with the lithium-ion-rich electro-
lyte. This reduction of the overpotential may improve the cycle life of the
Li-Al/FeS2 couple.

The small anodic wave starting at about 1.73 V, which is
associated with Z-phase formation, disappears if the cell is charged at a
constant potential of 1.716 or 1.698 V, but not at 1.609 V. In addition,
this wave reappears on subsequent cycling. This result indicates that the
potential for Z-phase formation is about 1.7 V, a value which is in excellent
agreement with earlier cell work (ANL-79-94, p. 150). However, the constant-
potential charging did not affect the irreversibility of the transitions
between FeS2 and Z phase. Thus, the irreversibility of the Z+FeS2 transition
is not related to Z-phase formation. The irreversibility of the transitions
between FeS2 and Z phase was also found to depend on the discharge cutoff
voltage; the irreversibility ranged from a maximum of about 70 mV with the
1.05-V cutoff (Fig. 8) to a minimum of 20 mV with a 1.66 V cutoff.

Other results from these studies indicate that (1) the

coulombic efficiency of the cell decreased with operating time when a 2.0-V
charge cutoff was used, and (2) the cell operating temperature had no effect
on the shape or number of waves obtained in the voltammogram.
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SAMPLE-220mg FeS 2
SCAN RATE-0.01 mV/s

20 mA TEMPERATURE-436C

)0 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90 2.0
POTENT TIAL vs L iAI

Fig. IiI-50. Typical Voltammogram for FeS2 Electrode in LiCl-KCl-LiF
Electrolyte

(2) Cell Studies

The cell utilized for the small-cell studies was similar

in design to the one used in previous Li-Al/FeS 2 cell tests.2 3 The positive
electrode contained 1 A-h of FeS 2 and 0.1 A-h of Cu2 S, and the negative

electrode contained approximately 5 A-h of Li-Al. The electrolyte was
KCI-rich (53 mol % LiCl-47 mol % KCl), and the cell was operated at constant
current densities of 12 to 75 mA/cm 2 and a temperature of 426*C. This ele"-
trolyte composition was chosen because of the excellent capacity retention
observed at General Motors (GM) for the FeS 2 electrode in this electrolyte
(see Section IV.B. of this report). However, GM also observed that the uti-
lization of the FeS 2 on the lower plateau was essentially nonexistent because
a large quantity of J phase was present in the electrode at the lower plateau
potentials. Therefore, to improve the utilization on the lower plateau where

J phase is the dominant electrode phase, we added Cu2 S to the positive elec-
trode; Cu2S has been used successfully in the past2 4 as an FeS electrode
additive to improve the kinetics of the J-phase material. Metallic copper
emission from the positive electrode, which was observed in FeS cells (see,
for example, ANL-78-94, p. 161), should not occur in FeS2 cells with KCl-rich
electrolyte because (1) FeS and FeS2 electrodes differ in chemistry and elec-
trochemistry and (2) KCl-rich electrolyte should depress the solubility of
any soluble species containing a transition metal.

Results from the Cu2 S additive studies indicated that
(1) sulfur utilization on the two voltage plateaus was about equal for all
current densities investigated, (2) with a charge current density of 13 mA/cm 2 ,
the sulfur utilization on both plateaus was >90%, 83%, and 65% for discharge
current densities of 38, 52, and 75 mA/cm 2 , respectively, (3) with a current
density of 31 mA/cm 2 for charge and discharge, the utilization on the two
plateaus was 65%, and (4) the coulombic efficiency of the cell was very high
(>96%), indicating that the self-discharge was low.

I.c I
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Further studies are needed to improve the utilization of
the FeS2 electrode in the KCl-rich electrolyte. These studies will probably
involve varying the KC1 content of the electrolyte as well as the copper sul-

fide content of the electrode.

d. Ni 3S2 Electrode Studies

Investigations were carried out on small-scale LiAl/LiCl-KCl/
Ni3S2 cells to determine the emf vs. temperature curve of this system. These
emf data are necessary because the Ni3S2/S~ half-cell couple is routinely
used as a reference electrode in engineering cells. In the two cells tested,
the Ni3S2 was formed in different ways: in the first cell, by discharging
NiS to Ni3S2 , and in the second cell, by charging a nickel rod in electrolyte
saturated with Li2S. A linear regression of the data from the first cell
showed that the emf (in mV) for the LiAl/Ni3 S2 system could be expressed by

E = 1306.46 + 0.083T(K)

A similar analysis of the data from the second cell showed that the emf (in

mV) could be expressed by

E = 1306.2 + 0.086T(K)

The results from these two cells agree reasonably well. However, the second
cell data are consistently about 2 mV higher. This difference is attributed

to the thermal emf correction necessary for the first cell but not the second.

This correction could have caused The discrepancy. Further studies are being

carried out to resolve this variance.

2. Separator Property Studies
(J. E. Battles, W. E. Miller, and H. Shimotake)

The electrode separator is a key cell component and must meet sev-
eral requirements, including compatibility with the cell materials (i.e.,
Li-Al, electrolyte, and iron sulfides), adequate mechanical strength, accept-
able cost, suitable porosity and thickness, and lack of electronic conduc-
tivity. In the past, BN fabric has been used successfully in engineering
cells; however, the projected cost in mass production precludes its use in
commercial cells. Consequently, two types of potentially low-cost separators
are being studied--BN felt and MgO powder.

a. Characterization of BN Felts

(J. Fellner,* J. E. Battles)

The initial BN-felt separators were handmade at the Carborundum
Division of the Kennecott Corp. using a 30.5 cm Williams sheet mold. These
felts had a nominal thickness of 2 mm, a porosity of 91 to 93%, and a basis
weight of about 32 mg/cm2 . A total of 1500 felt sheets were molded by this
process. Some nonuniformity in thickness, flexibility and compressibility was

*Co-op Student from University of Wisconsin.
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encountered in the first several hundred felt sheets made on the sheet mold.
These problems were corrected by Carborundum and the remaining felts showed
very good uniformity. The sheet-mold process has now been replaced by a pro-
cess using a Fourdrinier felt machine. The Fourdrinier process is capable of
higher production rates, better uniformity, and lower cost potential than the
sheet-mold process. Several hundred sheets of Fourdrinier felts have been
received; the characterization studies on these sheets have not been completed.

b. In-Cell Testing of BN Felt
(T. D. Kaun, J. D. Arntzen, V. McCann,* and
A. Jacksont)

Gould Inc. delivered ten identical engineering-scale FeS bi-
cells (Q series) with BN-felt separators to ANL for cycle-life testing. These
cells had design features which Gould expected to incorporate into their
Mark II cells. The separators of BN felt (unfired) had an area of 450 cm2,
a thickness of 2.2 mm, and a basis weight of 60 mg/cm2 . These cells were as-
sembled in the half-charged state, with positive electrode additives of carbon
Lnd molybdenum powder, and an electrolyte of 65.6 mol % LiCl-34.4 mol % KCl.
The theoretical capacities were 117 A-h for the positive electrode and 154 A'h
for the negative electrodes. The metal honeycomb structures, previously
used inside the electrodes to provide additional support for the fine-mesh
screen on the electrode faces, were eliminated from these cells.

The performance and lifetime of these cells are given in

Table 111-7. Some of them required as many as 100 cycles to attain peak
capacity; therefore, the operating time is more representative of the life-

time than the number of cycles. The longest operating cell was Q-7, which
cycled for 3150 h (550 cycles), with only an 8% decline in capacity before
exhibiting low coulombic efficiency. The remaining cells were operated for
200 to 1950 h (44 to 265 cycles) with little decline in capacity before fail-
ure. Post-test examinations revealed a wavy electrode-separator interface,

resulting from uneven expansion of the negative electrode and consequent
compression of the positive electrode. Although the reason fo: the uneven
expansion is unknown, the resulting wavy interface causes a tensile stress

and failure in the felt separator. Subsequently, ANL suggested to Gould the
use of a number of structures that would have the compressive strength re-
iuired to prevent collapse of the electrode.

Another group of six identical engineering-scale FeS bicells
(KK series) testing BN-felt separators was fabricated and life cycled at ANL.
The design of these cells is similar to that of a previously tested cell,
KK-15 (ANL-78-94, pp. 132-133). In this design, the FeS positive electrode
was formed by the carbon-bonding technique (10 vol % carbon) and had a capac-
ity loading of 1.4 A-h/cm3; the electrolyte was 67.4 mol % LiCl-32.6 mol %
KC1; and the separator was BN felt with a thickness of about 2 mm and a
porosity of 92%. Unlike the Gould electrodes, the ANL electrodes contained

*Student from Howard University, Washington, DC.

tStudent from Illinois Institute of Technology.
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Table 111-7. Performance and Lifetime of Gould Q-Series Cells

Lifetime Peak Peak
-- Capacity, Energy,

Cell No. Cycles Time, h A-h W-h

Q-1 82 700 72 85

Q-2 165 1420 74.5 89

Q-3 265 1950 70 83

Q-4 177 1600 87 105

Q-5 133 940 72 84

Q-6 175 1450 78 92.5

Q-7 550 3150 54-61 62-71

Q-8 247 1920 66 77

Q-9 235 1725 66 77

Q-10 44 200 56 66

aThe operation of all cells has been terminated due to either

declining coulombic efficiency ( 95%) or a short circuit.

honeycomb structure for internal support and current collection. Two of the

six cells are still in operation. One of the cells has operated for over

730 cycles and the other cell for over 345 cycles. Average life for the
four terminated cells was 285 cycles. In these cells, the wavy separator-

electrode interface was not present after life-cycle testing.

c. Characterization or Ceramic Powder

(F. J. Martino, W. E. Moore*)

Earlier tests (ANL-78-94, pp. 134-135) had shown that the
separator layer of MgO formed in engineering-scale cells had a relatively low
porosity, about 45%, which resulted in high ohmic resistances. Recently, a
new MgO powder with a higher surface area (70 m2 /g) than that of the previ-
ously used powder became available. This powder was vibratorily loaded into
a 2-mm-thick annulus between the electrodes of ar engineering-scale (150 A-h)
FeS bicell (M8IWA); this procedure resulted in a separator with a porosity
of 70%. Testing of this cell showed that the resistance was about the same
as that of similar bicells with BN-felt separators. However, the coulombic
efficiency of this cell declined to 85% after only nine cycles, indicating the
development of a short circuit. Post-test examinations revealed the absence
of separator material at the electrode-separator interface.

A smaller bicell (about 100 cm2) was similarly fabricated
but not cycled. Routine electrolyte-filling procedures (evacuation/
repressurization) were followed. When filled with electrolyte, the cell was
cooled to room temperature and submitted for post-test examination. As in the
larger bicell, the separator material was displaced by electrolyte--apparently
due to the filling procedure. Future testing will have to include attempts at
immobilizing the MgO powder at the electrode interface.

*Student from the Illinois Institute of Technology.
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Additional studies on ceramic powder separator are discussed
in Section IV.A.

d. Characterization of Ceramic Powder Separators

(H. Ohno,* M. Fitzgibbons,t H. Shimotake)

The effective conductivity of a ceramic-powder separator varies
with the volume fraction of electrolyte present in the separator. In
ANL-79-94, pp. 130-133, an experimental apparatus was described in which the
conductivity of a separator filled with LiCl-KC1 at the cell operating tem-
perature could be measured. This device was used to measure the effective
conductivity of ceramic powder separators filled with molten salt. Figure
111-51 presents the effective conductivities as a function of separator
porosity.
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The effective conductivity of porous 'eramic materials in-
cluding BN felt, MgO powder and BN powder can be expressed by the following
equations:

k

i = O2.5, when 0 > 0.65 (1)
C

and

k

'= 0, hen 0.34 < 0 < 0.65 (2)
c

where ke is the effective conductivity of the porous separator, kc is the
conductivity of the electrolyte, and 0 is the porosity of the porous sepa-
rator. The values of the effective conductivity for a given porosity are
significantly different from those predicted by a Bruggeman-type equation,
ke/kc = 0 1.5, which is commonly used for systems containing aqueous elec-
trolyte.

Magnesium oxide (MgO) has been successfully used as separator
in lithium/iron sulfide cells. However, the use of MgO powder is hampered
by 1) low porosity (<60%) of the separator, thus high cell resistance, and
2) fabrication difficulty in handling the fine powder. Recent advances in
making MgO powder resulted in a form of powder having a very large surface
area (>70 m /g) with fine particle size, which results in a low bulk density
when the powder is packed as a separator. A bulk density of 0.40 g/cm3 with
a porosity of 88% can be achieved with this new form of powder.

In order to make use of this fine powder, a new method of fab-
ricating a powder separator was developed. This method involves mixing of
MgO powder, porosity agent, and binder, then molding the mixture into a de-
sired shape. The product is a porous plaque of MgO, which can be handled in
air. Molten electrolyte can be added as soon as the plaque is placed in a
cell. The porosity agent is typically lithium bicarbonate or ammonium car-
bonate. The binder contains synthetic resin dissolved in an organic acid.
During the mixing of MgO powder, binder, and porosity agent, the mixture
foams due to the gas evolved from the reaction between the bicarbonate and
acid, leaving a soft-to-hard porous MgO structure. The shape and porosity
of the MgO plaque can be controlled by the mold used and by the amount of
porosity agent added. Several laboratory-size cells have been built and
tested with promising results.

3. Current Collector Development
(J. E. Battler; and H. Shimotake)

The corrosiveness of the active materials in the positive elec-
trodes (FeS and FeS2) and the molten electrolyte places severe restrictions
on the materials that can be used for current collectors. Iron has been

found to be a satisfactory current-collector material in Li-Al electrodes
and can be used for a limited period in FeS electrodes (about 1 year for a
0.013-mm thick honeycomb current collector*). Nickel, iron-based alloys,

*The usable life of a current collector can be significantly increased by

increasing its thickness. See ANL-78-94, Fig. VII-10.
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and several other materials are under investigation for longer-term use in FeS
electrodes. The only current-collector material that has been used success-
fully in FeS2 electrodes is molybdenum, which is expensive and difficult to
fabricate; alternatives such as protective coatings for inexpensive metals are
under investigation.

a. Current-Collector Materials for FeS Electrodes

(J. A. Smaga, Y. M. Jeanneret,* B. T. Warnert)

Materials intended for use as current collectors in FeS elec-
trodes must meet the requirements of corrosion resistance (>5-y life), low
resistivity, and low cost. To increase the corrosion resistance of low-
carbon steel, a low-cost material, methods such as alloying additions, pro-
tective coatings, and mechanical surface treatments are under consideration.
Static corrosion tests are conducted in order to select candidate materials
for in-cell corrosion-behavior evaluations. The use of iron powder additions
to the metal sulfide test environment is also being examined as a method of

reducing the corrosion of present candidate materials.

(1) Corrosion Tests of Candidate Materials

Static corrosion tests were conducted in an equal-volume
mixture of FeS and LiCl-KC1 for various metals, alloys, and coated substrates.
The tests were performed at 400, 450 and 500*C for periods of 500 or 1000 h.
The corrosion rates and the findings of microscopic examinations are summarized
in Table 111-8 for the metals and alloys and in Table 111-9 for the coated
substrates.

Commercially pure grades of aluminum, titanium, and zir-
conium had very high corrosion rates (>1000 um/yr) even at 400 C. The ex-
tremely high reaction rates for these metals make them unsuitable candidates
for alloying with iron. The sulfidation of electrolytic tough-pitch (ETP)
copper was increased from an acceptable rate at 400 C to an unacceptably high
rate at 500*C. The ETP copper also was embrittled by internal porosity due
to the reaction of Cu20 impurities with trace amounts of hydrogen to form
pockets of steam. The results for oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) cop-
per at 450*C indicate that this grade of copper is slightly more corrosion-
resistant than the ETP copper and is not susceptible to the development of
internal porosity.

The corrosion rates listed in Table 111-8 for low-carbon
steel are significantly lower than the 620 to 860 um/y range of corrosion rates
found for AISI-1008 steel in similar tests; however, they are still unaccept-
able. The variability in corrosion rates is due to the degree of intergranu-
lar attack and subsequent grain fallout. Differences in the final fabrica-
tion steps of steel sheet stock received from different vendors could be a
contributing factor to the variation in corrosion rates. However, tests of
low-carbon steel reduced in thickness as much as 30% by cold rolling failed
to significantly reduce the corrosion rate compared to that for as-received
annealed material.

*Co-op student from the University of Wisconsin kt Madison.

tCo-op student from the Illinois Institute of Technology.
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Table III-8. Results of FeS/LiCl-KC1 Static Corrosion Tests on Metals and
Alloys

Corrosion Rate,a urm/yr

Material

Aluminum

400*C 450 C 500*C Remarks

1300 >6400 >6400 Severe sulfidation attack

Copper (ETP)

Copper (OFHC)

Titanium

Zirconium

1008 Steel

Fe-2.25Cr-lMo

ANL-5-0

ANL-10-20

ANL-15-30

52 Alloy

Kovar

MP-35N

16

4300

4700

64

11

10

+29

+30

+24

+2b

+35

150

110

6100 Severe porosity and sulfidation
at 500*C

No internal porosity

5200 >5500 Severe sulfidation attack

5200 16000 Severe sulfidation attack

230

20

12

+9.1

+18

+23

+23

270 Intergranular attack, 30 to
70 pm deep

58 Internal reaction zone extending
<200 pm deep

86 Surface attack, some inter-
granular attack

+40 Both surface attack and iron
deposition

+33 Iron particle deposition

+16 Iron particle deposition

+11 Iron particle deposition

+74 5- to 10-um Fe deposition layer

aFor most materials the listed corrosion rate is the average for two or
more tests conducted for 500 h or more. Values preceded by a ">" indicate
that complete reaction of the sample occurred in less than 500 h. Values
preceded by a "+" indicate a net weight gain due to the deposition of iron.

Of the seven alloys which were tested, Fe-2.25Cr-1.00Mo, a
member of the Crolloy class of alloys, was the only material to show a serious
corrosion problem. This alloy developed an internal reaction band which
extended as deep as 200 m below the surface. The severity of this reaction
is not reflected by this alloy's low corrosion rates. The experimental alloy,
ANL-5-0 (Fe-4.5 wt % Mo), showed only minor surface attack at the lower tem-
peratures, but did show some susceptibility to intergranular attack and em-
brittlement. For the other alloys--ANL-10-20 (Fe-10 wt % Mo-20 wt % Ni),



Table 111-9. Results of FeS/LiCl-KC1 Static Corrosion Tests on Coated Substrates

Corrosion Rate,a Mm/yr

Coating Substrate 400*C 450*C 500*C Remarks

1008 steel 28 2.8 20 Good coating adherency; no complete
coating breaches but localized attack
of some coatings.

25- um Ni
(Electroless)

15-um Ni
(Electroless)

25-ium Ni
(Watts)

15- um Ni
(Watts)

55- Mm Ni-Mo
(alloy)

50-imm Ni-Mo
(alloy)

1008 steel

1008 steel

1008 steel

1008 steel

ETP copper

1018 steel

+27

+17

+55 +87

+44 +1.8

+60

-- +44

-- +100

-- +22

Good coating adherency; no coating
breaches.

Good coating adherency; isolated coating
breaks at 450*C and substrate attack at
500 0C.

Good coating adherency; no coating
breaches but numerous pores in coating.

Same as 25 um Ni (Watts).

Good coating adherency; substrate pore
formation led to several coating

breaches.

Good coating adherency; nonuniform
coating thickness; no coating breaches.

60- rn Cr

aFor some coatings, the listed corrosion rate is the average for duplicate samples. Those values

preceded by a "+" indicate net weight gains due to iron deposition.
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and ANL-15-30 (Fe-15 wt % Mo-30 wt % Ni), 52 alloy, Kovar, and MP-35N--minor
iron particle deposition occurred. This deposition effect occurs at compar-
atively low rates and is not considered detrimental to the long-term corrosion
resistance of these materials.

The overall performance of the coated substrates listed
in Table 111-9 was encouraging. No complete coating breaches were observed
for the Cr-plated specimens although some samples did experience intergranular
cracking at the external surface of the chromium layer. The major reaction
for the nickel and nickel-alloy coatings was a moderate rate of iron deposi-
tion. Both the electroless and Watts-electroplated nickel coatings showed
excellent substrate protection, with the exception of the 15-um electrode
nickel coatings tested at higher temperatures. The results for the nickel-
molybdenum electroplated coatings indicated that these alloys are also cap-
able of providing substrate protection; however, the use of ETP copper as the
substrate material resulted in coating breakdowns due to internal porosity
formation within the substrate.

(2) iron-Additive Corrosion Tests

Environmental comparison tests were conducted at 450*C
for 500 h on nickel and low-carbon steel samples. In one series of tests,
the standard environment consisting of an equal-volume mixture of Li2S and

LiCl-KC1 was modified by the addition of fine iron powder in molar quantities
corresponding to 50 or 100% of the sulfur content. In the unmodified Li2S
environment, both test materials formed 35- to 40-11m thick sulfide scales:
Ni3S2 in the case of nickel and J-phase (%LiK6Fe24S26Cl) on steel. The
presence of free sulfur in the Li2S was apparently responsible for this at-
tack. In both modified L1 2S environments, the sulfidation attack of both
materials was averted. The low-carbon steel samples had low corrosion rates
(4.8 to 7.0 pm/yr) due to minor surface attack. The nickel samples showed
low iron deposition rates of approximately 10 pm/yr. These re.uits indicate
that corrosive attack of the positive electrode collection components is min-
imal when the electrode is in the discharged (Li2S + Fe) state (i.e., the
state with lowest sulfur activity).

The standard FeS environment was also modified by the
addition of a 50% molar quantity of iron powder. The average corrosion rate
found for low-carbon steel samples at 450 C was 6.6 jm/yr, a 35-fold reduc-
tion in comparison to the 230 pm/yr rate found in the standard environment.
This dramatic decrease in the reaction rate was due to the elimination of
intergranular attack on the samples tested in the modified environment. The
addition of excess iron powder may prove to be a highly successful method of
reducing the in-cell corrosion of low-carbon steel collectors. Further tests
are in progress to determine the influence of smaller additions of iron
powder and the effects of the size range of the iron powder used.

(3) In-Cell Testing Summary

Three candidate materials have received an extensive eval-

uation as positive-electrode collector and framing components in a series of

test cells with a 50 A-h theoretical capacity. The results of post-test
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examinations of these components were presented in ANL-80-49. Some general-
ized comments on the performance of these components are presented below.

The corrosion resistance of the ANL-5-0 (Fe-4.5 wt % Mo) components
showed a strong dependence on the state of charge of the cell at assembly.
The corrosion rates for both the collectors and frames increased from minor
to moderate to severe for cells built in the charged, semicharged, and un-
charged conditions, respectively. The high corrosion rates for the compo-
nents from the cell assembled uncharged indicate that ANL-5-0 is unsuitable
for long-term use in cells of this type, unless some modification can be made
in the alloy-electrode system to reduce the corrosion rate.

The ANL-10-20 (Fe-10% Mo-20% Ni) components showed acceptably low
rates of reaction, regardless of the assembled state of charge. The major
reaction was the deposition of a layer of iron particles which increased in
thickness from 1.5 pm to 5 pm as the period of operation progressed from one
to five months. No impairment in the long-term corrosion resistance of
ANL-10-20 is foreseen because of iron deposition.

For components fabricated from commercially pure nickel, iron de-
position occurred at an acceptably low rate of reaction. However, for cells
assembled in less than the fully charged condition, the nickel components
were susceptible to a highly detrimental intergranular reaction. The inter-
granular attack occurred early in the cycle life of a cell because of the
incomplete reaction of the large (100 to 300 Pm) iron particles used in the
original positive electrode mix. As a result, the cell redox reaction was
shifted to the nickel components. The intergranular attack was successfully
averted and replaced by the iron deposition reaction through the use of finer
size (75 to 100 pm) iron particles in the starting electrode mix.

b. Current-Collector Coatings for Li-Al Electrodes
(J. A. Smaga)

The use of conductive coati ,s for current collectors is under
consideration as a method of preventing reaction between the collector mate-
rial and aluminum from the negative electrode. The coatings must be compat-
ible with the cell environment, serve as a barrier to the diffusion of alumi-
num, be easily applied to low-cost base metal substrates, and have a potential
for low cost and long life. As an initial step in the investigation, both
metallic and ceramic coated substrates were tested in an equal-volume mixture
of 8-LiAl and LiCl-KC1 eutectic at 450*C for 100 h. The different coatings,
methods of application, and test results are presented in Table III-10.

None of the nine coatings tested was completely successful,
but several coatings showed enough promise to warrant further consideration.
Coatings of TiC (either alone or as an underlayer for TiN) were resistant to
chemical attack, prevented substrate attack, and maintained good adherency
to the low-carbon-steel substrate. However, these ceramic coatings were also
susceptible to coating fractures which could provide areas of easy aluminum
penetration. The Cr-plated samples did not develop any coating breaches but
did increase in weight through the incorporation of lithium into the coating
layer.



Table I1I-10. Results of LiAl/LiCl-KCl Compatibility Tests on Coated Substrates

Deposition Chemical Coating Substrate

Coating Techniquea Reaction Breaches Attack Remarks

TiC CVD No Yes No Minor coating fractures

TiN-TiC CVD No Yes No Two coating fractures

TiN CVD No Yes No Poor coating adherency

Cr el'chem Yes No No 0.45 mg/cm2 coating weight gain

Ni el'less Yes No No 87 um/yr coating dissolution rate

MoSi 2  rf-s Yes Yes No 57 pm/yr coating dissolution rate

Mo rf-s No? Yes Yes Poor coating adherency

TiN-Mo rf-s No? Yes Yes Poor coating adherency

Ni-Mob el'chem Yes? Yes Yes Complete "restructuring" of

(alloy) coating - substrate interface

aCVD-chemical vapor deposition; el'chem-electrochemical plating; el'less-electroless

plating; rfs-Radio Frequency Sputtering.

bAll coatings were deposited on low-carbon steel with the exception of the Ni-Mo-alloy

coating which was on a copper substrate.
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The tests of the other coated substrates revealed very definite
coating deficiencies. Coatings of TiN, Mo, and TiN-Mo had poor adherency,
which led to spalling. Nickel and MoSi2 coatings began to dissolve in the
LiAl environment. The physical rearrangement of the Ni-Mo alloy/Cu substrate
interface made it very difficult to determine the major cause for the failure
of this coating.

c. Current Collectors for FeS2 Electrodes

(G. Bandyopadhyay and T. M. Galvin)*

Electronically conductive ceramic coatings on inexpensive me-
tallic substrates were investigated as substitutes for the high-cost molyb-
denum current collectors now being used in the positive electrodes of Li-Al/

molten LiCI-KCl/FeS2 cells. The requirements for such an alternative current-
collector system include (1) enough electronic conductivity to provide effi-
c'ent current collection, (2) corrosion resistance in an FeS2 and molten

LiCl-KCI environment at 450*C, (3) resistance to damage under the mechanical
and thermal stresses that are generated in the cell environment, and (4)
significantly lower cost than molybdenum. The significant results of a

recently completed report are summarized below.2 5

A number of nitrides, carbides, and borides were identified2 6 ,2 7

as candidate current-collector materials through the use of thermodynamic
calculations. Preliminary static corrosion tests were performed in equal-
volume mixtures of FeS2 and LiCl-KCl at 500 C to study the stability of these
materials both as monolithic ceramic components and as coatings on metallic
substrates. Chemical vapor deposited (CVD) and rf-sputtered coatings on
inexpensive iron-based alloy substrates (AISI 1008 steel and ANL-5-0 alloy) 2 8

were tested. The results indicated that monolithic TiN and TiC were stable
in the corrosion environment. None of the coatings were completely satisfac-
Lory; however, CVD-TiC and -TiN coatings (the latter with a 1-um underlayer
of TiC for improved adherence) showed significant promise. These two coatings
were investigated further to determine the failure mechanisms during the
static tests and to identify methods for improving the coating performance.
The results of the additional tests are summarized below.

The coating failure was initiated from the corners and edges
of the specimens. The mechanism which appears to be responsible for such
failure is as follows: High compressive surface residual stresses, which
were measured on the coated specimens by X-ray diffraction, generated a
shearing stress in the corners and edges of the sample. The shear stress,
together with the corrosive media, produced stress-corrosion cracking and
spallation of the coatings. Once the coating was breached, the substrate
was exposed to attack by the sulfide. The presence of LiCl-KCl in the cor-
rosion environment resulted in exaggerated corrosion of the substrate by the

sulfide.

The coating performance was not dependent on the type of sub-

strate (AISI 1008 steel or ANL-5-0 alloy) used. Coating stability was,

kMaterials Science Division.
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however, strongly influenced by the coating thickness; it was also strongly

dependent on the geometry of the specimens.

The in-cell environment is expected to be considerably milder
(lower temperature and lower sulfur activity) than that encountered in the
static tests. Therefore, monolithic TiN current-collector plates and CVD-

TiN-coated positive components were also tested in laboratory-size Li-Al/

FeS2 cells (50 A-h theoretical capacity). These unsealed cells were of pris-
matic design, similar to those that had been used for separator testing,29,30

and were operated at 450*C. The results of the in-cell tests indicated that

monolithic TiN plate and TiN-coated AISI Type 304 stainless steel positive-

electrode current-collector plates and frames were completely stable in

Li-Al/FeS2 cells after about 30 days of operation at 50 mA/cm2 current den-

sity. The coated particle-retainer screens, which were used to prevent move-

ment of positive active material through the separator, were unstable; there-

fore, alternative materials or modification or elimination of the screens will
be required.

The static and in-cell test results indicate that CVD-TiN and

-TiC coatings are potential candidates for application in Li-Al/FeS2 cells.

Since surface residual stresses are expected to play a key role in coating

stability, they must be minimized through optimization of the coating quality
and thickness, the substrate type, the coating procedure, and the design of
the cell components. Designing positive-electrode cell components without

sharp corners and edges should significantly improve the coating stability.

The static tests further indicated that maintaining slightly iron-rich FeS2
in the fully charged condition may improve the coating performance signifi-

cantly. These modifications should lead to long-term stability of the

coatings in Li-Al/FeS2 cells.

d. Evaluation of FeS Electrode Current Collectors in

Engineering Cells

(L. G. Bartholme, J. Lee*, E. C. Gay, J. R. Selman,t
and H. Shimotake)

A series of 12.7 x 12.7 cm Li-Al/FeS cells (63-147 A-h capac-
ity) with positive current collectors of either nickel or low-carbon steel
was built and tested at 450*C. The current collectors consisted of a perfo-

rated flat sheet placed at the center of the electrode. The two types of
current collectors showed similar cell performance including the utilization

of the active material. Cell resistances were typically 1 0-cm2 at the fully

charged condition. Both utilization and cell resistance remained fairly con-
stant during the life of the cells with current collectors of either material,
which indicates that the two materials are similar. The life of the cells
ranged from 326 to 753 cycles and 145 to 464 days. The causes of cell
failure were not related to the current collectors. Post-test examination
of a typical cell, R-48, revealed that the steel current collector had slight
surface corrosion which was estimated to be less than 23 Im/year after 525
cycles and 333 days of operation. Similarly, the post-test examination of

*Resident Student Associate from the Illinois Institute of Technology.

tConsultant from Illinois Institute of Technology.
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Cell R-47 indicated no detectable corrosion on t-e nickel current collector.
The nickel surface was found to be partially covered with iron.

A series of Li-Al/FeS cells containing positive current col-

lectors made of iron-plated copper was also built and tested. The positive-
electrode current collector was a 0.4-mm-thick copper sheet, electrolytically

plated with a 0.076-mm-thick layer of iron. The resistances of these cells

are considerably lower than those of cells with iron current collectors because

of the high conductivity of copper. In Fig. 111-52, the resistances of cells
with two different current collector materials are presented. Of the three

cells tested, operation of one was terminated after 260 cycles and 148 days;
the other two are still in operation.

Engineering design studies to evaluate current collectors in

lithium-iron sulfide cells were conducted. Current density and potential
distribution of both positive- and negative-electrode current collectors were

presented in three-dimensional plots. An example of such a plot showing dis-

tributions for nickel negative-electrode and iron-coated-copper positive-

electrode current collectors (11.4 x 10.8 x 0.064 cm) shown in Fig. 111-53.
Smooth potential distribution of the positive-electrode current collector in-

dicates the benefits of having high-conductivity materials.

e. High Power Cells

(T. D. Kaun, D. J. Kilsdonk)

A new approach to electrode current collection and confinement

of active material is being developed in the LC-cell series. In this approach,

I I I I
N

W

STEEL CHARGE

D DISCHARGEJ CHARGEWI

Fe-COATED Cu

0 -
0 20 40 60 80 100

DEPTH OF DISCHARGE, %

Fig. III-52. Resistance of LiAl/FeS
Cells Having Positive-
Electrode Current Collectors
of Two Different Materials
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a mechanically perforated metal sheet is formed into two rectangular tele-

scoping cups that together form a box around the electrode plaque. This

cell design eliminates the need for steel screens on the electrode laces,
picture-frame assemblies around the electrode edge, and honeycomb collector

structures within the electrode. The formed pet.orated metal face provides

strong support for the BN-felt separator, serves as current collector

(electrode-face current collection), and confines the active material.

Four cells in this series have been built and cycled to date;

the results are shown in Table 11I-11. Operation of the first cell of this

design, LC-MP-4, a two-plate carbon-bonded FeS cell with 54 wt % LiCl elec-
trolye, was terminated after 125 cycles. The high performance of this cell,

86% utilization at a 4-h charge rate, demonstrated the feasibility of

perforated-plate electrode-face current collection.

Containment of the active material by the perforated sheet,
with the BN felt acting as the primary electrode-particle retainer, was effec-
tive. The electrode edges of LC-MP-4 were rather weak because of folding
along the sheet pert )rations, as a result, the edges of LC-MP-5 were reinforced
with solid metal strips. The negative electrode structure of LC-MP-4 was not
allowed to expand as was the structure of the positive electrode. In Cell
LC-MP-4, active material did force its way through the holes of the current
collector in a few isolated spots. Cell LC-MP-5 contained the same current-
collector design for both positive and negative electrodes. The perforated-
sheet structure was expandable with "floating" current-collector faces to

distribute electrode-expansion forces over the BN-felt separator in a planar

fashion. This development reduced the tendency for negative electrode mate-
rial to push through the perforated sheet holes. A post-test examination

was conducted on cell LC-MP-5, a five-electrode cell, after 223 cycles. The
electrodes had remained quite flat even without an internal electrode struc-

ture (i.e., honeycomb). No low-resistance areas were found between the elec-

trodes. Cell LC-MP-6, a 12.7 x 1-.8 cm electrode cell, used electrodes with a
composition similar to that used by Gould for electrodes in a half-charged
state. This cell operated 242 cycles with <10% capacity decline, a short cir-
cuit in the feedthrough caused termination of operation. (Cell capacity was

not permanently affected by three thermal (freeze-thaw) cycles during its

lifetime.)

Developments to improve cell specific power were tec :d in
Cell LC-MP-7, a seven-electrode 17.8- x 17.8-cm cell, with carbon-bonded FeS
electrodes (10 vol % carbon, 1.4 A-h/cm3) of comparable capacity co the Eagle-
Picher Mark II multiplate cells. Major modifications involved the electrode
terminal cross-sections and the corresponding cross-section of the attachment
to the interelectrode connecting hardware (See Fig. 111-54). In particular,
the positive electrode contained 2.5-cm wide terminals with a cell-terminal/
bus-bar connection directly above the electrode terminals (to shorten current
path length). The negative cell terminal was a 1.0-cm-dia copper-cored rod.
In spite of the increased mass of connections between electrodes, the cell
weight was increased by <5%. The corresponding improvement in cell specific
power was >100% compared to Eagle-Picher Mark II cells; that is 142 W/kg at



Table III-11. Status of LC-Series Multiplate Cell Tests (with perforated-sheet electrodes)

Specific Specific Cell

Perforation Energy Power Resistance

Electrode Size, (dia), Capacity, at C/4, at 50% SOC,a at 95-50%

Cell Size, cm mil Cycles A-h W-h/kg W/kg SOC,a m2

LC-MP-4 12.7 x 12.7 30 125 100 76 110 2.1-2.2

LC-MP-5 12.7 x 12.7 30 223 96 73 135 1.75-1.85

LC-MP-6b 12.7 x 17.8 45 242 160 72 102 1.45-1.55

LC-MP-7 17.8 x 17.8 38 1 >85 305 88 129 0.75-0.80

aState of Charge.

bActive material plaques obtained from Gould.

t-,
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a) Face view

0)~

Fig. 111-54.

Current Collector Design for Cell

LC-MP-7 Having Perforated Sheet

Faces. The centered bus bar ter-

minal is tapered and features a

broad terminal to reduce terminal

power losses and increase weld
area onto interelectrode connec-

tion. Terminal notch is provided
for "butterfly" cell terminal-
bus bar configuration.

b) Cross-section view

95% state of charge (SOC) and 129 W/kg at 50% SOC. The cell resistance was

0.75 to 0.80 mA at 95 to 50% SOC. Specific energy of LC-MP-7 was 88 W -h/kg at

the 4-h charge rate. Figure 111-55 gives the voltage/capacity curves for

40-140-A discharge rates. Cell capacity with the low cell resistance was

quite stable at a high discharge current density, 77% utilization at 87 mA/cm2 .

Constant-power discharge cycles on this sam cell gave the following results:

343 W-h at 70 W, 305 W-h at 100 W and 266 W-h at 140 W.

Recently, cell resistance mapping was undertaken. The inter-

nal resistance between the electrodes was found to be 0.45-0.5 mn. This low

internal resistance value gives promise of cells with >180 W/kg specific power

at 50% SOC with the development of low-resistance cell terminal components.

C. Cell and Battery Testing

The main objectives in these studies are to examine the performance of

ANL status cells in life testing and to monitor the progress of the Mark II

subcontractors by testing the performance and cycle life of their cells and

battery modules . In addition, some testing was performed on cells from the

Mark IA program.
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HIGH-POWER CELL DEVELOPMENT

CELL LC - MP- 7, 17.8 X 17.8 cm CARBON - BONDED FeS ELECTRODES

SPECIFIC ENERGY- 88 W- h/kg AT A 4-h CHARGE RATE (70A)

> 1.5 SPECIFIC POWER - 142- 129 W/kg AT 95-50% SOC
CELL RESISTANCE -0.75-0.80 ma AT 95-50% SOC

W

O

I.0_40A

140A OQA 70A

100 200 300

CELL CAPACITY, A-h

Fig. 111-55. Cell LC-MP-7 (350 A-h Theoretical Capacity) Discharged
with Constant Current

1. ANL Status Cells
(F. J. Martino, W. E. Moore,* M. Fitzgibbons,t E. C. Gay,

and H. Shimotake)

During the past year, 12 ANL state-of-the-art Li-Al/FeS bicells of

identical design (referred to as "status cells") were tested to obtain limited

statistical data on performance reproducibility, energy retention, and cycle
life. The design for these cells is the same as that of a previously tested

ANL cell, Cell M-8 (ANL-79-39, p. 30). For this cell design, the positive
electrode has a capacity loading of 1.4 A-h/cm3, the electrolyte is 67.3 mol %
LiCl-32.7 mol % K1, and the separator is BN felt treated with LiAlCl4 to im-
prove the wettability of the felt by the electrolyte. The 12 cells (SM8FC. to

SM8F12), which were maintained at 460*C, were cycled at charge- and discharge-
cutoff voltages of 0.90 and 1.61 V, respectively, and c.arge- and discharge-
current densities of 37 and 74 mA/cm2 , respectively. Testing of the status
cells was terminated if a loss in specific energy of >20% or a decline in

coulombic efficiency to below 95% was measured.

Testing of all 12 cells has been completed. These status cells were
operated for an average of 287 cycles and showed an average capacity loss of

*Student from Illinois Institute of Technology.

tStudent from Northwestern University.
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7.0% (<0.03%/cycle). A summary of the performance for the 12 cells is pre-

sented in Table 111-12 and Fig. 111-56, which show that eight of the 12 cells
reached the cycle life goal of 200 cycles.

Four of the status cells demonstrated the ability to regain lost
cell capacity when operated at lower charge-current densities (18 mA/cm2).
This was accomplished by using either a lower constant-current charge or by
using constant-voltage, current-limited charging in which the current is
started at 10 A and then tapered to 5 A. In both cases, the lost cell capac-
ity was recovered, and subsequent cycling in this manner produced greater
capacity stability. This behavior is shown for Cell SM8F06 in Table 111-13.

All of the status bicells were thermally cycled from 460*C to room
temperature for two to as many as six times. For most of these cells, these
thermal cycles showed no lasting effects on performance, although one cell,

Table 111-12. Performance of the ANL Status Bicells

Peak Performancea Percent Decline

Capacity, Energy Specific Capacity Decline
Cell A-h W-h Capacity Energy Cycles per Cycle, %

SM8FO1 82 95 11 8 129 0.085

SM8F02 83 97 2 2 241 0.008

SM8F03 83 100 4 5 433 0.009

SM8F04 82 95 12 10 101 0.119

SM8F05 81 97 20 23 82 0.244

SM8F06 81 95 4 3 355 0.011

SM8F07 78 93 1 1 400 0.002

SM8F08 82 96 2 2 363 0.006

SM8F09 82 98 4 6 268 0.015

SM8F1O 82 96 4 4 600 0.007

SM8Fl1 81 96 2 2 400 0.005

SM8F12 84 99 20 20 75 0.267

aRecorded at a discharge rate of 4 h (74 mA/cm2; 20 A).
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Fig. 111-56. Cycle-Life Test Results of ANL Status
Bicells

Table 111-13. Cycle Life Summary of Cell SM8F06

Coulombic Capacity
Capacity, Average Efficiency Decline,

Cycle No. A-hb Voltage, V

50 81 1.181 99 0

100 81 1.181 99 0

150 80 1.180 99 1

200 78 1.184 99 4

250 76 1.184 99 6

300 80 1.183 97 1c

350 80 1.188 99 1

aCell underwent two thermal cycles.

bRecorded at 4-h rate (74 mA/cm2 ).

CResult of charging at 15-h rate (18 mA/cm2) during cycles

297-315.
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SM8FO3, declined in capacity from 81 to 68 A-h after a single (initial) ther-
mal cycle. Additional thermal cycles had no further effect on this cell's
performance, and alternative charging methods (as mentioned above) did nothing
to recover the lost capacity.

Nine status cells have undergone post-test examination; three
others are scheduled for examination. The initial results indicate that the
BN-felt separator stood up well over these extended operating periods. A
summary of results from the post-test examinations is being prepared.

2. Mark IA Cells
(T. D. Kaun, J. D. Arntzen, and W. A. Kremsner)

Tests were completed at ANL on the multiplate cells fabricated by
Eagle-Picher for the Mark IA program. During the Mark IA program (ANL-79-94,
pp. 16-22), the cells were deep cycled (to a discharge cutoff voltage of
0.9-1.0 V) to obtain performance and capacity-loss data under stringent op-
erating conditions. This mode of cycling produced a high initial capacity,
350 A-h at a 70-A constant-current discharge, but an appreciable capacity-
decline rate, 0.25%/cycle. In subsequent tests, 14 Mark IA cells were tested
under less severe conditions (70-A constant-current discharge for 4 h) to
determine the effect on performance and lifetime. This testing mode resulted
in a specific energy of 85-90 W-h/kg; cell operation was terminated after an
average of 88 cycles due to low coulombic efficiency (<95%). Post-test exam-
inations revealed that cell failure was caused by rupture of the retaining
screens and subsequent extrusion of active material; this was the prevailing

cell-failure mechanism in earlier Mark IA cells. It was concluded that this
shallower mode of cycling did not result Pi improvement in performance or
lifetime.

In further tests, two Mark IA cells were subjected to even shal-

lower cycling--70-A constant-current discharge for 3.5 h and constant-voltage
charge. This mode of cycling resulted in a slightly improved average life-
time of about 150 cycles.

The above Mark IA cells all had Cu2 S additive in the positive elec-
trode and LiCl-KCl eutectic electrolyte. In the Mark IA program, Eagle-Picher
fabricated a few cells with LiCl-KC1 electrolyte having a LiCl content above
that of the eutectic and no positive-electrode additives. Two such cells were
life cycled with 70-A discharges in 4 h and constant- oltage charges; these
cells attained more than 330 cycles.

Qualification testing (i.e., evaluation of specific energy and
specific power at different discharge rates in the testing period) of the
Mark IA cells was conducted at 25, 75, and 150 cycles. This testing indi-
cated that the sharp decline in specific energy with cycling observed in the
Mark IA cells was related to capacity loss, particularly at low discharge
rates. At the 4-h discharge rate, the specific energy declined from 95 W-h/kg
at cycle 25 to 80 W-h/kg at cycle 75. Furthermore, an increase in cell
internal resistance from 1.4 mg at cycle 25 to 1.5 mg at cycle 75 reduced
the peak specific power from 80 to 73 W/kg at the 50% state of charge.
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3. Mark Ii Cells
(T. D. Kaun, J. D. Arntzen, W. A. Kremsner, and J. E. Kincinas)

The major Phase I goal in cell fabrication for the two Mark II
contractors--Eagle-Picher and Gould--is to build reliable cells. Progress

toward this goal is measured by testing groups of 12 identical contractor-

constructed cells ("status cells").

To increase the cycle life of their cells, Eagle-Picher fabricated
an electrode assembly which was designed to prevent extrusion of active mate-

rial and subsequent short circuits, a common mode of failure in the Mark IA

cells. (See Section 1I.A.1, this report.) For this design, a 3-mm-square

bar was used around the perimeter of the electrode plaque. Welded to this

bar were photoetched metal screens, which covered the faces of the plaque.

These electrodes were used to build Li-Al/FeS cells with BN-felt separators

treated with either LiAICl4 or MgO wetting agent (See ANL-80-49, p. 54).
A high percentage of the cells treated with LiAICl4 developed short circuits
after the electrolyte-filling operation; as a result, the cell-filling tech-

niques and equipment were improved at Eagle-Picher. Two of these cells did

operate for over 90 cycles, and post-test examination showed that failure had

occurred in the welds that attached the photoetched screens to the square bar.

In subsequent cells (designated Group I), Eagle-Picher used an

overlap channel around the electrode perimeter for additional edge support.

These Group I cells had a multiplate design (17.8 x 17.8 cm electrode dimen-
sions) in which 360 A-h of sulfur as FeS was loaded into the positive

(limiting) electrodes, the total cell weight was about 4.8 kg. The electrode

separators were double layers of BN felt, and the electrolyte was hyereutectic

LiCl-KC1. A total of 16 Group I cells were shipped to ANL to be filled with
electrolyte and tested. Eleven of these cells were started on cycle (4-h deep
discharge, 8-h charge) at ANL. One of the cells never achieved acceptable
capacity, and operation was terminated after 126 cycles. The performance and
lifetime of the remaining 10 cells are given in Table II1-14. Four of these
cells are still on cycle and have an average lifetime of 426 deep cycles (4-h

discharge rate). The highest number of cycles for a cell of this group is 474
cycles (>5000 h continuous cycling at 4-h discharge, 8-h charge); this cell
has lost 10.9% of its peak capaci:.y. The average capacity-loss rate for the
four cells is 0.033% per cycle. Operation of the other six cells was termi-
nated because of decreasing A-h efficiency. (Operation of cells is terminated
when the coulombic efficiency drops below 95%.) The average lifetime of these
six cells was 289 cycles (range: 238 to 365 cycles), and the average capacity-
loss rate was 0.039% of peak capacity per cycle. At a later date, four addi-
tional Group I cells were put on cycle. The average lifetime of these four
cells is now 192 cycles with a capacity-loss rate of 0.05% of peak capacity
per cycle. The average peak specific energy for all Group I cells (4-h dis-
charge 8-h charge rate) was 70.1 W-h/kg, with the range being 63.9 to
77 W-h/kg. The standard deviation in the peak specific energy for these cells
is 6.2%.

The next group of Eagle-Picher cells delivered to Argonne were 12
status cells (Eagle-Picher designation: Group III). These cells, which were
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Table 111-14. Performance of
Cells

Eagle-Picher Group I Developmental

Peak
Cycle Capacity,

No. A-h

Cell
No.

(EPMKII )

-032

-033a

- 0 3 6 a,b

-037

-038 b

-039

-040 a

-041 a

-043

-049

-046 a ,b

-050a

-051a

-052 a

238

474

463

292

356

263

374

395

324

263

188

208

196

178

Fade Rate,
% Peak Capacity

per Cycle

0.039

0.023

0.022

310

293

244

288

244

266

266

285

263

306

280

301

284

300

0.039

0.079

0.041

Peak
Specific Energy,

W'h/kg

75.0

68.5

69.0

63.9

65.0

67.1

64.9

72.5

76.0

73.0

77.0

aCell still on cycle.

bDepth of discharge limited to 244 A-h discharge in 3.5

cycled at Eagle-Picher prior to delivery, are now on cycle at ANL. They have
a multiplate design (17.8 x 17.8 cm electrode dimensions), 395 A-h sulfur as
FeS loading in the positive (limiting) electrode, and an average weight of
4.1 kg. One cell failed after 24 cycles; post-test examination revealed a
short circuit in the feedthrough. The other 11 cells have an average cycle
life of 84 deep cycles (range: 26 to 124 cycles). The average peak specific
energy for this group of cells is 81.3 W h/kg, and the average capacity de-
cline rate is 0.06% of peak capacity per cycle. Positive electrode utilization
(at peak capacity) in three cells varies from 67.0% to 82.7% at the 4-h dis-
charge rate, with an average of 75.0%. The standard deviation in the peak
capacity for the 11 cycling cells is 6.3%. Table 111-15 shows the performance
of the Group III cells. The average specific energy for eight of the cells was

0.009

0.046

0.030

0.041

0.096

h.
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Table 111-15. Performance of Eagle-Picher Group III Status Cells

Cell Peak Fade Rate, Peak
No. Cycle Capacity, % Peak Capacity Specific Energy,

(EPMKII ) No. A-h per Cycle W-h/kg

-054 85 294 0.020 81.2

-055 114 326 0.083 91.1

-060 124 295 0.014 81.8

-061 50 300 0.133 80.0

-062 118 320 0.026 87.5

-063 118 301 0.011 82.5

-065 94 300 0.018 82.7

-066 98 298 0.135 82.2

-067 32 264 0 71.9

-068 24a 270 - -

-069 26 305 0.133 83.4

-071 64 262 0.060 70.2

aCell shorted in feedthrough.

91.1 W-h/kg (4-h rate) when they were tested at Eagle-Picher, whereas the
average was 84.4 W-h/kg for the same eight cells when they were tested at ANL
under the same cycling conditions. The specific energy loss, which varies
from 3% to 25% among cells, resulted from the thermal (freeze-thaw) cycle
which took place when the cells were taken off cycle at Eagle-Picher and
shipped to ANL. This loss after freeze-thawing is thought to result from poor
separator wetting. Eagle-Picher used a mixture of finely ground electrolyte
and MgO powder dusted into the separator as the wetting agent in these status
cells. Improved methods for wetting the separator are under study.

For the Mark II program, Gould initially built eleven cells (D-
series) Raving two positive plates (12.7 x 17.8 cm) with a limiting theoret-
ical capacity of 215 A-h. The separators are uuuble layers of BN felt.
Unlike the Eagle-Picher cells, which are assembled in the charged state, the
Gould cells are assembled in the semicharged state. The design for these
cells (weight, 2.4 kg) was presented in ANL-79-94, p. 33. The lifetimes of
these cells were generally less than 150 cycles; the failure mode was typi-
cally a rapid loss of coulombic efficency due to a short circuit. Post-test
examination of four cells showed a failure of the wire screen used to wrap
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the negative electrodes. In subsequent Gould cells (referred to as the "i-2
design"), a retainer-basket assembly was adapted to enclose the electrode
plaque. Four "1-2 design" cells were delivered to ANL for testing, and all
but one of them short-circuited early in testing. Cell D-12 fro.i this group
ran for 140 cycles prior to developing a short circuit. The peak specific
energy of the cell was 80.3 W-h/kg at the 4-h rate, which declined to
78 W-h/kg by the end of life.

Another group of eight cells (D-24 through D-31) with the Gould
"1-2 design" was delivered to ANL for testing. These cells were cycled with
a 4-h deep discharge/8-h charge. One of the eight cells had a relatively
low room-temperature resistance and developed a short circuit in the first

few cycles; another cell had a low capacity and was not cycled. The perfor-

mance of the remaining six cells from this group is shown in Table 111-16.

Operation of all six of these cells has now been terminated due to the forma-

tion of short circuits.

Table 111-16. Performance of Gould Developmental Cell Group
(Cells D-24 to D-31)

D-Series Peak Fade Rate, Peak
Cell Cycle Capacity, % Peak Capacity Specific Energy,
No. Life A-h per Cycle W-h/kg

-24 127 170 0.062 82.6

-25 152 162 0.040 80.0

-26 115 177 0.059 87.8

-27 133 171 0.062 84.2

-30 129 169 0.110 84.0

-31 166 162 0.036 81.6

Figure 111-57 illustrates the capacity-fading characteristics for
both the Eagle-Picher and Gould developmental cells. Both contractors' cells
show a decrease in capacity-fading rate with cycle life. Figure 111-57 also
shows the effect of constant-voltage charge. When the cycling mode was changed
from constant-current to constant-voltage charge, the Eagle-Picher cells
showed a temporary increase in capacity and then a resumption of the gradual
decline in capacity with cycle life. All cells on life testing are now under-
going current-limited/constant-voltage charge.

Some cells were also power tested at intervals during cycle-life
testing. Figure 111-58 shows the power characteristics of one of the Gould
developmental cells and Fig. 111-59 shows the power characteristics of an
Eagle-Picher Group III cell.
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Fig. 111-57. Capacity vs. Cycle Life for Eagle-Picher and Gould
Multiplate Cells

b. Testing of Phase I Modules

(D. J. Kilsdonk, G. L. Chapman, V. M. Kolba, and
G. W. Redding)

Equipment preparations are in progress for the upcoming ten-cell

battery-modules tests. The site of the Mark IA test is well suited for the

Mark II-module testing because of the availability of equipment such as the

two Robicon power supplies and the computer, both of which are required for

the test. Equipment modifications are scheduled for completion by November

1980. Work needed before the first module test includes (1) modifying ex-
isting (Mark IA) test equipment wiring and computer programs to meet the re-

quirements of these tests; (2) developing new circuits to monitor battery

voltage and current; and (3) conducting a complete system checkout. The com-

pleted system should be capable of testing up to four ten-cell battery modules

at one time; it should also be able to vary the number of cells per module,
with minimal changes necessary to the system.

To date, the major portion of the wiring modification neces-

sary to operate the first pair of modules has been completed and checked out.

This includes wiring for (1) the CAMAC Crate instrumentation, such as multi-
plexers, analog-to-digital converter, and watch-dog circuits, and (2) the
cell-equalizer power supplies. Lead-acid batteries were used for the checkout
of this equipment.
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Fig. 111-58. Power Characteristics of Gould Cell

Work remaining to be done before the first battery module test
includes some software modifications and the complete system checkout. The
software modifications will largely deal with changes to a histogram display
used for indicating cell voltages on a video monitor.

D. Battery Component and Auxiliary Systems Development

The Mark IA experience has indicated a strong need for additional ther-
mal management evaluation and design work, as well as evaluation of high-
temperature electrical insulation for cells, lead wires, and other battery
components. Lower cost systems for battery charging and equalization are
also needed. The work conducted in these areas is presented below.

1. Charger/Equalizer for Electric-Vehicle Batteries
(W. H. DeLuca)

Proper charging is an important factor in the successful application
of lithium/iron sulfide batteries to vehicle propulsion. The charging system
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# % DISCG. PMAX WATTS E0 VOLTS Rs mOHM R, OHM
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Fig. 111-59. Power Characteristics of Eagle-Picher Group III Cell

must ensure that all battery cells are charged to full capacity but, at the

same time, prevent detrimental overcharging of the more efficient cells. Ac

ANL, we have developed a charging scheme which employs (1) a current-controlled
main charger for replacement of the bulk charge to the battery and (2) current
bypass circuits for shunting charge current around individual cells to achieve

charge equalization. In FY 1978, a proof-of-concept charging system for bat-
teries of up to six cells was built and successfully used to demonstrate op-

erating principles and capabilities (see ANL-79-1, pp. 16-20). A full-size
charging system has since been designed, and a prototype unit built for ap-
plication to batteries of up to 32 cells.

The full-size charger/equalizer system, as shown in Fig.
111-60, consists of three basic units: (1) the main charger, (2) the equalizer
charger, and (3) the charge-control unit. The overall system employs a unique
current-controlled operating scheme, where the charge current is automatically
adjusted throughout the charge cycle to ensure that the terminal voltage of
each series-connected cell in the battery system remains at or below a level
which was predetermined to be electrochemically safe. The main charger sup-
plies a regulated constant current to the battery; the amplitude of this charge
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Fig. 111-60. Block Diagram of ANL Charger/Equalizer

current is directly proportional to the reference input signal from the
charge-control unit. The main charger is, in essence, a remotely program-
mable, current-regulated power supply, and different units of the charger
can be used, as needed, to satisfy battery-voltage and charge-rate require-

ments.

The equalizer charger contains circuitry to monitor cell volt-
ages and signal the charge-control unit when individual cells reach a preset
voltage limit. The equalizer also contains current-bypass circuits which are
used to shunt a preset, regulated level if charge currnt around a cell when
it reaches its voltage limit during the equalization period of the charging
cycle. The equalizer charger is constructed in modular units; each unit con-

tains sufficient circuitry to accommodate up to 16 cells. Additional equal-

izer charger units may be added as required to service the number of cells in
the battery.

The charge-control unit uses a preprogrammed microprocessor to
establish overall system operation. During battery charging, the control unit
has two functions: (1) It utilizes equalizer cell-voltage data to automati-
cally adjust the output current from the main charger to a maximum level. (2)
It also keeps all of the cell voltages at or below a safe level. The control
unit regulates the voltage-monitoring/current-shunting operations of the
equalizer charger to implement cell-equalization charging. It establishes a
battery-charging cycle composed of four sequential charging modes, as illus-
trated by the charge current waveform given in Fig. 111-61. When the charge
cycle is initiated, Start Mode (A), the output current from the main charger
is increased in a controlled manner until a predetermined level (IBK) is
reached. The control unit continuously monitors the equalizer cell-voltage
status signals during this mode to ensure that all of the cells remain below
the voltage limit. When the current limit (IBK) for the battery is reached,
or any cell reaches its individual limit, an advance to the Bulk Charge Mode
(B) occurs. In this mode, the charge current is held constant at the level
established at the end of the Start Mode, while the control unit periodically
examines the cell status signals. When a cell is detected at the limit, an
advance to the Taper Charge Mode (C) occurs. In this mode, cell status is
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Fig. 111-61. Current Waveform for
Battery Charging

periodically examined, and the current is reduced by 0.1 A each time the con-

troller detects that a cell has reached its voltage limit. When the charge

current is eventually reduced to a predetermined level (IEQ), an advance to
the Cell Equalization Charge Mode (D) occurs. In this mode, th charge cur-
rent is held constant at the IEQ level, and the control unit activates the

equalizer charger current-shunting circuits. At this time, in order to achieve

charge equalization, the charge current is periodically bypassed around those

cells which have reached their voltage limit. The control unit continues to

monitor cell-voltage status signals and, when all of the cells have reached

the limit level (equalization is complete), the charge cycle is terminated.

The charge current is then forced to zero and the Standby Mode (E) is initi-
ated.

The charge-control unit is preprogrammed to execute, upon com-

mand, the charging sequence outlined above, using predefined and coded oper-
ating parameters (IBK, IEQ, and termination condition). During the standby

mode, the controller, using cell-voltage st :us data, also automatically de-

termines the number of battery cells available for charging. For laboratory

applications, the charge-control unit is also programmed for optional commu-

nication with a printer/keyboard-type terminal to permit (1) user modification

of the charging program, (2) the reporting of cell performance, and (3) the
testing of system control and monitoring functions.

A modular configuration was chosen for the charger/equalizer

system. This facilitates the fabrication and testing of individual system

components and permits expansion of the system to accommodate full-size EV

batteries. Three charger/equalizer systems for use with ten-cell modules are

presently being fabricated at ANL. Two of these systems will be supplied to

industrial contractors for field testing, and one will be used at ANL for

additional battery tests and further system development activities.

2. Thermal Management of Vehicle Batteries
(M. M. Farahat)

The objective of these studies is to provide engineering input into

the design of thermal-management systems for lithium/iron sulfide batteries.

The tasks undertaken in this period included
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1. Development of a cell heat-generation model using data on heat
generation from Li/FeS cells cycled under different modes.

2. Analyses of the parameters affecting the heat-loss rate and
temperature distribution in full-scale vacuum-insulated
battery cases.

3. Management of industrial contracts for development of high-
performance load-bearing vacuum insulation.

a. Heat Generation from Li/FeS Cells

Cell heat generation is an integral factor in thermal modeling
studies of Li/FeS batteries. A model used in the analyses of data from
Li-Al/FeS cells expresses heat generation as

Total =irr rev (1)

In Eq. 1, the irreversible heat generation rate, Qirr, is due to the resis-
tance to the flow of cell current and can be described by

Qirr = CI (2)

where I is the cell current and { the cell overpotential, which can be
further defined as the difference between the cell operating voltage and the
equilibrium voltage (open circuit potential or OCP). At any given tempera-
ture, t is a function of the state and direction of charge. Detailed open-
circuit mapping was conducted on an engineering-scale cell (400 A-h), which
was discharged at 70 A and charged at 40 A. Figures 111-62 and 111-63 show
this open-circuit mapping as a function of discharge and charge, respectively.
In these figures, the area between the cell voltage and the open circuit po-
tential represents a product of the cell overpotential and the capacity, which
yields a measure of heat generation.

The reversible heat-generation rate, Qrev (Eq. 1), also called
the entropy heat generation, TAS, is given by

Q rev =1 3

where K is a temperature-dependent constant that was previously determined
calorimetrically 2 and evaluated thermodynamically.3 3 ,3 4  The positive sign
is for discharge and the negative for charge.

The values for Qrev and the data from Figs. 111-62 and
111-63 were then substituted into Eq. 1, and the plot shown in Fig. 111-64 was
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Fig. 111-64. Heat-Generation Rate as a Function of the State
of Charge and Discharge

obtained. The heat-generation rates at discharge currents of 30-100 A are

shown as a function of state of discharge in Fig. 111-65, and the average
rates are shown in Fig. 111-66.

The analyses presented above were tested by estimating the
heat generation as a function of time for a 6-V module containing five

Mark IA cells and then comparing these values with three temperature mea-
surements made inside the module during its 50th discharge. As shown in

Fig. 111-67, good agreement exists between the calculated and measured tem-

peratures during discharge of this module.

b. Battery Heat-Loss Studies

A vacuum-foil insulated case, built for the Mark-IA program,
is being used to conduct heat-loss and temperature-gradient measurements under
simulated battery conditions (400-500*C). Heat-loss rates of the battery
case were measured using a 23-cm (9 in.) and 15-cm (6 in.) MIN-K 1301 plug as
well as a 23-cm (9-in.) Cerawool't ' plug.

The heat-loss rates of the case with each of the three plugs
are given in Table 111-17. The lowest heat loss was shown when the case had
the 23-cm MIN-K 1301 plug--105-175 W with the inside case temperature at 400-
500*C.
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Table 111-17. Properties and Heat-Loss Rates of Different Plugs

MIN-K 1301 MLN-K 1301

Thermal Conductivity,
W/m 2 -K

Plug depth, in.

Total Case Heat-Loss

Rate, W

1.30

9('23 cm)

142

1.30

6(d15 cm)

162

2.15

9(%23 cm)

157

c. Development of Vacuum Load-Bearing Insulation

Union Carbide Corp. (Linde Division) has finished the first
phase of an effort to develop load-bearing thermal insulation for high-
temperature electric-vehicle batteries. The objective of the Linde study was
to develop and demonstrate a high-performance vacuum insulation capable of
withstanding pressures of 95 kPa (15 psig), plus battery loading. The in-
sulation must be resistant to temperatures up to 450 C, must be lightweight
(about 290 kg/m 3 ), and must have a thermal conductivity of 2.38 x 10-3 W/m-K
(140 x 10-5 Btu/h-f t -*F) or lower.
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Three candidate insulation systems developed at Linde look
promising: (1) an insulation board composed of Fiberglass" sheets compressed

together, with no radiation shields, (2) Linde's Super Insulation" (fiber-

glass and aluminum foil) with load-supporting Fiberglass spacers (about 8%

of the total area) and 40 radiation shields, and (3) Linde's Super Insulation
with MIN-K 2000 (a product of Johns-Manville) peg supports and 120 radiation

shields. Table 111-18 shows the results of insulation tests for the three

developmental insulations along with the commercially available insulations.

Table 111-18. Vacuum-Load-Bearing Insulation

Thermal Conductivity,a Density, Percent Compression

Description W/m-K kg/L at 95 kPa Load

Glass Mat 3.88 x 10-3 0.35 7
(no foils)

Paper Spacer 1.64 x 10-3 0.24 21
(40 foils)

Min-K Pegs 1.75 x 10-3 0.18 6
(120 foils)

Min-K 200 0 b 18.16 x 10-3 0.32 7

Microtherm 20 CRc 14.19 x 10-3  0.32 2

aMeasured at TH = 450 F and Tc = 24*C.

bA product of Johns-Manville.

cA product of Micropore International.

E. Potential Applications and Cost Studies

(A. A. Chilenskas)

As with most new commercial products, the pilot-plant and first-

generation production-plant markets will be important steps in the large-

scale commercialization of the Li-Al/FeS battery. Studies completed to date

indicate that sufficiently large markets exist at both the pilot-plant and
the first-generation production-plant level at prices to support the commer-
cialization of the Li-Al/FeS battery.

A 1977 study3 5 identified near-term market sectors that could support
the production from a pilot plant producing Li-Al/FeS batteries. Table III-
19, which lists market size as a function of battery prices ranging from
$150 to 300/kW-h, shows that a market size of about 200,000 to 400,000
kW-h/y exists for a Li-Al/FeS battery priced at $150-170/kW-h.

A study completed in 1980 examined these same markets plus several addi-
tional ones to assess support for first-generation production plants.3 6 ,3 7

This study, detailed in Table 111-20, showed that a substantial market with
an upper boundary of about 3,600,000 kW-h/y exists for Li-Al/FeS batteries
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Table 111-19. Projected Markets for the Li-Al/FeS Battery
(1977 Dollars) Manufactured In Pilot Plant

Battery Projected
Price, Market Size,

$/kW-h Market Sector kW-h/y

Submersibles

Postal Vans

Postal Vans

Postal Vans

Postal
Buses
Mining

85,000

108,000

176,000

203,000

441,000
Vans

Vehicles

Table 111-20. Projected Markets for Li-Al/FeS Batteries
Produced in a First-Generation Production
Plant ($95/kW-h in 1980 Dollars)

Projected Market Size, kW-h/y

Market Sector Lower Boundary Upper Boundary

Forklift Trucks

Delivery Vans

Transit Buses

Mining Vehicles

Postal Vans

School Buses

Submersibles

265,000

150,000

0

90,000

65,000

0

7,500

577,500

1,450,000

1,000,000

600,000

240,000

155 ,000

150,000

7,500

3,602,500

priced at $95/kW-h. The size of the projected market for postal vans and
submersibile batteries is lower than the size projected in the 1977 study.
This decrease is compensated for, however, by the potential market for
forklift-truck batteries* at comparable prices.

The size of the forklift market at pilot-plant prices is under study by
Eagle-Picher as part of the effort directed to a forklift battery for the
U.S. Army, MERADCOM.

300

200-210

180-190

160-170

150
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Table 111-21 lists the estimated manufacturing cost of Li-Al/FeS bat-
teries at several levels of production maturity. For first generation power
plants, the contractor cost estimates fit both above and below the estimates
made in the 1980 study, even though these estimates are given in 1978 dollars.
One contractor projects a battery price of $70-107/kW-h at a production rate
of 2,100,00 kW-h/y, while a second contractor projects a price of $127/kW-h
at the same production rate.

These figures compare with the 1980 estimate of $95/kW-h for a market
of between 577,500 to 3,602,500 kWh/y.

Table 111-21. Projected Manufacturing Cost of
Li-Al/FeS Batteries

Plant Maturity
Production Rate,

kW-h/y
Battery Price,

$/kW-h References

Pilot Plant

1st Generation

Production Plant

2nd Generation
Production Plant

30,000

300,000

300,000

2,100,000

2,100,000

2,100,000

425

86-128

181

70-106

127

58-90

ANL36 , in 1979 Dollars

Contractor, 3 6 in 1978
Dollars

Contractor, 3 6 in 1978
Dollars

Contractor, 3 6 in 1978
Dollars

Contractor, 3 6 in 1978
Dollars

ANL36, in 1979 Dollars
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IV. OTHER CONTRACTORS' PROGRAMS

A. Rockwell International

(S. Sudar, L. R. McCoy, R. C. Saunders)

During this reporting period, the Energy Systems Group (ESG) of Rockwell

International evaluated two types of separator materials: (1) boron-nitride

(BN) felt with incorporated magnesium oxide (MgO) and (2) MgO powder.

Boron-nitride felt separators are being investigated primarily for use

in electric-vehicle (EV) battery cells, while MgO-powder separators are con-

sidered primarily as a potentially lower-cost approach to load-leveling bat-

teries; however, another contractor, Gould, is evaluating MgO-powder sepa-

rators in EV battery cells as well.

Boron-nitride felt has been used successfully as a separator material

in experimental cells built by ANL and its contractors. Its single appa::ent

problem, poor wettability by molten-salt electrolyte, was solved by the

finding that the introduction of small quantities of LiAlC14 effectively

promoted wetting. Because LiAlCl4 reacts rapidly with moisture in the air,

is difficult to distribute uniformly in the quantities required, and can

cause internal shorting if used in excessive amounts, considerable care in

its use is required for successful results. An alternative approach, the

incorporation into the felt of fine ceramic powders such as MgO, which is
more easily wetted by the electrolyte, was found promising in initial tests

at ESG. The problem of dispersing the powder uniformly into the felt was

overcome when the Carborundum Division of Kennecott Corp. (the supplier of BN

felt) found it possible to incorporate MgO into the felt during its manufac-

ture. The BN studies reported here were designed to evaluate the separators

prepared by Carborundum and to determine the type and quantity of MgO needed
for reliable wettability. Limited testing of felt containing MgO introduced

by an aqueous process was also carried out.

The use of MgO-powder separators has been investigated at ANL and,

briefly, at ESG. This material, at purity levels of 99% or greater, appears

stable in the cell environment and to LiAl electrodes. Its principal attrac-

tion lies in its potentially low cost if purity requirements are not too

stringent. Up to now, these have not been adequately defined. Consequently,

cost estimates have ranged from about $1.00 (92% purity) to $10.00 (99%+ purity)

per kg. A second matter of concern is the particle-size range needed for

both physical support of electrodes and retention of particles of active

material. Past experiments performed both at ESG and ANL have used 99.6%

pure fused MgO obtained from Cerac in a particle-size range of -60, +120

mesh. The physical properties of this particle-size range were thought to

be marginal, and it appeared probable that a mixture of coarse and fine

material particles would provide superior physical compressive strength and

particle-retention properties. At the same time, it appeared that additional

work should also be done to define the properties of powder separators using

a wide range of selected particle sizes. These experiments, therefore, were

designed to determine the effects of particle size on cell performance and

to determine the purity requirements for MgO.
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1. Materials and Methods

a. Test Cells

Evaluation of both BN-felt and MgO-powder separators was done

in separator-test bicells similar to ones used previously at ANL. Two modi-

fications were, however, made in the cell for this program. It is the prac-

tice at ANL to pack BN felt in the space between the inner and outer tele-

scoping frames. At ESG, dense BN strips (Union Carbide, Grade HBC) were used

instead to provide physically stronger insulating members. These were ma-

chined to fit snugly between the frames and against the separator. The

second modification involved a minor change in the method of attachment of
the current and voltage leads to the positive-electrode conductor rod. The
use of flexible leads welded to the conductor rod eliminated the early pro-

blem of breaks in the connection between the positive conductor rod and the

central collector sheet.

b. Active Materials

The cells were assembled in the half-charged state. The ac-
tive material mixtures for both the negative and positive electrodes were

calculated from compositions supplied by ANL; in an inert-atmosphere glove-

box these active materials were hot-pressed with electrolyte using simple

dies, heating cartridges, and a Carver press. The positive plaques measured

8.76 x 6.22 x 0.37 cm . The negative plaques measured 9.83 x 7.24 x 0.48 cm

The theoretical capacity of the two positive plaques used per cell was about

40 A-h. Because the positive electrode was the capacity-limiting electrode

(the two negative electrodes had a theoretical capacity of about 60 A-h),

the theoretical capacity of each cell was assumed to be 40 A-h, and this

value was used in all calculations of percent FeS utilization. The frames

used in the positive electrodes covered approximately 30% of the active mate-

rial. How much of the covered material could be effectively used in cycling
is not known. It is probable, however, that the effective amount of active

material available was significantly less than 40 A-h. The FeS utilizations

reported below are, therefore, very conservative.

c. Powder Separator Preparation

The MgO powders used in the separators were screened to
the desired size range. The bulk density was then determined in order to
calculate the quantity of powder required to fill a cavity measuring

0.2 x 9.58 x 14.10 cm. This quantity of powder was mixed with a quantity

of finely powdered LiCl-KCl electrolyte, which, when molten, was enough to

fill about 95% of the ceramic powder void volume. This mixture was com-

pressed in a heated mold under the same conditions used for preparation of

the active materials, and then stored in an inert-atmosphere glovebox until

cell assembly.

d. Cell Filling and Temperature Maintenance

Eutectic LiCl-KC1 electrolyte salt purchased from Anderson

Physics Laboratory (lithium-contacted) was used in the preparation of the
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active materials and in filling the cells. Vacuum filling was used in the

latter operation. The cells were also periodically inspected during opera-

tion and additional electrolyte added if the top of the cell was "dry."

During operation, the cells were held at temperature in insu-

lated ovens equipped with electrical resistance heaters and located in an

inert-atmosphere glovebox. Two temperatures, 450 5 C and 485 5*C, were

used in these experiments.

e. Electrochemical Operations and Measurements

Since the choice of separator material can affect three prin-

cipal parameters of cell operation--internal resistance, coulombic efficiency

and FeS utilization--all three were measured in these studies.

The cells were cycled at constant current with voltage and

current being monitored by dual-pen strip-chart recorders. Cycle controllers

allowed the selection of charge and discharge rates and the upper and lower

voltages at which charge and discharge were halted and then reversed. In all

tests, charge was terminated at 1.50 0.02 V and discharge was terminated at

0.85 0.02 V.

For routine cycling, all cells were charged at 3 A and dis-

charged at 4 A, which provided approximately a 7-h harge and a 5-h discharge.

The total open area of the positive electrode, 77.2 cm2, was used to define

the current density. Thus 3 A and 4 A correspond to 39 and 52 mA/cm2 by this

definition. Although the 4-h rate of some cells differed widely at these

currents, it was considered desirable to operate all cells at these current
densities on a routine basis.

Variations in discharge currents were made to determine the

effect of this variable on FeS utilization. In these and all other tests,

however, the charge current was maintained at 3 A. The cell capacity on dis-

charge was measured to the 1.00-V cutoff at all discharge rates. The cell

capacity was calculated from the average of at least three cycles at the

same rate.

Resistance measurements were made by interrupting the cell

current using a mechanical cam timer which provided an off-interval of 15 min

and an on-interval of 39.4 min. The voltage trace was recorded at 1 V, full

scale, and the voltage displacement was estimated at the moment of interrup-

tion and after 15 min on open circuit. The immediate voltage change on cur-

rent interruption divided by the discharge current was designated as the cell

internal (ohmic) resistance. The difference between the immediate voltage

charge and that observed after 15 min at open circuit, again divided by the

discharge current, was taken as an approximate measure of the polarization

resistance. Although high precision was not obtained in the instantaneous

measurement by this method, the data presented below show that it was ade-

quate to measure significant variations in the internal resistance of cells.
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f. Wetting 'tests for BN Felt

Prior to in-cell testing, samples of BN felt, loaded with MgO
powder, were subjected to a screening test to determine whether they would

wet readily with molten LiCl-KCI electrolyte. When it was found that the
felts of this type produced by Carborundum did not wet immediately, small

"cages" of 18-mesh stainless-steel screen were prepared. Samples of the

felt- measuring 5 x 3 cm were individually enclosed in these cages and totally

immersed in a vertical position in molten eutectic LiCI-KCI electrolyte at

450"C for selected periods of time ranging from 10 min to 18 h. The cages
were then removed, allowed to cool, and the felt samples were removed and
broken. If wetting was complete, the sample broke sharply with no evidence

of loose fibers. Partial wetting was shown when the felt fractured in layers

with loose fibers evident in the center of the specimen. When the surface

was either wetted not at all or only superficially in some areas, the result

was designated as no wetting.

2. Results and Discussion

a. Evaluation of BN-Felt Separators

Six 30-cm2 samples of BN felt loaded with two grades of MgO

powder were prepared by Carborundum. The MgO powder furnished to Carborundum
by ANL was of high purity (99.9%) with a very small particle size. The BN

fibers and MgO powder were slurried together in kerosene before the felt was

laid up. The quantity of powder in the felt was reported on the basis of the

weight ratio used in the slurry. Much of the powder was not retained in the
felt, however, and subsequent analyses were made of portions of the felts
from which the cell separators had been cut. The felt designations, reported

and analyzed MgO contents, and MgO type are given in Table IV-1 below. These

Table IV-t. MgO-BN Felt Prepared by Carborundum

Identification No. MgO Content,_g/30 cm2

D-387- MgO Type Reported Found

94-8 MJ-30 6.0 3.0

94-7 MJ-30 3.0 -

94-6 MJ-30 1.5 -

93-3 MK-30 6.0 2.6

93-2 MK-30 3.0 1.6

93-6 MK-30 1.5 -

felts were subjected to the wetting test described above; Table IV-2 lists

the results of these tests. On the basis of these tests, three felt-MgO

samples--94-8 , 93-3, and 93-2--were chosen for in-cell testing.
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Table IV-2. Wetting Tests of MgO-BN Felts

Identification No.
D-387-

Wetted Conditiona

10 min 0.5h 1.5h 3h 16h

94-8 N W

94-7 N P W

94-6 N P P

93-3 N W

93-2 N P W

93-6 N P W

BN Control N N N N

aW, thoroughly wetted; P, partially wetted; N, no wetting or superficial

wetting only.

Table IV-3 lists the cells assembled with the chosen felt

samples. For control purposes, cells were also prepared using LiAlC1 4 as the

wetting agent. Due to mechanical problems and difficulties in electrolyte

filling, three of the latter were made before a control cell (ATC-12) was

successfully operated. All cells except ATC-13 were assembled with two

layers of the treated felts on either side of the central positive electrode.

ATC-13 was assembled with only one layer of treated felt on either side of

the positive electrode. In this case, the felt contained a high loading of

MgO introduced by an aqueous process. All cells were assigned the acronym

ATC (Argonne Test Cell).

The record of coulombic efficiencies of five of these cells

is shown in Fig. IV-l. All cells operated at close to the 100% level, except

for ATC-5 which failed abruptly not long after startup and for ATC-3 which

was not operated due to breakage of the positive lead from the collector plate

after electrolyte filling. Significant events in the operating history of

these cells are also shown in Fig. IV-l. Leakage of electrolyte through can

weld cracks and loss of positive conductor rod contact with the central col-

lector sheet by corrosion were problems encountered with a number of these

cells. In the second instance, operation could be restored by applying pres-

sure on the conductor rod with surprisingly little change in cell resistance

or performance.

As noted above, FeS utilization was calculated to a 1.0-V

lower cutoff at various discharge rates after a constant charge at 3 A to

a 1.5-V upper cutoff. These tests were performed as soon as circumstances

permitted after break-in cycling was completed and the cells had been oper-

ated at 3-A charge and 4-A discharge for a sufficient number of cycles to

assure some degree of formation of active materials. The results of this



Table IV-3. BN-Felt Separator Test Cells

No. of
Pieces
Per Side

2b

2b

2

2

2

Wetting Agent

LiAlCl 4 , 10 mg/cm 2

LiAlCl4, 10 mg/cm2

MJ-30, 32 g/m 2

MK-30, 28 g/m2

MK-30, 17 g/m2

Cell No.

ATC-3

ATC-5

ATC-7

ATC-8

ATC-9

ATC-12

Start

Date

Feb 11

Mar 6

Apr 3

Apr 8

Apr 10

May 13

ATC-13 1c,d MgO, 215 to 248 g/m2  June 30

aAs of October 2, 1980; > indicates that cycling was c

bilt Code Number D-387-89-5.

cNo code available, smaller pieces received from ANL.

dFelt loaded with MgO at ESG using an aqueous process.

Daysa

Operated

None

11

127

126

>176

>143

Cyclesa
Completed

None

28

216

228

>410

>265

133 128

ontinuing on that date

Comments

Positive conductor broken

Internal shorting

Abrupt loss of coulombic

efficiency

Positive conductor loose,

electrolyte leak. Abrupt
loss of coulombic
efficiency

50% capacity loss after
thermal cycle

20% capacity loss after
thermal cycle

Failed after thermal cycle

2c LiAlC14 , 15 mg/cm
2

00

.
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Fig. IV-1 . Coulombic Efficiency of BN-Felt Separator Cells

test aeries for each cell using BN-felt separators are sho;m in Fig. IV-2.
There is an apparent correlation between the degree of MCO loading of the
felts in ATC-7, -8, and -9 and the FeS utilizations. These results indicated

that the use of a single layer of felt (ATC-13) rather than two layers as in

all other test cells offered no advantage in cell performance. The high
loading with MgO may, indeed, have partially plugged the voids in the felt
to the detriment of FeS utilization.

That these early tests did not reflect stable conditions,
however, is evident because subsequent tests at lower discharge rates pro-
duced significantly lower values for FeS utilization than were previously
obtained. Thus, the cell characteristics were changing as the tests were
being performed.

The nature of this change is evident in Fig. IV-3; it is
typical of the changes observed in all cells using BN-felt separators. The
capacity losses with time of cycling were more severe at low current den-
sities than those at higher ones. In the case of ATC-8, an improvement in
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FeS utilization was actually observed at current densities in excess of

80 mA/cm2 . The increase in FeS utilization with increased temperature is

also typical of all LiAl/FeS cells.

More significant is the finding that loading of the BN felt
with MgO powder in adequate quantity yields cell performance comparable to

that obtained with BN separators wetted by the use of LiAlC14 .

b. Evaluation of MgO Powder Separators

All work was done with fused MgO, the only material found

available in other than very fine particle size. Material from two suppliers

was used. High purity MgO, typically 99.6% pure, was purchased from the

Cerac/Pure Division of Cerac, Inc.; MgO of commercial purity (96%) was pur-
chased from the Muscle Shoals Electrochemical Division of Glasrock Products,

Inc. A typical analysis of the Glasrock material is shown in Table IV-4.

The price range of the latter material ranges from $1.50 to $1.85/kg in

large lots, depending upon the screen-size range.

Table IV-4. Typical Analysis of Glasrock

22 SRG MgO

Constituent Percentage

SiC2  3.1

CaO 0.80

A1 2 03  0.02

Fe203 O.u

Boron (70 ppm)

MgO (by difhf-rence) 96.0

Loss on ignition 0.008

Bulk density measurements were made primarily to determine

the density of the MgO separator being fabricated with & specific screen-

size range and, therefore, the quantity of material required for the pressing

operation. These tests were also made, however, to determine approximately

the range of powder separator densities that could be achieved by selection
of particle sizes.

As the first powder separator was designed to test a mixture
of relatively coarse particles (for physical support) and fine particles (for
particle retention), two cuts were made. The coarse material was sieved to
-14, +20 mesh, the fine material to -120, +170. Although the selection of
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these ranges was arbitrary, it did not appear likely that material coarser

than 14 mesh could be used practically or that material much finer than 170

mesh could be retained reliably by a 200-mesh screen. The coarse material

by itself was found to be 46% dense (bulk density), and the fine material

alone was 48% dense (bulk density). The bulk densities of mixtures were

measured; and the maximum density, 58%, was found using 60 wt % of the coarse

material and 40 wt % of the finer material. This mixture was, therefore,

selected for the first cell as offering the best chance for physical stability

and particle retention. The particle-size ranges of all MgO separators pre-
pared thereafter were selected for minimum bulk density. Bulk density mea-

surements with mixtures of various screen-size ranges of MgO indicate that it

is unlikely that a powder-separator density significantly less than 50% can

be achieved in practice. At the same time, elimination of material finer

than 200 mesh will probably place the maximum density at about 60%.

A list of the cells assembled for testing is shown in

Table IV-5. As in the case of the BN-felt cells, these cells were assigned

the acronym ATC (Argonne Test Cell).

The record of the coulombic efficiences of the MgO powder-

separator cells during their first 200 cycles is shown in Fig. IV-4. Cell

ATC-1 was omitted because of its brief operating life, and Cell ATC-6 failed

in startup. All other cells except ATC-10 retained coulombic efficiencies

of near 100% during their operating lives.
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U 80 CAPACITY LOSS- OVERCHARGE, TERMINATE 7-7-80-f
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Fig. IV-4. Coulombic Efficiencies of MgO Powder Separator Cells



Screen Size

60%: -14, +20
40%: -120, +1

-120, +170

Table IV-5. MgO-Powder Separator Test Cells

Separator
Density, Start Daysa

MgO Source % Date Operated

Cerac 58 Feb 8 12
70

Cerac 48 Feb 19 151

ATC-4 Same as ATC-1 Cerac 58 Feb 25

ATC-6 -250, +325 Cerac 47.5 Mar 11

ATC-10 -60, +100 Cerac 49 Apr 16

ATC-11 -120, +170 Glasrock 48 May 5

aAs of October 2, 1980, > indicates that Lest is continuing on

bOvercharged after correction of wiring fault

191

1

57

>151

that date

Cyclesa
Completed

13

220

407b

None

137

>300

Comments

Positive conductor
broken

Cell leaked, over-
charge at Cycle
220

Cell leaked, loose
positive conductor

Failed on
startup

Terminated, poor
coul. efficiency

No evident
problems

Cell No.

ATC-1

ATC-2

00
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Examination of ATC-6 at ANL disclosed that the fine MgO (250

to 300 mesh) used in this cell had been dislodged from the top of the cell,

permitting physical contact of the positive electrode and one negative elec-
trode. This problem had been encountered repeatedly in the past with another
powder separator material, ALN, of comparable particle size. This problem
was intensified by vacuum filling of electrolyte. The loss of coulombic

efficiency of ATC-10 also paralleled past experience w.th cells using simi-

arly sized AiN. In this case, the coarser material does not provide adequate

retention of finely divided active material, particularly of FeS; migration
of the active material into voids in the separator occurs. The excellent

coulombic efficiency o ATC-1L indicates that very high purity is not re-

quired for the MgO powder.

FeS Utilization.

-10, and -11 were measured early
Fig. IV-5.

70

The FeS utilizations of Cells ATC-2, -4,

in cell life with the results shown in
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Fig. IV-5. FeS Utilization of MgO Powder
Separator Cells as a Function
of Discharge Rate--Early Tests

If separator density (see Table IV-5) were the sole factor

affecti. FeS utilization, the best results should have been obtained with

ATC-2, -10, and -11, with ATC-4 yielding the poorest values. With the
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exception of Cell ATC-10, the data obtained are consistent with this hypoth-
esis. At the time that these tests were made, ATC-10 had not suffered a
marked decline in coulombic efficiency, and no reason can be advanced for the
anomalous results obtained with this cell. The irregularity observed in the

curve for ATC-2 (Fig. IV-5) disappeared in all subsequent tests. The change
observed may have been due to a change in the wetting of the separator. The

better cells of this series performed nearly as well as the BN-felt separator

cells (see Fig. IV-2).

As in the case of the cells with BN-felt separators mentioned

earlier, FeS utilization tests were repeated at various points in the cell

life. Brief tests were also made at 485 C. Unlike cells with BN-felt sep-

arators, the slope of the curve relating FeS utilization to current density

was little affected by cycle life or temperature. The performance of the

MgO separator cells was, however, considerably affected by the electrolyte

content. Leakage of electrolyte from the cell cases of ATC-2 and -4 was a

recurrent problem and was immediately evident from abrupt losses in cell

capacity.

c. Internal and Polarization Resistance Measurements

Internal resistance measurements made during charge exhibited

little change in value with state of charge except near completion of charge

when the values rose sharply. Internal resistances of BN-felt cells calcu-

lated during charge ranged from 4.5 to 7.5 mil. The lowest value found for
an MgO powder separator (ATC-1l) was 4.5 mA; the highest (ATC-4) was over

18 mQ.

The internal resistances measured during discharge varied sig-

nificantly with state of discharge and rose more or less sharply in the last

quarter of the recoverable capacity obtained. The values obtained in the

initial state of discharge paralleled those measured during charge.

Little difference was observed in the polarization measure-

ments made in the initial stages of discharge of all cells. In the later

stages of discharge, however, marked differences in these values were found

among the various cells. There tends to be a correspondence in the increase
of both the polarization and internal resistance at the later stages of
discharge of all cells.

3. Summary and Conclusions

a. BN-Felt Separators

The data obtained in this program strongly indicate that the
incorporation of MgO into BN felt provides an effective means of causing the
felt to be wetted by the electrolyte. The quantities of MgO used to date
(S3.0 g/30 cm2) appear to be at the lower end of the effective range, however,
judging by the relatively poor performance of Cell ATC-9 with 1.6 g/30 cm2 of
MgO and by the preliminary wetting tests which show rather slow wetting at
even the 3.0 g/30 cm2 level. At the same time, the indifferent results ob-
tained with a single layer of BN felt loaded with about 20 g/cm2 of MgO in-
dicate that this is an excessive amount of additive.
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The finer particle size of MK-30 as compared to MJ-30 may be
responsible for the slightly better wetting properties of BN felt using MK-30.
The pure Iwatani MgO powders, MJ-30 and MK-30 are, however, too expensive

for commercial separator production; less expensive MgO of lower purity

should therefore be tested. The differences in FeS utilization observed with

MgO-filled BN felt must be attributed to variations in degree of wetting as

the amounts of MgO tested to date have only a trivial effect on separator

density.

b. MgO-Powder Separators

The data obtained in these studies indicate that the perfor-

mance of cells using 2-mm thick MgO powder separators can at least approach

that obtainable with two layers of BN felt, despite the considerable differ-

ences in the porosity of these two types of separator materials.

Powder separators of the type used here, e.g., closely sized

particles of fused MgO, have a practical porosity of about 50% to 60% with

the more open-pored separators resulting from close screening of the powder.

Although the results obtained with Cells ATC-2 (separator 48% dense) and ATC-4

(separator 58% dense) indicate a correlation between separator porosity and

FeS utilization, the data are too limited to provide a convincing illustration

of such a correlation. If this conclusion is valid, however, the original

concept of using a mixture of coarse and fine MgO powders to provide both

improved physical support and good particle retention may be inadvisable

since a more dense separator will result from this procedure.

Experience with the 96% commercial MgO powder tested in ATC-11

provides some basis for relaxing MgO purity requirements, at least to this

extent. While still less pure materials might be used, the only other mate-

rial of possible interest (92% fused, C-E minerals), located in a brief search

of commercial sources, was available only in less than 325-mesh particle size.

The least well-defined aspect of the use of MgO-powder sepa-

rator is the particle-size requirement. Considering both these and earlier

results, it does not appear that adequate active material particle retention

can be assured with a MgO particle size greater than 100 mesh. The demon-

strated mode of failure of ATC-6 assembled with 250- to 325-mesh MgO shows

that this fine material is too readily dislodged from position if cells are
vacuum-filled with electrolyte. At this time, potential solutions to this

problem lie in avoiding vacuum-filling or immobilizing, at least temporarily,
fine separator power during the filling operation.

B. General Motors ResearchLaboratory

(J. S. Dunning)

In FY 1979, the General Motors Research Laboratory carried out funda-

mental studies on the development of the positive electrode in Li-AI/FeS2
cells. This work examined the behavior of the FeS2 electrode in molten-salt
electrolytes as it was affected by construction variables, such as electrode

thickness, porosity, current collection, and electrolyte composition. A major
problem area reconfirmed during these studies was that the FeS2 electrode

loses capacity with cycling. Therefore, the major effort during this fiscal

year was focused on a study of the capacity-retention problem.
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In addition, work was undertaken on material-balance studies, charge-
data analyses, and supplementary discharge studies of the FeS' electrode.

1. Material-Balance Study

A standard cell was constructed, tested, and subjected to post-test

analysis in order to determine whether significant amounts of active material
had left the positive electrode. As was the case with previously tested
electrodes in LiCl-rich electrolyte (68 mol % LiCl-32 mol % KCl), capacity
was lost from the upper voltage plateau (Fig. IV-6), and chemical analyses

of the post-test electrode and cell components indicated that sulfur was
lost from the electrode. Some sulfur was found in the electrolyte, indicating
that a soluble species may be the mechanism for capacity loss. In addition,

some sulfur found its way into the gas space above the cell, indicating

oxidation and/or vaporization of the soluble species.

0 10 ?0 30 40 50

UTILIZATION
60

(%)

70 80 90 100

Fig. IV-6. Selected Voltage vs. Utilization Curves

2. Charge Data Analysis

During the original contract studies, very little attention was
paid to the charging behavior of the electrodes. However, further examina-
tions of these data were undertaken in an attempt to evaluate the effects
of the construction variables on the charging process. A typical charge
curve is shown in Fig. IV-7, where current is plotted vs. time. Several
distinct features are evident in this curve:

tM - the time at the beginning of the charge period during which
the electrode charges :.t the preset maximum current limit.

2.0

10
VI

0

Cycle #2

TEMPERATURE. 450'C

CURRENT DENSITY: 50 mA/cm2
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1.5 1
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Fig. IV-7. A Typical Constant Voltage Charge Curve

tT = the time during which the voltage limit takes over and the
current is transient.

tC = the time necessary to charge the electrode completely.

tR = the residual time after full charge is reached to the end of
the cycle.

QM = the capacity which is charged back into the electrode at the
maximum rate.

Since charging processes ideally should be completed as rapidly as possible,
low values for tC and high values for tM and QM are preferable. In addition,
high values for the ratios tM/tC and QM/QT also indicate good charging char-
acteristics (QT = theoretical electrode capacity). In general, comparison
of these quantities led to t:he following observations:

a. Effect of Temperature: As expected, charging is enhanced by
higher temperatures. Electrodes can be fully charged more quickly at higher
temperatures even though they are discharged further.

b. Effect of Discharge Current Density: Paradoxically, it takes
more time to completely charge an electrode after a higher rate discharge,
presumably because the time at the maximum charge current is reduced.

c. Effect of Thickness: Due to larger theoretical capacity, the
thicker electrodes take longer to charge completely. However, when the ratio
of time at maximum charge current to time required for complete charge (tM/
tC) is observed, an apparent maximum occurs in electrodes between 2- and

t -----

-
i

tR
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3-mm thick. In addition, when the ratio of capacity recharged at the maximum

rate to the theoretical capacity of each electrode (QM/QT) is observed, it

is found that the thinner the electrode is, the better, especially following

high-rate discharges.

d. Effect of Porosity: In general, as the porosity is increased,

the charge characteristics of the electrodes are improved. An exception to

this behavior was noted when electrodes having no added current collector

were compared. in this case, the better charging behavior was observed on

the less porous electrodes, especially after low current-density discharges.

e. Effect of Current Collector: The time required to fully

charge an electrode is generally reduced when added current collector is

used. In the more porous electrodes (50 vol % porosity), only a small

addition of current collector (about 2 vol %) is needed to improve perfor-

mance, and the tM/tC and QM/QT ratios show a maximum at 3 to 4 vol % cur-

rent collector.

In the case of the more dense electrodes (30 vol % porosity),
charge times are also reduced with added current collector. However, per-

formance (tM/tC and QM/QT) is not affected except at higher temperatures

(450 C) and after lower-rate discharges. In fact, at 450'C in eutectic

electrolyte, the 30 vol % porosity electrodes without added current collector

charge faster, especially following lower-rate discharges.

f. Etfect of Electrolyte Composition: Independent of porosity

or added current collector, charge times increase in length as the LiCI con-
tent of the eleciroly- increases, mainly because discharges are much longer.

At the same time. tM/tC and QM/QT greatly improve with increased LiCI con-

tent, indicating improvement in charging characteristics. However, after low-

rate discharges, charging behavior at 450 C in eutectic salt is on a par with

that in LiC1-rich salt.

3. Supplemental Discharge Studies

Additional experiments were conducted to further examine the dis-

charge behavior of the FeS2 electrode. These experiments indicated:

a. Addition of current collector (about 4 vol %) had essentially
no effect on the discharge behavior of the FeS2 electrode in
LiCl-rich electrolyte. However, the current collector was
found essential for recharging the electrode at reasonable
(<6 h) rates.

b. LiCl-rich electrolyte improved the utilization of active
materials in both plateaus even when current collector was
not added to the electrode. As noted earlier, with added
current collector substantial improvement in the performance
of the lower plateau was observed in the LiCl-rich salt.

c. The results reported earlier (ANL 79-94, p. 62-65) were con-
firmed when the following conditions were tested: current
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collector (about 4 vol %), LiCl-rich electrolyte, porosity

(20-50 vol %), electrode thickness (between 2 and 5 mm). The

thinner or more porous the electrode, the better the perfor-

mance becomes.

4. Capacity Retention Studies

In November 1979, work began to provide data on capacity-loss rates

in FeS2 electrodes and to investigate methods of reducing capacity loss to

acceptable levels. The work was divided into two phases. The first phase

involved exploration of the causes of capacity loss and determination of

base-line rates of capacity decline. The second, and major, phase involved

experimental determination of the factors affecting capacity retention by

comparison of capacity-loss rates as functions of construction and operating

variables. Included in these tests were studies of electrolyte composition

and volume, charging procedures, operating temperature, additives to the

positive electrode, initial Fe/S ratio, and restricted cycle operations.

a. Establishment of Standard Loss Rates. To establish baseline

rates of capacity decline, parallel tests were performed on the following

two cells:

(1) A standard cell (FY 1979 contract design) employing the

best combination of electrode/electrolyte parameters

including

Electrode Thickness 3 mm

Porosity 30 vol X (discharged)

Current Collector 3.8 vol % Vulcan XC72R carbon

Electrode 250 g of LiCl-rich salt

(2) A cell using similar electrodes but with a restricted

amount of electrolyte (50 g) with working and counter

electrodes in close proximity (Fig. IV-8).

The cells were tested under the following standard conditions

for about 100 cycles:

Temperature : 450 C

Cycling: Charge at 100-mA/cm2 initial current density
to a 2.0-V limit (tapering current) with respect
to the Li-Al alloy reference electrode. Dis-
charge at 88 mA/cm2 (4-h r te).

The observed loss rate of 0.35% of theoretical capacity per cycle for the
cell using 250 g of salt was reduced to 0.23%/cycle in the cell ing 50 g
of salt as is shown in Fig. IV-9. If dissolution of Li2S were the only
mechanism of capacity loss, the loss rate would be expected to decrease
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rapidly once the electrolyte became saturated (0.1 wt % Li2 S at 450 C). In

the case of the cell with 50 g of electrolyte, this should have occurred when
the capacity density of the upper plateau reached 0.15 A-h/cm 2 if full uti-
lization were obtained. Figure IV-9 indicates continuing capacity decline

beyond this level, which mean: there are other mechanisms of loss. However,
since capacity retention is apparently affected by solubility, all further

studies were run using the reduced electrolyte-volume test-cell design.

b. Charging Procedures: An identical cell using 50 g of LiCl-rich
electrolyte was operated by varying the limiting charge voltage and current
density. It was found that a voltage of at least 1.9 V was required to fully
charge the positive electrode (Fig. IV-10). Further increases in voltage did
not improve utilization of active material, but did speed up the charging
process. The optimum voltage was determined to be 1.95 V at a maximum
charge-current density of 50 mA/cm 2 . This allowed rather fast charging
(<6 h), but minimized the possibility of forming other soluble compounds such
as FeCl-j during intermediate stages of charge, and reduced the chances of
oxidizing Li2 S directly to volatile sulfur during the later stages of charge.
However, the use of these optimized charging techniques did not eliminate
capacity losses of the upper plateau. A loss rate of 0.22% of theoretical
capacity per cycle was still observed.
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Fig. IV-9. Effect of Quantity of Electrolyte on Upper-Plateau
Capacity-Retention Behavior

c. Operating Temperature: After 100 hours of operation, the
temperature of the cell reported on above was reduced from 450 to 400C.
The reduction in temperature resulted in the app:rent elimination of capacity
losses for over 300 h of further operation. However, the high resistance
of the two-phase electrolyte at the lower temperature caused severe voltage
losses, which makes operation at 400 C impractical.

d. Electrolyte Composition: An additional cell test indicated
that capacity loss of the upper plateau was arrested in KCI-rich (53 mol %
LiCI-47 mol % KCI) electrolyte. However, the observed capacity was only 75%
of theoretical, and the utilization of the lower plateau was severely reduced
to less than 15%. This reduced capacity-loss rate may be because the overall
contact time of Li2S with the electrolyte is lower with a short lower plateau
or because the solubility of Li2S is lower in KCI-rich electrolyte than in

LiCI-rich salt.
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e. Electrode Additives: Since better capacity retention using
KCI-rich electrolyte was associated with a loss of utilization of the lower
plateau, a series of tests was conducted using various additives to the pos-
itive electrode in an attempt to reclaim the use of the lower plateau. Among

the additives studied were: molybdenum (Mo) powder, copper sulfide (Cu2S),

and cobalt sulfide (CoS2 ). In the case of molybdenum powder and Cu2S, no
improvement in the utilization of the lower plateau was observed. In fact,

the upper plateau was actually somewhat shorter (60 to 65% utilization) when
these additives were used. In addition, increasing the cell operating tem-
perature to 475 C resulted in no observable improvement in electrode perfor-

mance. When CoS2 was added to the electrode, the lower plateau disappeared
completely at 450C and the upper plateau was severely truncated (40% uti-
lization). However, when the temperature was increased to 475C, good uti-

lization of the upper plateau (>90%) was observed, but only about 15% uti-
lization of the lower plateau was obtained. In addition, a severe loss in
capacity with cycling was observed at the higher temperature. When the cell
was returned to 450 C, about 75% utilization of the upper plateau was retained,

but the lower plateau was essentially lost again.

The results of the experiments conducted this year indicate
that electrolyte composition and temperature are two factors having a strong
influence on capacity retention of the FeS2 electrode. Therefore several
tests are planned to optimize these variables. First, since capacity reten-
tion increases with KCI content of the electrolyte while lower plateau utili-
zation decreases, further study on the composition of the salt appears war-

ranted to optimize performance. Second, since only the upper plateau is
observed in KCI-rich salt, densifying the positive c-lectrode by adding more
active material should increase the capacity of the upper plateau. If this
dense-electrode concept works, the required energy and power may be obtained
from the electrode by cycling it only on the upper plateau. Third, since
lower operating temperatures are apparently beneficial for capacity retention,
eutectic electrolyte (58 mol % LiCI-42 mol % KCl) appears promising again.
If a macro-current collector (i.e., graphite fibers) can be incorporated into
the positive electrode, improved utilization of the lower plateau at 400C,
as well as capacity retention, may be attainable.

Further tests are also planned to better define the capacity-
loss rates in LiCl-rich electrolyte. Two identical cells will be run for
several hundred hours, with one cell cycled only on the lower plateau and
the other only on the upper plateau. At selected intervals during the course
of these experiments, complete cycles would be obtained on each cell, and
capacity retention would be monitored as a function of plateau usage.

C. Institute of Gas Technology
(M. R. St. John and A. F. Sammells)

In the LiAI/FeS2 cell, the current collector in the FeS2 electrode is
subjected to high temperatures (ejs., 450C), and positive potentials (up to
2.2 V during the end of charge) and the relatively high sulfur activity of
FeS2 in the presence of molten LiCI-KC1 electrolyte. The objective of this
program is to develop protective iron boride (FeB and/or Fe2B) coatings on
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iron current collectors. A unique feature of this approach is the possibility
that boron or borides could be added to the active material in the electrode
to cause in-situ boronization of the iron, thereby introducing a self-healing
process if coating defects are present.

In the initial studies, current vs. potential curves were obtained for
boronized and unboronized AISI 1008 steel. The boronized sample was coated
by a pack-boronizing technique. The oxidation potentials for the boronized
and unboronized samples were approximately 2.0 and 1.8 V, respectively, vs.
a LiAl reference electrode. In other tests, powder samples of FeB and Fe2B
were, respectively, 2.15 and 2.10 V vs. LiAl. The experiments that were
performed suggest that the discrepancy between the oxidation potentials of
the individual borides and the iron boride coating is a result of additional
materials being present in the boride coating formed by the pack-boronization
procedure.

Exploratory experiments were also conducted to investigate possible re-
actions of the iron borides with FeS2. Samples of FeS2 and mixtures of FeS2
with either FeB or Fe2B were heated both in the absence and presence of LiCI-
KCI electrolyte. X-ray diffraction results showed the presence of some FeS
in the original FeS2 , and a relative increase in intensity over that in the
FeS2 was observed in the mixtures of FeS2 and either of the iron borides.
The relative intensity increase was greater for Fe 2B samples and for samples
heated in the presence of electrolyte. These results, together with those
from wet chemical analyses, suggest a possible reaction between the iron
borides and FeS2. Such a reaction might involve species such as thioborates
or boron sulfide.

D. University of Florida
(H. A. Laitinen)

To better understand the processes associated with the LiAl/FeSx cells,
electrochemical investigations are being carried out on the behavior and
chemistry of sulfides and polysulfides in molten LiCI-KCI electrolyte. In
addition, classical analytical techniques are being used to identify varia-
tions in electrolyte composition (Li+/K+ ratio) that may develop during cell
operation as a result of electrolyte polarization.

The electrochemistry of the sulfide/sulfur half-cell couple in the LiCI-
KCI eutectic appears to be quite complex. Cyclic voltammetric investigations
on the platinum and graphite electrodes indicate that there are two common*
anodic peaks at 2.53 and 2.1 V vs. (a + 8)-LiAl, and four common* cathodic
peaks at 2.42, 2.00, 1.60, and 1.5 V vs. (a + 8)-LiAl. These results are in

good agreement with earlier work3 8 ,3 9 and suggest the following probable

mechanism for the couple:

Anodic 1) S - S- + e-

2S- = S2
2

2) S *2S0 + 2e"

*Common meaning observed on both the platinum and graphite electrodes.
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Cathodic 1) S0 + e- +fS-

2S0 + 2e~ S 2S~
2

2) S~ + e~ S-

Although this mechanism is supported by cyclic voltammetric data, it certainly
is not the only mechanism possible. Future experiments with chronopoten-
tiometry and rotating disk electrodes are planned to substantiate or modify
the proposed mechanism and to elucidate its kinetic details.

Simple analytical methods have been adapted to determine the Li+/K+ ratio
in electrolyte taken from cycled cells. The lithium content is determined
by the method of Rogers and Caley, 4 0 which involves the precipitation of
lithium periodate, and subsequent titration with thiosulfate. For this
method, synthetic samples were used in technique development to eliminate

interference due to iron and aluminum and to calibrate the method for a
nonstoichiometric Li+/104- ratio. The potassium present as potassium

chloride is determined by the Mohr method for chloride. To obtain reproduc-
ible samples of cell sections for these analyses, a sampling apparatus was
designed and constructed. Experiments are now under way to test the sampling

reproducibility and to analyze sections cf cycled cells provided by ANL.
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APPENDIX A

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF EAGLE-PICHER
MARK II, PHASE I CELLS

Electrodes

Theoretical Loading
Cell General Capacity, Dens ity, Current Particle

Designation Description A-h A-h/cm Collector Retainer Separator Electrolyte

First Iterat ion

Developmental
Cells: M-001,

?KII-001, -002,
-002A

17.8 17.8 cm lti-
plate
2 positive electrodes
3 negative electrodes
270 A-h theoretical
capacity

Positive Electrode

135 1.40 0.13 m mild
steel ribbon
honeycomb
6.4 mm core
size

0.13 m wire
size 325 mesh
stainless
steel screen

2 sheets
2-m thick
BN felt com-
pressed to
752 original
thickness upon
installation

M-001: LiCI/KCI

eutect ic
MKII-001, 50 wt 2
-002, -002A: LiCl/50

wt % KCI

Negative Electrode

0.85 same as positive

electrode, except
0.08 -

Baseline Cells
(Subgroup A)P-003 through
s-00

17.8 17.8 cm mlti-
plate
3 positive electrodes
4 negative electrodes
351 A-h theoretical
capacity

Note: Although theoretical capacities were the same,
Cell M-001 incorporated FeS and Cu 2S, and Cells OCII-001,
-002, and -002A incorporated FeS (only) as negative-
electrode active material

Positive Electrode

120 1.25 0.13 m nickel same as
ribbon honeycomb above
6.4 m core size

Negative Electrode

59 0.85 same as in First same as
Iteration,
Developmental
Cells

above

0

same as above 50 wt 2 LiC1/
50 wt 2 KCI

(contd)

67 same as
positive
electrode



APPENDIX A (contd)

Electrodes

Theoretical Loading
Cell General Capacity, Densit , Current Particle

Designation Description A-h A-h/cm Collector Retainer Separator Electrolyte

(Subgroup B)
IK-009 through
?K-014

Second Iteration

II-O15 through
PKII-023

same as Subgroup A
except 406 A-h
theoretical
capacity

17.8 x 17.8 cm multi-
plate
3 positive electrodes
4 negative electrode
406 A-h theoretical
capacity

Positive Electrode

135 11.35 same as in same as
Subgroup A above

Negative Electrode

67 -0.75 same as in same as
Subgroup A above

Positive Electrode

135 '1.40 Mild steel 0.005 in. stainless
3.0 mm perimeter steel perforated
frame, 1.5 mm screen (photoetched)
partition members 0.012 hole size,
0.13 mm ribbon 39% open area
6.4 mm core size, welded to perimeter
honeycomb sections frame of current

collector

Negative Electrode

same as above same as in Subgroup A

I sheet 2-mm
thick BN felt
compressed to
75% original
thickness upon
installat ion

50 wt % LiCI/

50 wt % KCI

%0.80 same as in
positive
electrode

IKII-024 through
NKII-030,
3II-034,
M II-035

Construction of these cells is the same as the construction of Cells MKII-015 through M11-023
except for the substitution of nickel as positive-electrode current-collector material.

67 same as in
positive
electrode

N



APPENDIX A (contd)

Electrodes

Theoretical Loading
Cell General Capacity, Density, Current Particle

Designation Description A-h A-h/cm Collector Retainer Separator Electrolyte

Group I Cells

PII-031 through
11I I-033
1KII-036 through
PII-053

17.8 x 17.8 cm multi-
plate
3 positive electrodes
4 negative electrodes
360 A-h positive-
electrode theoretical
capacity; 485 A-h
negative-electrode
theoretical capacity

Positive Electrode

97 FeS -1.39 Mild steel con- same as Seccnd
23 Li2S struction; 3.0 mm Iteration Cells

perimeter frame;
1.5 mm partition
members; 0.13 mm
ribbon; 6.4 mm
honeycomb sections;
offset termination

Negative Electrode

2.5-mm thick
BN felt
2 per separator
2.5 mm
installed
thickness

50 wt % LiCe/
50 wt % KC1

'O.96 same as positive
electrode except
in thickness

same as Second
Iteration Cells

Group III Cells

MKII-054 through
1KII-071

17.8 x 17.8 cm multi-
plate
3 positive electrodes
4 negative electrodes
395 A-h positive-
electrode theoretical
capacity, 512 A~h
negative electrode
theoretical capacity

Electrodes have a perimeter band of 0.13 mm mild steel with a
channel section, 6.4 mm flange width, which encloses and covers
attachment weld of particle retainer and electrode perimeter frame

Positive Electrode

121.2 FeS
10.4 Li2S

-1.44 Mild steel
construction
Outside dimension:
18.4x17.5x0.30 cm
Perimeter frame
formed of reversed
channel stock,
3.0x3.0 mm
5 partition members
2.5x0.5 mm
function as con-
dunctance and
tensional elements

same as in
Second

Iteration
Cells

2.5 - BN felt,
2 per separator,
2.5 -
installed
thickness

54 wt % LiC1/
46 wt % KC1
(9 mol % LiC1
rich)

(contd)

81 (half-
electrode)

0



APPENDIX A (contd)

Electrodes

Theoretical Loading

Cell General Capacity, Densit , Current Particle

Designation Description A-h A-h/cm Collector Retainer Separator Electrolyte

Negative Electrode

Group IV Cells

NKII-072 through
IKI I-084

similar to Group
III except for
simplified
current-collector
design, incorpor-
ation of rigidized
BN-felt separators,
top-loading cell
assembly

85.3 half- 0.93 same as positive same as
electrode fully electrode positive

charged electrode

Electrode perimeter band same as in Group I Cells

Positive Electrode

121.2 FeS 11.44 same as in Second

10.4 Li2S

Current
Collector:

Iteration Cells

BN felt rigidized 9 mol % LiCl rich
MgO impregnated,
2 per separator

Channel design similar to that used in Group III

cells. Outside dimensions of frame measure

18.4x17.5x3.0 cm; frame constructed of channel

stock formed from 24 gauge 1010 mild steel with

a flange width of 3.0 mm; internal structure is

a gridwork of 5 vertical, 3 horizontal members made

from same material as perimeter with cross section

0.56x3.0 mm; members extend inside width and

height of perimeter frame, are fusion welded in

position and function as conductive and structural

members. Termination consists of a "T" bar formed

of 1010 mild steel with cross section measuring

2.0x2.8 mm, top of "T" extends full width of

collector and is fusion welded in recess of channel;

lower part of "T" has center section 2.0x9.4 mm

and is welded to busbar during final assembly of

cell; position of termination off-set from vertical

center line

(contd)

O



APPENDIX A (contd)

Electrodes

Theoretical Loading
Cell General Capacity, Density, Current Particle

.esignation Description A h Ah/cm Collector Retainer

Negative Electrode

85.3 half- 'i0.93 same as positive same as
electrode electrode except positive

internal grid has electrode
5 members: 2
vertical, 3
horizontal

Cell Container Liner: BN felt unimpregnatedd) single thickness side insulation, double thickness bottom insulati

Cell Container: -"ge, 304 stainless steel, top-loading cell design.

Cell Cover (Header): 22 gauge, 304 stainless steel, 304 stainless steel feedthrough and electrolyte-fill tube.

Terminations: Positive: Series 200 nickel busbar with 1010 mild steel/copper core terminal, 7.9 mm outside dia.
Negative: 1010 mild steel busbar and term;-'l, 9.4 mo outside dia.

Separator Electrolyte

on.

0
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APPENDIX B

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF EAGLE-PICHER FABRICATED CELLS TESTED AT ANL

llaxm Life Characteristics
Performance
* Indicated Initial I Decline In

R Ra tes, h Eff., %A-h U-h
Cell Decriptioe A-b V-h Disch. Oarge A-h U-h Dayab Cyclesb Capacity Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

ZlP-7-od 206 40 4 8 97 65 13 22 - - - - PKIA baseline design except

LiAI/ 7S.
430/45 A-6b
3.85 kg
se- 7-0!!
LiA1/ 7
430/45 A-b
3.65 kg

amp-7-100
LiAI/V .$
430/45 A-b
3.85 kg

UP-7-101
LiA/F/Se
430/45 A-6b
3.55 k

amp- 7-180
LIAI/es-0a 25
430/45 A b
3.85 kg

00-7-181
LiAI/f s- 82s
430/425 A-b
3.85 h
00@-7-182
LiA/Fes-a25

430/=5 A-b
3.85 kg

LiAlIFe-Or2S
430/425 A-b
3.85 kg

LiCl-rich electrolyte (no Cu2 S).
Erratic cell-voltage output.

348 404 4 8 48 8 92 150 13 13 7 6 MKIA baseline design except LiCI-
rich electrolyte (no Cu2S).
Qualification tested.

277 324 4 8 97 79 154 340 6 7 5 5 IA baseline design except
LiCl- ich electrolyte (no Cu2S).
Life tested with constant-
voltage charge.

278 330 4 8 98 a) 152 332 15 15 9 8 MIA baseline design except
LiCI-rich electrolyte (no Cu2S).
Life tested with constant-
voltage charge.

277 327 4 8 100 83 115 285 25 26 7 6 MKIA baseline design.

274 321 4 $ 99 83 85 200 11 11 9 10 Same as above.

324 381 4 8 98 82 61 115 17 17 5 6 Same as above.
Qualification tested.

283 345 8 8 99 82 41 89 0 0 16 12 MNIA baseline design.
Qualification tested.



APPENDIX B (contd)

Cell De cription

Per ormnce
p Indicated

Bate

A-h W-h

Initial
Rates, h Eff., 2

Disch. Charge A-h W-h

Life Characteristics

% Decline In

A-h W'h
Daysb Cyclesb Capacity Energy Eff. Eff.

021-7-251
LiAl/F.S-GU 2 S
430/425 A-b
3.85 kg

E-7-253
LiAl/F.S-C. 2 5
430/425 A-b
3.85 kg

P-7-347
LiAl/FeS-u28
430/425 A-b
3.85 kg

fWP-7-351
LiAl/F.S-Gu2S
430/425 A-b
3.85 kg
00-7-352
LiAI/FS-0u 2 8
430/425 A-k
3.85 kg

SWP-7-355
LIA1/FVS-a. 2 S
430/425 A-h
3.85 kg

-7-364
LiAI/FeS-O25
430/.25 A-b
3.85 kg

ZNP-7-379
LiA1/FeO-00 2S
430/425 A-b
3.85 kg

235 286 3.4 7 99 85 80 189 0 3 6 7 MKIA baseline design.

278 339 4 8 98 84 38 80 8 11 7 6 Same assabove.

279 334 4 8 98 83 27 55 4.6 6. 6 7 Same as above.

279 332 4 8 99 83 43 90 15 15 6 6 Same as above.

278 328 4 8 98 82 26 53

278 340 4 8 98 84 34 71

10 10 6 4 Same as above.

0 3 10 9 Same as above.

277 340 4 8 99 85 32 68 0 4 9 11 Same as above.

278 331 4 8 99 84 27 59 8 10 6 6 Same as above.

(contd)

Remarks
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APPENDIX B (contd)

Life Characteristics

ted Initial
Rates, h Eff. , W

W-h Disch. Charge A-h W-h

% Decline In

A-h W-h
Daysb Cyclesb Capacity Energy 'ff. Eff.

278 338 4 7 99 85 35 80 15 18 10 10 PKIA baseline design.

278 339 4 7 100 86 30 65 10 10 Same as above.

278 335 4 7 99 84 41 0% 18 20 8 9 Same as above.

278 33. 4 7 99 85 34 80 8 11 6 6 Same as above.

235 290 3.5 6 99 85 51 124 0 2 6 6 Same as above.

EDP-7-389
LiAI/FeS
430/425 A-b
3.8 kg

Est,-7-395
LiAI/FeS
430/425 A-b
3.8 kg

UP- 7-417
LiAl/FeS
430/425 A-b
3.6 kg

.w-7-418
LiAl/FeS
430/425 A-b
3.5 kg

EW7-423
LiAl/FeS
430/425 A-b
3.5 kg

-7-425
LiAI/FeS
430/425 A -b
3.8 kg

EfKI I-09
Li~l/PeS
406/40 A-
4.7 kg

8R!11I-021
LiAI/FeS
406/4 A -b
5.0 kg

4 7 99 Be 38 54 10 14 7 Same as above.

307 362 4 6 99 84 15 35 76 32 5 4 Similar
N-felt

fabric).

to MKIA design but with
separator (instead of BN

321 376 4.5 8 99 82 115 197 10 10 10 10 Initial Eagle-Picher MEII cell
design using 1-2 - layer of
UN-felt separator.

(contd)

Remarks

294 344



APPENDIX B (contd)

Per mace Life Characteristics

e Indicated Initial 2 Decline In
Rate Rates, h Eff., Ah Wh

Cell Descriptiona A-h W-h Disch. Charge A-h W-h Daysb Cyclesb Capacity Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

EPNgII-032 310 370 4 7 100 84 116 238 11.3 11.4 6.0 6.2 Eagle-Picher MKII Group I
developmental multiplate cell
design: BN-felt separator
(2-rn layers), LiAl and FeS
cold-pressed electrodes,
LiCI-rich electrolyte, photo-
etched screens on electrode
faces, side-loaded cans.

295 348 4 7 100 84 >216 >474

243 293 3.5 7 100 85 >210 >463

288 342 4 7 99 82 135 292

243 293 3.5 7 100 84 160 356

266 316 4 7 100 83 108 263

10.9 10.1 0 1.2 Same as above.

0 0 0 0 Same as above.
Discharge cycling restricted.

10.7 9.7 4.0 5.0 Same as above.
Shorted, terminated.

0 1.0 0 0 Same as above.
Discharge cycling
restricted.
Shorted, terminated.

0 0 0 0 Same as above.
Shorted, terminated.

LiAI/FeS
480/360 A-b
4.8 kg

KPflII-033
LiAI/FeS
480/360 A-
4.8 kg

II-036
LiA/FeS
480/360 A-b
4.8 kg

ZPMII-037
LiA/FeS
480/360 A-b
4.8 kg

E KSII-038
LiAI/FeS
480/360 A-b
4.8 kg

EPKII-039
LiA/FeS
480/360 A-
4.8 kg



APPENDIX B (contd)

Cell Descriptions

Maxim
Performance

Indicated
Rate

A-h W-h

Rates, h

Disch. Charge

Initial
Eff , %

A -h W -h

Life Characteristics

Z Decline In

A-h W-h
Daysb Cyclebb Capacity Energy Eff. Eff.

266 318 4 7 100 83 >192 >374

285 345 4 7 100 84 >200 >396

242 286 4 7 ICJ 84 74 126

18.5 18.2 1.5 1.0 Eagle-Picher MKII Group I
developmental multiplate
cell design: BN-felt
separator, (two 2-mm layers)
LiAl and FeS cold-pressed
electrodes, LiCI-rich
electrolyte, photoetched
electrode retainers, side-
loaded current collector.

7.5 10.7 0 0 Same as above.

9.0 10.0 0 2.4 Same as above.
Terminated due to
low capacity

EP3 II-040
LiAI/FeS
480/360 A-h
4.8 kg

EPl II-041
LiAI/FeS
480/360 A-h
4.8 kg

EP1KII-042
LiAh/FeS
480/360 A-h
4.8 kg

UIK11-043
LiAI/FeS
480/360 LA-
4.8 kg

ZIII-049
LiAl/FeS
480/360 A-h
4.8 kg

EPm<II-050
LiAl/FeS

480/360 LA-
4.8 kg

303 365 4 7 100 86 129 324 24.0 24.0 6.0 7.0 Same as above.
Terminated due to decreasing
A-h efficiency.

306 368 4 7 100 85 114 263 22.0 23.5 8.0 9.4 Same as above.
Terminated due to
decreasing A h
ef fic iency

301 363 4 7 100 84 >106 >208 8.6 8.3 5.0 4.0 Eagle-Picher MKII Group I
Developmental multiplate cell
design for BN-felt separator
(2-m layers), LiAl and FeS
cold-pressed electrodes,
LiCI-rich electrolyte, photo-
etched screens on electrode
faces, side-loaded cans.

(contd)

Remarks
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APPENDIX B (contd)

Maximum Life Characteristics
Performance
e Indicated Initial % Decline In

te R _ . Lates, h Eff.., A-h W-h

Cell Descriptiona A-h W-h Disch. Charge A-h W-h Daysb Cyclesb Capacity Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

EPMPKII-051 284 345 4 7 100 84 >96 >196 15.5 15.4 0 0 Eagle-Picher MKII Group I
developmental multiplate cell
design: BN-felt separator
!2-mu layers), LiAl and FeS
cold-pressed electrodes,
LiCI-rich electrolyte, photo-
etched screens on electrode
faces, side-loaded cans.

300 366 4 7 100 84 >94 >178

294 334 4 7 99 80 >54 >100

326 373 4 7 98 79 >71 >128

295 335 4 7 99 79 >70 >139

7.3 7.2 6.0 5.0 Same as above.

3.4 3.3 0 0 Group III cells, similar
to Group I cells except for
lighter hardware.

10.4 10.4 1 1 Same as above.

2.3 2.4 1 1 Same as above.

300 341 4 7 99 80 >32 >67 8.3 8.5 0 0 Same as above.

320 360 4 7 99 80 >69 >132 4.0 3.0 0 0 Same as above.

LiAI/FeS
480/360 A-h
4.8 kg

EPMPMKII-052
LiAl/FeS
480/360 A-h
4.8 kg

EPMKII-054
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPKII-055
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPKII-060
LiAI/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPNKII-061
LiAl/FeS

512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EII-062
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

N

--



APPENDIX B (contd)

MaximU Life Characteristics
Performance
" Indicated Initial 2 Decline In

Rate Rates, h Eff.,Ah W-h

Cell Description
8  A-h W-h Disch. Charge A-h W-h Daysb Cyclesb Capacity Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

EPMKII-063 301 339 4 7 99 79 >68 >133 3.8 2.8 0 1 Group III cells, similar

300 339 4 7 99 78 >57 >109

298 335 4 99 78 >57 >112

to Group I cells except for
lighter hardware.

2. 3 1.8 0 0 Same as above.

4.7 4.8 0 1 Same as above.

264 297 4 7 99 78 >21 >48 0.4 0.4 0 0 Same as above.

270 304 4 7 99 79 11 23 0 0 0 0 Same as above.
Shorted in feedthrough,
terminated.

LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPMKII-065
LiAI/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPMKII-066
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPMKII-067
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPKI I-068
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPMKII-069
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

EPMKII-071
LiAl/FeS
512/395 A-h
4.2 kg

99 78 >24 >37

262 292 4 7 99 77 >35 >81

3.9 3.8 0 0 Same as above.

4.5 4.8 0 0 Same as above.

(c ontd)

305 344 4



APPENDIX B (contd)

Life Characteristics
Performance
@ Indicated Initial 2 Decline In

Rate Rates, h Eff., AAh Wh
Cell Descriptiona A'h W'h Disch. Charge A-h W-h Daysb Cyclesb Capacity Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

EPMKII-078 343 406 5 9 99 83 >9 >18 0 0 0 0 Group IV, developmental

LiAI/FeS cell: Group III electrode,
512/395 A-h top-loaded can, MgO-
4.2 kg impregnated BN-felt separator

to give high utilization, life-
cycling at 38 mA/cm2 discharge.
95 W-h/kg specific energy.

EPNKII-080 345 411 5 9 99 83 7 13 0 0 0 0 Same as above,
LiAI/FeS terminated due to feedthrough
512/395 A-h short.
4.2 kg

aCell description includes cell number, active material in electrodes, theoretical capacity, and cell weight.

bThe "greater than" symbol denotes continued operation.

(contd)



APPENDIX C

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF GOULD-FABRICATED CELLS TESTED AT ANL

Maximum Life Characteristics
Performance
@ Indicated Initial X Decline In

Rate Rates, h Eff., A-h W-h

Cell Description A-h W-h Disch. Charge A-h W'h Daysa Cyclesa Capacity Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

C-2 7'. 87 4 4 99 76 350 1170 45 45 7 4 Gould baseline bicell with BN
cloth separate: and Ni current
collector. Poor capacity.

110 130 7.4 7.4 99 - 317 1140 80 80 0 0 Same basic design as C-2.
Terminated for corrosion
evaluation.

103 125 6.9 6.9 >99 >83 400 800 50 50 - - Gould baseline bicell design.
Hastelloy B collector with

positive additives of Fe, Co,
C.

143 173 6 7 99 84.5 17 24 - - 50 50 Multiplate cell with BN felt
separator. Initial attempt at
new design. .. 'd-pressed FeS
and LiAl electrodes assembled
in semi-charged state.

169 205 7 8.5 99 85 15 21 0 0 - Multiplate cell with BN felt
separator. Cold-pressed FeS
and LiAl electrodes in semi-
charged state.

167 202 3.6 6.8 100 86 52 106

170 208 4.3 8.7 99 87 68 127

162 197 3.6 7.4 99 86 84 152

3

5

3 5 5 Gould MKII (BN-felt separator)
design. Dry-room fabricated
in semi-charged state, shorted.

5 5 5 Gould M0II design with two
positive plates, shorted over
last 10 cycles.

4.9 5.0 5 5 Gouid MKII design. Capacity
increased when temp. raised to
485*C. 100 W/kg at 502 charge,
shorted over last 4 cycles.

(contd)

C-3

C-7

D-8

D-9

D-12

D-24

D-25



APPENDIX C (contd)

Cell Description

Maximum
Performance
@ Indicated

Rate

A-h W-h

Rates, h

Disch. Charge

Initial
Eff. , X

A-h W-h

Life Characteristics

% Decline In

Daysa Cyclesa Capacity Energy
A-h W-h
Eff. Eff.

178 216

172

127

4.5 9.0

210 4.3

151 3.2

98 86

8.6 100

6.4 100

88

85

127 151 3.2 6.4 100 85

172 210 4.3 8.7 100 88

165 201 4.2 8.3 100 88

180

200

190

177

218

244

232

218

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.4

8.7

8.7

8.7

8.7

99

99

99

99

87

86

86

87 >

62 115 7 7 10 10 Gould MKII design, shorted
over last 12 cycles.

71 133 8.2 8.2 0 0 Gould MKII design, shorted.

5 7 - - - - Gould MKII design, low
capacity, terminated.

47 123 10 9 0 0 Gould MII design, terminated
due to low capacity.

68 129 14.5 14 5 5 Gould MII design, shorted
last 10 cycles.

97 166 9.1 9 15 15 Gould MKII design, shorted
last 10 cycles.

71 151 16.0 15,0 6 6 Gould MKII design, shorted.

56 81 17.5 16.0 10 10 Same as above.

48 76 9.5 10.0 0 0 Same as above.

20 >33 3 3 0 0 Gould MXII design.

(contd)

D-26

D-27

D-28

D-29

D-30

D-31

D-39

D-40

D-41

D-42

Remarks

0



APPENDIX C (contd)

Maximum Life Characteristics
Performance

@ Indicated Initial % Decline In

Rate Rates, h Eff., A-h W-h

Cell Description A-h W-h Disch. Charge A-h W-h Daysa Cyclesa Capacity Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

D-76 200 243 5 10 99 88 5 7 0 0 0 0 Gould Status Cell: 2 positive

LiAI/Li2 S-FeS plates, semi-charged, MgO im-

276/216 A-h pregnated separator. 95 W-h/kg

2.58 kg discharged at 44 mA/cm2 in
life testing.

D-79 198 241 5 10 99 87 6 9 0 0 0 0 Same as above.

LiAl/Li2 S-FeS
276/216 A-h
2.58 kg

D-83 199 242 5 10 99 86 6 9 0 0 0 0 Same as above.

LiAL/Li2S-FeS
276/216 A-h
2.58 kg

D-87 201 244 5 10 99 88 10 15 0 0 0 0 Same as above.

LiAL/Li2 S-FeS
276/216 A-h
2.58 kg

aThe "greater than" symbol denotes continued operation.
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APPENDIX D

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY FOR ANL-FABRICATED CELLS

Cell Description

SN8F01
LiAI/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.39 kg

SM F02
LiAl/FeS
174/120 A-h
1 .40 kg

53F03
LiAI/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.38 kg

SBF04
LiAl/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.39 kg

SF05
LiAl/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.39 kg

SM06
LiAI/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.40 kg

SF07
LiA1/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.39 kg

S3608
LiA1/FeS
174/120 A-b
1.39 kg

Maximum
Performance

Indicated
Rate

A-h W-h

82 95

Initial
Rates, h Eff., X

Disch. Charge A-h W-h

Life Characteristics

% Decline In

A-ha W-h
Days Cycles Capa

4 8 99 82 101 129

83 97 4 8 98 84 119 241

83 100 4 8 98 84 205 433

82 95 4 8 99 83 68 120

81 97 4 8 99 84 80 204

81 95 4 8 99 83 202 381

78 93 4 8 99 83 223 417

82 96 4 8 99 81 202 367

citya Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

11 8 20 21 Status cell with BN-felt
separator, LiCI-rich electro-
lyte, and positive capacity

density of 1.40 A-h/cm
3

.

2 11 Same as SM8FO1.

4 5 10 4 Same as SM8FOI.

18 16 4 5 Same as SM8FOI.

54 57 0 4 Same as SM8FO1.

6 6 11 11 Same as SM8FO1.

0 0 20 18 Same as SM8FO1.

2 2 11 7 Same as SM8FO1.

(contd)



APPENDIX D (contd)

Maim
Performance

Cell Description

SM8F09
LiAI/FeS
173/119 A-h
1.39 kg

SNBFI O
LiAI/FeS
173/120 A-h
1.40 kg

SMBFil
LiAI/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.39 kg

SBFI2
LiAI/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.39 kg

N-15
LiAl/FeS
174/88 A-h
1.38 kg

LiAI/FeS
174/120 A-h

Um-
LiAl/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.32 kg

Indicated Initial
Rate Kate, h Eff. , 2

A-h W-h D ach Charge Ah W-h

82 98 8 99 80

82 96 4 8 99 81 327 b22

81 96 4 8 99 83 218 41)

Life Characteristics

% Decline In

A-ha Wh
Days Cycles Capacitya Energy Eff. Eff. Remarks

147 290 6 7 20 17 Same as SM8F01.

18 18 22 20 Same as SM8F01 .

4 3 12 11 Same as SM8FO1.

84 99 4 8 J9 84 67' 103 37 38 60 62 Same as SM8F01.

69 81
60 68

4 8 99 83 31 57 4 4 1 1 Status-type cell with
1.0 A-h/cm 3 positive theor.
cap. density, BN-felt separator,
and LiCI-rich electrolyte.

70 85 8 8 76 83 9 9 0 0 34 50 Status-type cell testing MgO
powder in place of BN-felt
separator. Quicir separator
wetting with 3.5 ma at 502
charge.

98
90
82

120
108
93

8
4
2

8
8
8

Status-type cell with all honey-

98 83 88 147 2 2 10 7 comb structures removed. 82
W-h/kg at 4-h rate; 84 W/kg at
502 charge.

(contd)



APPENDIX D (contd)

Cell Description

Performance
* Indicated

Rate

A-h W-h

Initial
Rates, h .Eff., Z

Disch. Charge A-h W-h

Life Characteristics

Z Decline In

Days Cycles Capacitya Energy

97
92
83

89
82
70

121
110
95

110
98

79

270 331
264 312
242 277

8
4
2

8
4
2

8
4

2

8
8
8

8
8
8

8
8
8

LiAI/FeS
174/120 A-h
1.35 kg

LiAl/FeS
174/120 Ab
1.36 kg

LiAI/FeS
480/344 A-a
4.15 kg

lm"I
LiAI/FeS
120/120 A-l
1.32 kg

-EP
LiAl/FeS

235/170 A-a
3.2 kg

116
107

83

144
124
87

7
3.5
1.5

7
7
7

98 83 75 125

93 77 69 133 2

98 82 130 18U 7

99 83 125 130 1

99
99
91

81 >63 >146 2

Status-type cell with no honey-
comb structure in negative
electrode. 82 W-h/kg at 4-h
rate; 76 W/kg at 50% charge.

Status-type cell with no honey-
2 comb structure in positive

electrode. 71 W-h/kg at 4-h
rate; 85 W/kg at 502 charge.

Multiplate cell with no honey-
7 1 0 comb structures, photochem-

ically etched sheet on all
electrode faces, BN-felt sep-
arator, and two 12.7 x 17.8-cm
positive electrodes.
75 W-h/kg at 4-h rate.

Bicell with electrodes of
1 10 3 equal theoretical capacity,

3N-felt separator, LiCl-rich
electrolyte, and no honeycomb
in negative electrode.

Bicell with both electrodes
1 1 1 fabricated in expanded state.

BN felt compressed to 1.5 sm.
at assembly. Perforated-sheet
facial current collectors.
LiCl-rich electrolyte. No
honeycomb structures.

(contd)

A-ha W-h
Eff. Eff.

90 108 8 8
72 84 4 8

Remarks

N~
Na

I I



Cell Description

Maxi um
Performance
@ Indicated

Rate

A-h W-h

APPENDIX D (contd)

Life Characteristics

Initial
Rates h OEfafr. , W

Disch. Charge A-h W -h Days Cycles Capacitya Energy

R-47
LiAI/FeS
210/144 A-h
1.78 kg

1-48
LiAl/FeS
210/144 A-h
1.78 kg

R-51
LiAl/FeS
86/62 A-h
0.95 kg

R-53
LiAl/FeS
143/143 A-h
1.6 kg

R-54
LiAI/FeS
208/145 A-h
1.68 kg

1-55
LiA1/FeS-TiS2
210/141 A-h
1.6 kg

R-56
LiA1/FeS-TiS2
207/146 A-h
1.75 kg

90 108 4.5 14.5 100 85 >464 >753 21

82 100 4.0 10.8 100 88 333 525 3

48 52 4.0 6 99 90 274 690 17

74 88 4.0 9.4 99 85 173 386 0

80 98 4.0 10 99 80 95 124 20

22 20 17 Bicell with BN-felt separator,
LiCl-rich electrolyte and
nickel current collector.

5.5 2 7 Similar to R-47 but iron
collector.

16 5 6 Similar to R-48 but 302 thinner
positive electrode.

0 2 1 Similar to R-48 but with ANL
alloy for collector.

19 20 21 Similar to R-48 but with
LiF-LiCl-KC1 electrolyte.

80 90 4.0 10 98 84 54 97 22 20 2(1 19 Similar to R-48 but with
TiS2 additive in pos.

77 89 4.4 10 97 81 29 25 18 18 31 30 Similar to R-55 but with
LiF-LiCl-KCI electrolyte.

41 50 3.7 5.4 99 84 145 326 0 0 0 0 Similar to R-48 but with 35%
thinner pos.

(contd)

% Decline In

A-ha W-h
Eff. Eff. Remarks

R-57
LiAl/FeS
85/66 A-h
1.16 kg



APPENDIX D (contd)

Maximums
Performance

Indicated Initial
Rateates, h Eff., 2%

A-h W-h Disch. Charge A-h W-h

---- _ Life Characteristics

% Decline In

Days Cycles Capacitya Energy
A'ha W-h
Eff. Eff.

R-58
LiAI/FeS-N
172/122.9 A-h
1.42 kg

R-59
LiAI/FeS2
167/121 A-b
1.67 kg

R-60
LiAI/FeS
145/95.9 A-h
1.41 kg

1-61
LiAl/FeS
221/140 A-b
1.78 kg

R-62
LiAl/FeS
221/140 LA-
1.78 kg

R-63
LiAl/FeS
92/65.3 A-b
1.19 kg

R-64
LiAl/FeS
96.4/72.3 LA-
1.2 kg

65 74 3.3 6.9 96 60 >101 >292

103 140 5.2 11 97 74

57 74 3.8 8.1 99 85

97 115 4.1 9.7 99.5 83

95 113 4.0 10.0 99 64

45 55 4.5 6.0 99 84

35 41
Driving
Profile

20

43 65 13

22 20 12 Nickel powder additive in pos.

12 20 20 Positive electrode assembled
with Li 2FeS 2 and salt;
molybdenum collector.

112 245 9.5 8.5 19 16 Similar to R-50 but with
photoetched sheet on pos.

>86 >130

>72 >110

0

21

56 149 0

2.0 4.5 99 84 >211 >625 0

0 0 0 Similar to R-48.

20 25 20 Similar to R-47.

0 1 0 Similar to R-57.

0 15 11 Similar to R-57, with low
melting, 392'C, LiCl-KCl-LiF,
electrolyte; operated
* 4300C.

(contd)

Cell Description Remarks
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APPENDIX D (contd)

Maximum
Performance

Indicated
Rate

Cell Description

Rates, h

Life Characteristics

%_Decline InInitial
Eff., z

A-h W-h Diach. Charge A-h W-h Days Cycles Capacitya Energy

R-65
LiAl/FeS

97.5/71.5 A-h
1.12 kg

R-67
LiAI/FeS
218.1/157.6 A-h
1.83 kg

R-68
LiAl/FeS
101.6/71.8 A-h
1.16 kg

R-69
LiAI/FeS
106.5/81.5 A-h
1.24 kg

1-70
LiAI/FeS
229.8/74.8 A-h
1.83 kg

8-71
LiA1/FeS
96.8/82.7 A-h
1.23 kg

57 69 3.7 7.0 99 88 147 270 20

114 137 5.7 16.0 98 83 67 80 9

59 71 3.9 8.0 99 86 >140 >266 5

24 15 16 Similar to R-57, with Fe-plated
Cu current collector. LiCl-
rich electrolyte.

9 10 12 Similar to R-48, with larger
capacity. LiCl-rich
electrolyte.

5 5 6 Similar to R-65, with Fe-
plated Cu current collector
but LiCl-KCI-LiF electro-
lyte.

63 80 12 14 97 86 18 30 20 25 14 17 Cell at positive potential
with Al current collector.
LiCl-rich electrolyte.

94 112 6.2 9.8 95 82 57 63 20 24 17 20 Similar to R-48 with Fe-
plated Cu current collector.
LiCI-rich electrolyte.

57 72 4.7 7.5 99 88 >44 >83 0 0 0 0 Similar to R-65 and R-68, with
Fe-plated current collector.

(contd)

A-ha W-h
Eff. Eff. Remarks



APPENDIX D (contd)

Cell Description

Haxim um
Performance
@ Indicated

Rate

A-h W-h

Rates, h

Disch. Charge

Initial
Eff.,

A-h W-h

-__ --_ -Life Characteristics

_ Decline In

A-ha W-h
Days Cycles Capacitya Energy Eff. Eff.

129
123
113

5
4

2.3

5
5
5

99 87
99 86
99 84

47 124 20

96 119 4 5 99 87 86 208 0

LC-MP-4
LiAl/FeS
175/116 A-h
1.65 kg

LC-MP-5
LiAl/FeS
175/116 A-h
1.65 kg

LC-MP-6
LiAl/FeS
275/210 A-h
2.75 kg

LC-MP-7
LiAI/FeS
420/550 A-h
4.2 kg

91 242 4

>41 >75 4

42 50 2 4 99 85 >102 >400 3

102
100

95

(contd)

Remarks

162 189 4 8 99 83

302 364 4 8 99 86

NA-Z
LiAl/FeS
80/58 A-h
1.0 kg

24 34 30 Low-cost cell design for BN-
felt separator. Two positive
carbon-bonded FeS, three LiAl
electrodes, and perforated
sheet current collectors
(0.76-mm dia, holes at faces).
Peak power was 110 W/kg at 50%
state of charge and resistance
2.2 0.

0 10 10 Same design as LC-MP-4. Resis-
tance was 1.85 ma at 50% S.u.C.
for 135 W/kg.

4 15 15 Similar design to LC-MP-4 but
with 12.7 x 17.8 cm electrode
plaque obtained from Gould in
semi-charged state. Feedthrough
problems required three thermal
cycles. Resistance is 1.55 ma
at 50% charge.

4 1 1 Three positive carbon-bonded
FeS electrodes 17.8 x 17.8 cm,
perforated-sheet electrode
enclosures (0.96-mm-dia holes
at faces). Peak power at 50%
S.O.C. 129 W/kg - 0.8 ma
resistance, specific energy of
88 W-h/kg at 4-h rate.

3 0 0 LC-series cell hardware de-
sign, test of overcharge
protection design with
LiAl-LiAIFe electrodes vs.
carbon-bonded FeS electrode,
BN felt

Is.N0



APPENDIX D (contd)

Cell Description

maxim=
Performance
@ Indicated

Rate

A-h W-h

Rates, h

Disch. Charge

Initial

Ef.
A-h W-h

Life Characteristics

% Decline In

A-ha W-h
Days Cycles Capacitya Energy Eff. Eff.

37.5 43 2 4 100 80

38 46 2.5 5 100 86

52 61 2.5 5 100 82

39 142 36

>75 >287

60 185 0

WR-1
LiAI/FeS
65/120 A-h
1.2 kg

WR-2
LiAl/FeS
65/120 A-h
1.2 kg

WR-3
LiAl/FeS
65/12.0 A-h
1.2 kg

AlFe-4
LiAlFe/FeS

90/60 A-h
1.2 kg

36 0 0 Positive grounded-central
negative electrode for nega-
tive electrode evaluation,
LC-series cell hardware design,
BN felt, standard LiAl
electrode, terminated.

1 0 0 Same design as WR-1, modified
LiAl electrode.

0 0 0 Same design as WR-1, modified
LiAl electrode.

0 0 0 Test of BN-felt stability with
the LiAIFe electrode and a
carbon-bonded FeS electrode--
1.4 avg. voltage. Voluntary

termination.

aThe cycle for which the cell life was considered

less than 952 or greater than 202 decline in the
were unattended.

terminated was determined by either a 5% or greater decline in coulombic efficiency to

peak capacity. Greater decline in capacity and coulombic efficiency occurred while the cells

(contd)

32 45 3 4 99 - 34 80 0

Remarks

0
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APPENDIX E

SUMMARY OF POST-TEST EXAMINATIONS OF MULTIPTJATE CELLS

Lifetime
Reason

Cell Descriptiona Cycles Days Terminated Comments

EPHP-7-028
LiAl/FeS-Cu 2S,
E, C

EPHP-7-106
LiAl/FeS-Cu 2 S,
E, C

EPMP-7-190
LiAl/FeS-Cu 2 S,
E, C

EPHP-7-253

LiAl/FeS,

C

EPMP-7-364
LiAl/FeS-Cu 2 S,
C

EPMP-7-388
LiAl/FeS-Cu 2 S,
C

GLER D-13
LiAI/FeS,
LR, SC

GLER D-15
LiAl/FeS,

LR, SC

EMP-DC-5
LiAl/FeS-Cu 2 S,
C

EPMP-7-193
LiAl/FeS-Cu 2 S,
E

78 47 Short circuit

245 116 Short circuit

89 41 Short circuit

80 38 Short circuit

68 32 Short circuit

96 71 Short circuit

7 3 Low cold
resistance

13 7 Declining A-h
efficiency

59 31 Short circuit

b b Short circuit

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrode at the edges.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrode at edges.
The electrodes were uniform in thickness except at the edges.

No short located. Cell as received had a cold resistance >2000 ohm.
The electrodes were uniform in thickness.

All failure was due to a short circuit in the feedthrough. The
electrodes were uniform in thickness.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrodes at edges.
The electrodes were uniform in thickness except at the edges.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrodes at edges.
The electrodes were uniform in thickness.

This cell was operated for the seven break-in cycles only. The short was
located in the bottom corner of the cell; exact cause of short circuit
was not identified. Thickness of the electrodes was very uniform. The
negative electrode (center) showed 80% expansion in thickness. LiAlO2
observed on the face of each negative electrode.

The short circuit was located at the edge about 5 cm below the top of
the electrodes; the exact cause of the short circuit was not identified.
The negative electrode showed about 100% expansion in thickness. Large
quantities of LiA102 were present on the face of each negative electrode.

Short circuit was caused by a furnace-controller malfunction which
allowed cell to overheat.

This cell was purposely heated to failure (850 C). Iron dendrites were in
positive electrode and in separator. Current collectors were completely
corroded. No Al detected in positive electrode. No Li2S or A12S3
detected in negative electrode.

(contd)



APPENDIX E (contd)

Lifetime Reason

Cell Descriptiona Cycles Days Terminated Comments

EPM-001FBX 77 b Short circuit Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive active material through
LiA1/FeS-Cu 2S,
E

18 b Short circuit

Short circuit

52 b Declining A-h
efficiency

53 b Short circuit

4 b Short circuit

2 b Low capacity

93 b Short circuit

screen rupture. Electrode expansion was about 20% in the negative and
about 50% in the positive.

Cause for short circuit was not identified. Cell was overheated during
the electrolyte-filling operation.

Short circuit was caused by the honeycomb current collectors cutting the
separator at the cell top where the electrodes were misaligned and
distorted.

Many locations throughout the separator were deficient in electrolyte.
The edges of the negative electrodes (to a depth of over 6 mm) were
made up of a very fine nonmetallic material. These areas were dull gray
in appearance in contrast to the bright metallic color normally seen in
the LiAl electrode. Other negative electrodes which were prepared and
stored in an inadequately pure atmosphere have shown a similar
appearance.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of active material through ruptured
screens at the edges of the electrodes.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of active material through a
ruptured screen.

The low capacity of this cell appears to have been due to a severe
deficiency of electrolyte in the separator. A solid electrolyte plug
was observed in the electrolyte fill tube even through the top area
of the cell was void of electrolyte.

This cell contained two short circuits: 1) feedthrough and 2) extrusion
of active material from negative electrode through rupture at defective
weld in photoetched screen-to-electrode outer frame. Center negative
electrode expansion was about 35%.

Na

(contd)

EPMK-002
LiA1/FeS,
LR

EPMK-003
LiAl/FeS,

LR

EPMK-005
LiA1/FeS,
LR

EPMK-007
LiA1/FeS,
LR

EPMK-008
LiA1/FeS,
LR

EPMK-0
LiA1/FeS,
LR

EPMK-015
LiA1/FeS,
LR



APPENDIX E (contd)

Lifetime Reason

Cell Descriptiona Cycles Days Terminated Comments

EPMK-016 0 0 Short circuit Short circuit was caused by metallic Al deposits across separators which

EPIK-022
LiAI/FeS,
LR

GLER D-8
LiAl/FeS,
LR, SC

LC-MP-4

LiAl/FeS-C,

LR

EHPKII-019
LiAl/FeS, LR

EPMKII-012
LiAl/FeS, LR

GLER D-12
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-32
LiA1/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-33
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-35
LiA1/FeS, SC, LR

0 0 Short circuit

23 16 Declining A'h
efficiency

125 50 Declining A-h
efficiency

0 0 Short circuit

0 0 Short circuit

142 70 Short circuit

5 3 Short circuit

1 1 Short circuit

1 2 Short circuit

LiAI/FeS,
LR

had been treated with LiAlC14 wetting agent. Condition indicated

excessive LiAICl4 was used.

Same as EPMK-016.

Short circuits were caused by extrusion of unrestrained negative elec-

trodes and a crimp in positive electrode screen that cut separator.

Negative electrode expansion was 73 to 93%. The positive electrodes

showed a 9% expansion to 19% compression.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrodes at edges.

The negative electrodes exhibited gross expansion, whereas the positive

electrodes were compressed. The electrodes were nonuniform in

thickness (wavy).

Short circuit was caused by localized metallic Al deposits across

separators which had been treated with LiAlCI4 wetting agent. This

behavior occurs with excess use of the wetting agent due to reaction

with LiAl.

Same as EPMKII-019.

Short circuit was caused by severe localized expansion of negative

electrode (protrusion) that caused BN separator to rupture. Electrodes

showed some nonuniformity in thickness (wavy). Negative electrode

expansion was 60 to 100%.

Short circuit was caused by metallic and sulfide deposits (mostly Fe)

across the top of the electrodes. Examinations showed that positive

electrode material was extruded through an opening in retainer frame

around the positive terminal.

Same as GLER D-32.

Same as GLER D-32.

(contd)
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APPENDIX E (contd)

Cell Descriptiona

Lifetime

Cycles Days
Reason

Terminated Comment s

GLER D-26
LiAI/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-24
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-25
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-27
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-30
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-42
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

LC-MP-5
LiAI/FeS, SC, LR
carbon bonded

LC-MP-6

LiAl/FeS, SC, LR
carbon bonded

EP-HKII-028
LiAl/FeS, C, LR

EP-MKII-032
LiAI/FeS, C, LR

EP-MKII-039

LiA1/FeS, C, LR

GLER D-67
LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

115 68 Short

127 68 Short

146 81 Short

133 71 Short

130 70 Short

85 48 Short

208 86 Short

circuit

circuit

circuit

circuit

circuit

circuit

circuit

242 91 Short circuit

132

238

263

61

70

116

108

23

Short

Short

Short

Short

circuit

circuit

circuit

circuit

Same as GLER D-12. Also expansion .nd distortion of electrodes at
bottom resulted in additional short circuits.

Same as GLER D-12.

Same as GLER D-12.

Same as GLER D-12.

Same as GLER D-12.

Same as GLER D-32.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrode material at
the edge which caused the retainer frame (perforated sheet) to contact
the cell can.

Same as LC-MP-5

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrode material at
the top edge through a ruptured weld of the retainer to the edge bar.

Short circuit was caused by Li-Al bridge across the separator in a
localized area. The cause for the formation of this bridge is unknown.

Same as EP-MKII-032.

Short circuit was caused by gross expansion of negative electrodes that
forced the retainer trame through the separator and into contact with
the positive electrode.

(con td)



APPENDIX E (contd)

Lifetime
Reason

Cell Descriptiona Cycles Days Terminated Comments

EP-MKII-068 23 11 Short circuit Short circuit was caused by electrolyte leakage through the feedthrough.

LiAl/FeS, C, LR This resulted in corrosion and the formation of a metallic bridge across

the top insulator.

EP-MKII-080 14 7 Short circuit Same as EP-MKII-068.

LiAl/FeS, C, LR

GLER D-29 191 74 Short circuit Same as GLER D-12.

LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-031 178 100 Short circuit Same as GLER D-67.

LiAl/FeS, SC, LR

GLER D-45 157 59 Short circuit Same as GLER D-12. Also, the electrode frames were badly distorted at

LiAl/FeS, SC, LR the edges because of the large expansion of the negative electrodes.

aCell description includes cell number, active materials for negative and positive electrodes, type of electrolyte (E = LiCl-KC1

eutectic; LR = LiCl-rich LiCl-KCl), and state of charge at cell assembly (C = charged; U = uncharged; SC = semicharged).

bData not available at present.

NJ

(contd)
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APPENDIX F

SUMMARY OF POST-TEST EXAMINATIONS OF BICELLS

Lifetime

Cycles Days

R-43 240 128 End of test
LiAl/FeS,
U, LUR

R-36
LiAI/NiS2+Co 2S 3 ,
U, E

LC-1
LiAl/FeS+C,
LR

LC-2
LiAl/FeS+C,
LR

LC-3
LiAl/FeS+C,
LR

KPRE-1
LiA1/FeS+Cu2 S.
E

1318 506 End of test

176 99 Short circuit

95 55 Declining A-h
efficiency

150 66

Reason
Terminated Comments

Feedthrough was isolated on 5th cycle because of short circuit. Cell
was then operated to end of scheduled test. Separator was two layers of
BN treated with LiAlCl4 wetting agent. Separator was clean except for
normal Fe deposits near positive electrode.

A short circuit was identified at cell bottom where the current
collector of the positive electrode had cut through the BN-fabric
separator; Li7S was deposited in separator.

Short circuit was caused by rewelding a defect in the cell can. The
Li-Al in the rear position of the electrode was unreacted. Negative-
electrode expansion was approximately 25%.

Separator was one layer of 2-mm thick BN felt. Short circuit was caused
by compression of BN felt to .05 mm and the normal iron deposits near
positive electrode. Negative electrode expansion was approximately
15%.

Short circuit was caused by corrosion products that bridged the
separator at the top of the cell. Electrode expansion was about 30% for
the negative and about 55% for the positive electrode.

This was reference-electrode test cell that failed because of over-
heating to about 650'C, which resulted in a short circuit.

Short circuit was caused by expansion of negative electrode and com-
pression of positive which caused metal strip around the positive
electrode to cut the BN-felt separator. The electrodes were nonuniform
in thickness--10 to 60% expansion in the negative electrodes and 40%
compression to 252 expansion in the positive electrodes.

Cause of the short circuit was same as Q-3. The electrodes were non-
uniform in thickness (wavy). Negative expansion was 10 to 552.
Positive electrodes varied from about 20%. compression to 20% expan-
sion.

Short circuit

322 132 Short circuit

265 81GLER Q-3
LiAl/FeS,

SC, LR

GLR Q-4
LiAl/FeS,
SC, LR

Short circuit

177 67 Short circuit

(contd)

Cell Descriptiona
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APPENDIX F

Lifetime

Cell Descriptions Cycles Days

GLER Q-6 175 60
LiAI/FeS,
SC, LR

GLER Q-8
LiAI/FeS,
SC, LR

GLER Q-9
LiAI/FeS,
SC, LR

GLER C-1
LiAl/FeS,

U, LR

GLER C-4
LiAl/FeS,
U, LR

GLEE C-4A
LiAl/FeS,
U, LR

GLER C-8
LiAI/FeS,
U, LR

GLER C-IOA
LiAl/FeS,
U, LI

Reason
Terminated

Short circuit

247 80 Short circuit

235 72 Short circuit

242 153 Short circuit

10 4 Short circuit

367 62 Declining A-h
efficiency

45 23 Declining A-h
efficiency

303 201 Short circuit

Comments

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive-electrode material
through ruptures in retainer screens at edges. The electrodes were
nonuniform in thickness (wavy). Negative electrode expansion was 40
to 110%. Positive electrodes showed 20% expansion to 15% compression.

Cause of short circuit same as Q-6. The electrodes exhibit moderate
nonuniformity in thickness (wavy). Negative electrode expansion was
30 to 85%. Positive electrode showed 10% compression to 45% expansion.

Cause of short circuit same as Q-6. The electrodes exhibited minor
nonuniformity in thickness. Negative electrode expansion was 10 to 50%.
Positive electrode showed 15 to 40% expansion.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrode material
through ruptured screen at edge. Electrode thickness was nonuniform
(wavy). Negative electrode expansion was 50 to 100%. Positive
electrode was compressed by 10 to 35%.

Cell failure was caused by short circuit in feedthrough.

Cause of short circuit was not identified. Cold resistance was
400 Q as received for post-test examination. Cell showed poor A-h
efficiency.

Same as cell C-4A.

Short circuit was caused by gross irregular expansion and distortion of
electrodes, which caused the retainer screens and BN fabric to rupture.
This permitted extrusion of active material.

(contd)
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Cell Descriptiona

Lifetime

Cycles Days
Reason

Terminated Comments

R-48
LiAl/FeS+C+Ni,
U, LR

M-8IWA
LiA1/FeS,
C, Li

R-50
LiAI/FeS+Ni+C
U, Li

R-52
LiAl/FeS+Ni+C,
U, LR

R-56
LiAI/FeS+TiS2+C,
U, LI

GLER Q-7
LiAl/FeS,
SC, LI

GLER 1-54
LiAl/FeS,
SC, Li

525 333 Short circuit

9 8 Short circuit

326 174 Short circuit

57 26 Short circuit

20 30 Short circuit

552 132 Declining
Coulombic
efficiency

11 8 Short circuit

Short circuit was not identified. However, it was located in the top
2 cm of this cell within 2 cm of the conductor rod. Low-carbon steel
positive-electrode current collector showed a corrosion rate of
23 Im/y. Lower-than-normal corrosion rate may have been influenced
by the nickel powder addition which increased the metal-to-sulfur ratio
within the electrode. Positive electrode showed both severe expansion
and compression. One area of the negative electrode showed about 100%
expansion.

Cell was operated to evaluate the use of a new form of MgO powder
separator. Examination showed that most of the fine MgO powder had
migrated out of the separator zone. This permitted direct contact of
the electrodes and multiple short circuits.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive-electrode material
at the top of the cell. The addition of nickel powder may have con-
tributed to the lower-than-normal corrosion rate of the nickel
positive-electrode current collector. Electrode thickness was uniform;
expansion was moderate (<25%).

The short circuit was caused by a defect or rupture in the BN-felt
separator. This cell used a 2-mm thick single layer for the separator.
In the area of the short circuit, the felt was <0.1-mm thick, else-
where, the separator was 1-mm thick.

Multiple short circuits were present throughout this cell and
metallographic examination showed them to be due to the presence of
a very large amount of Ti-S crystals throughout the entire separator
thickness.

The short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive-electrode material
through ruptured screen at edge. The negative electrode showed about
100% expansion. Positive electrode showed no expansion. The electrodes
showed some waviness.

Cell failure was caused by a short circuit in the feedthrough. LiA102
was observed on the front face of negative electrodes. Expansion of
negative electrodes was 50-65%. Positive electrode showed 14% expansion.

(contd)
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Cell Descriptiona

Lifetime

Cycles Days

Reason
Terminated Comments

KK-16
Li-Al-Fe/FeS,

C

R-59
LiAI/FeS2 ,
U, E

R-53-2
LiAI/FeS,
U, LR

M18NOH
LiAI/FeS,
LR, C

SM8F02
LiAI/FeS, C, LR

SM8F04
LiAI/FeS, C, LR

SM8F09
LiAl/FeS, C, LR

SM8F12

LiAI/FeS, C, LR

CA-18
CaSi/FeS2 , C

b b Short circuit

65 43 Declining A-h
efficiency

386 172 Low capacity

150 88 Short circuit

247 122 Short circuit

120 68 Short circuit

290 148 Short circuit

103 60 Short circuit

120 88 Short circuit

Short circuit caused by overheating due to furnace failure.

Short circuit was caused by multiple penetrations of positive material

through the separator. This occurred because the stainless steel

retainer screen was totally corroded and thus did not contain the

positive-electrode material. Li 2S(Fe) deposits were observed in the

separator. This is typical of FeS2 cells.

Although the separator was severely compressed (0.6-mm thick) and was

penetrated by positive-electrode material, no evidence of a short

circuit was found in this cell. The low capacity was apparently

caused by an electrolyte deficiency in the positive electrode.

Short circuit was caused by active material penetrating the separator

in areas where the retainer screens had ruptured due to corrosion. The

electrodes, which did not contain honeycomb current collectors, showed

nonuniform thickness typical of those without support structures

(honeycombs).

Short circuit was caused by iron deposits within the separator. The

iron penetration was greater than normal and this coupled with

localized thin areas in the separator allowed the iron deposits to

contact the negative electrode. The nonuniform thickness (wavy) of

the electrodes probably caused the thin areas in the separator.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive-electrode material

through a rupture in the electrode retainer at the bottom.

Short circuit was caused by excessive iron and aluminum deposits across

the separator in a localized area at the top of the cell. The electrodes

showed some nonuniformity in thickness (wavy).

Short circuit was caused >y iron deposits that bridged the separator.

The quantity of iron deposits indicated that the cell was overcharged.

The electrodes showed some nonuniformity in thickness (wavy).

Short circuit was caused by Ca-Si-C1 compounds that had been deposited

throughout the BN separator. Also, the BN fibers near the negative

electrode showed extensive reactions. The reaction products could not

be identified.

(Contd)
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Cell Descriptiona

Lifetime

Cycles Days

R-57
LiAl/FeS, C, LR

CA-19
CaSi/FES, C, SC

SM8FO1
LiAI/FeS, C, LR

SM8F03
LiAl/FeS, C, LR

SM8F05
LiAl/FeS, C, LR

SM8F07
LiAl/FeS, C, LR

SM8F08
LiAl/FeS, C, LR

RI-5
LiAl/FeS, SC, E

RI-6
LiAl/FeS, SC, E

GLER C-2
LiAl/FeS, SC, E

326 145 Short circuit

60 42 Short circuit

129 61 Short circuit

443 211 Short circuit

210 116 Short circuit
Loss capacity

417 203 Short circuit

367 180 Short circuit

28 20 Short circuit

0 0 Short circuit

1170 281 Short circuit

Short circuit was caused by metallic copper deposits at the top below
the electrolyte fill tube. A copper reservoir was used for adding
electrolyte to cell.

Short circuit was caused by Ca-Si-Cl compoounds that had been deposited
throughout the BN separator. Also, the BN fibers near the negative
electrode showed extensive reaction. The reaction products could not
be identified.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive-electrode material
through a rupture in the electrode retainer at the bottom.

Short circuit was caused by Li-Al protrusions from the negative electrode
that penetrated the separator and contacted the positive electrode. The
electrodes showed minor variations in thickness (wavy).

Cause of the short circuit was not identified. Low capacity was probably
due to an electrolyte deficiency.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive material through a
rupture at the screen/frame junction at the top of the cell.

Short circuit was caused by Li-Al protrusions from the negative
electrode that penetrated the separator and contacted the positive
electrode. The electrodes showed minor variations in thickness (wavy).

Short circuit was caused by extrusions of negative electrode material at
the top. This was a BN-felt-separator test cell.

Short circuit was caused by a lack of MgO-powder separator between the
el' trodes at the top. This was a MgO-powder-separator test cell.

Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrode material
at the top. The electrodes were very nonuniform in thickness (wavy).

(Contd)

Reason
Terminated Comments
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Lifetime Reason

Cell Descriptions Cycles Days Terminated Comments

GLER C-3 1475 281 Short circuit Short circuit was caused by ruptured separator at or near top of cell.
LiAl/FeS, SC, E Low capacity The bottom half of the negative electrodes showed considerable

agglomeration. The electrodes were very nonuniform in thickness
(wavy).

GLER C-7 825 417 Short circuit Short circuit was caused by extrusion of positive electrode material
LiAI/FeS, SC, E at the top. The electrodes were very nonuniform in thickness (wavy).

CA-20 110 65 Short circuit Short circuit was caused by Ca-Si-Cl compounds that had been deposited
CaSi/FeS, SC throughout the BN separator. Also, the BN fibers near the negative

electrode showed extensive reactions. The reaction products could not
be identified.

KK-23 283 193 Short circuit Cause of the short circuit was not identified.
LiAL/FeS, C, LR
Carbon bonded

KK-19 159 81 Short circuit Short circuit was caused by the honeycomb current collector of the
LiAL/FeS, C, LR positive electrode cutting through the separator and making contact
Carbon bonded with the negative electrode. The positive electrode screen was

completely destroyed by corrosion.

a Cell description includes cell number, active materials for negative and positive electrodes, state of charge at cell assembly
(C - charged; U - uncharged; and SC - semicharged), and type of electrolyte (E - eutectic LiCl-KC1; LR - LiCl-rich LiCl-KC1).

bData not available at present.

(contd)
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